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Preface

The Expert Working Group on Improving Government’s Role in the Promotion of Environmental

Management Accounting (EMA) was organized as a follow up to informal discussions on the issue at

the 1998 session of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development  (CSD 6) in the

context of negotiations on environmentally sound technologies.  Those discussions indicated that a

number of governments were involved or interested in promoting EMA, but that there had been little or

no communication between the agencies concerned.

The Expert Working Group has met three times. The first meeting was held in Washington DC, hosted

by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 30-31 August 1999. The second

meeting took place in Vienna, 15-16 May 2000 and was hosted by the Austrian Federal Ministry of

Transport, Innovation and Technology. The third meeting was held in Bonn, Germany, 1-2 November

2000, hosted by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research and the Federal Ministry for

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.

The fourth meeting is to be held in Tokyo, Japan, 5-7 June 2001, hosted by the Ministry of the

Environment of Japan, and the fifth is planned for Bristol, UK, in February 2002.

The participants in the Expert Working Group are from national environment agencies and ministries,

international organizations, industry, accounting firms, academia, and United Nations agencies, as well

as from the United Nations Division for Sustainable Development. To date the group includes

participants from government agencies in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China,

Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, Germany, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico,

Nepal, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Sweden, United Kingdom,

United States and Zimbabwe.

This publication on “Environmental Management Accounting: Procedures and Principles”, the first of a

series of publications by the Expert Working Group, presents the terminology and techniques as used

by members of the group in order to establish a common understanding of the basic concepts of EMA

and provide a set of principles and procedures to guide those interested in its application.
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This publication is intended for government agencies, industry management, accounting professionals

and all others concerned with the application and benefits of EMA. A second publication will focus on

government policies for promoting EMA.

The value of EMA in establishing a culture of pollution prevention and waste minimization within industry

is clear. However, the success of government and corporate programmes to promote EMA depends on

developing EMA systems that are cost-effective for industry.

This publication is intended to minimize the cost of introducing EMA systems by offering a set of

principles and procedures for EMA based on commonly used and internationally accepted financial

accounting methods. While the approach to EMA presented in this publication is not the only way, it is

one which the members of the Group, after extensive consultation, agree to be sound and cost-

effective.

The Group hopes that this publication will help to establish the needed common ground to facilitate

widespread use of EMA in many countries based on international exchange of information and

experience.

The Division for Sustainable Development of the United Nations Department of Economic and Social

Affairs would like to thank the members of the Expert Working Group for their efforts in preparing and

reviewing this highly technical document, and to Dr. Christine Jasch in particular as the lead author.

Editorial and design assistance was provided by the Interpretation, Meeting and Publishing Division and

to the Department of Public Information of the United Nations.

This publication is produced by the United Nations Division for Sustainable Development as part of its

work programme on the “Transfer of Environmentally Sound Technologies” managed by Tarcisio

Alvarez-Rivero with the assistance of Ms. Theresa Olvida and under the supervision of Mr. Ralph

Chipman.

May 2001
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1. FOREWORD

The objective of this report is to defi ne pr inci ples and proc edur es  for Env ir onmental 
Management  Ac counti ng (EMA)  wit h a focus on techniques for  quanti fy i ng envi ronment al 
expendi t ur es  or  cos t s as  a basi s  for  the dev el opment of  nati onal EMA gui del ines  and
f ramewor ks . The int ended us er s of these EMA pr oc edures are nati onal  gover nments  inter es ted
i n es tabli shi ng nat i onal  EMA gui deli nes  appr opri ate to their  own count ri es’  cont ex t and
organiz ati ons  s eeki ng to inst al l  EMA sy st ems  f or  bett er  cont r ol li ng and benchmar ki ng purpos es. 

The limits of traditional financial and cost-accounting methods to reflect organizations’ efforts
towards sustainability and to provide management with information needed to make
sustainable business decisions have been broadly recognized. Information on environmental
performance of organizations might be available to some extent, but, internal company
decision-makers, as well as those in public authorities, are seldom able to link environmental
information to economic variables and are crucially lacking environmental cost information.

As a consequence, decision makers fail to recognize the economic value of natural resources
as assets, and the business and financial value of good environmental performance. Beyond
“good-will” initiatives, few market-based incentives exist to integrate environmental concerns in
decision-making. Therefore, there is a need to upgrade the business decision-making process
by including information on material flows and related costs to account for efforts towards
sustainable development.

Although differing definitions and applications exist, the general use of EMA information is for
internal organizational calculations and decision-making.  EMA procedures for internal
decision-making include both: physical procedures for material and energy consumption, flows
and final disposal, and monetarized procedures for costs, savings and revenues related to
activities with a potential environmental impact.  The procedures most useful for decision-
making depend on the type of organization (e.g., manufacturing versus service sector) and the
types of decisions to be made (e.g., purchasing decisions about raw materials, investment
decisions for energy efficiency, altered product design).

EMA data support environmental management systems and decision-making with regard to
improvement targets and investment options. Linked financial and environmental performance
indicators are important for controlling and benchmarking purposes. The material flow balance
as well as the derived indicators are vital information for environmental reporting. Corporate
rating agencies are interested to see combined monetary and physical approaches towards
sustainability.

The costs for industry of environmental protection, including pollution reduction, waste
management, monitoring, regulatory reporting, legal fees and insurance, have increased
rapidly in the past 20 years with increasingly stringent environmental regulations. Conventional
management accounting systems attribute many of those environmental costs to general
overhead accounts, with the consequence that product and production managers have no
incentive to reduce environmental costs, and executives are often unaware of the extent of
environmental costs.
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In conventional cost accounting, the aggregation of environmental and non-environmental
costs in overhead accounts results in their being “hidden” from management. There is
substantial evidence that management tends to underestimate the extent and growth of such
costs. By identifying, assessing and allocating environmental costs, EMA allows management
to identify opportunities for cost savings. Prime examples from the EMA literature are the
savings that can result from replacement of toxic organic solvents by non-toxic substitutes,
thus eliminating the high and growing costs of regulatory reporting, hazardous waste handling
and other costs associated with the use of toxic materials. Many other examples deal with
more efficient material use, highlighting the fact that waste is expensive not because of
disposal fees but because of the wasted material purchase value. Waste and emissions are
therefore a sign of inefficient production.

The definition of the “environmental” part of these costs is often troublesome. Equally for
cleaner technologies, which are often more efficient in many aspects and prevent emissions at
the source, as for many other costs, which often include increased efficiency or health and
safety aspects, the “environmental” part can hardly be separated. In the extreme, one can say
that, if a solution is 100 per cent for the “environment”, it often is actually not, because then it
will most likely be an end-of-the-pipe treatment which does not solve the problem at the source
but shifts it to another environmental media (e.g., from air to soil and then to water). These
approaches are costly and not efficient.

The approach presented in this report has the underlying assumption that all purchased
materials must by physical necessity leave the company either as product or waste and
emission. Waste is thus a sign of inefficient production. Therefore when calculating
environmental costs, not only disposal fees are regarded but the purchase value of wasted
material and the production costs of waste and emissions are added.

A rule of thumb of environmental management is that 20 per cent of production activities are
responsible for 80 per cent of environmental costs. When environmental costs are allocated to
overhead accounts shared by all product lines, products with low environmental costs
subsidize those with high costs. This results in incorrect product pricing which reduces
profitability.

A relatively simple application of EMA that may yield large cost savings is to waste
management, as the costs of handling and disposing of waste are relatively easy to define and
to allocate to specific products. Other environmental costs, including costs of regulatory
compliance, legal costs, damage to the corporate image and environmental liabilities and
risks, are more difficult to assess. But the largest part of all environmental costs lies in the
material purchase value of non-product output and can come up to 10 to 100 times the costs
of disposal, depending on the business sector.

Financial accounts include most of these costs but aggregated in a way that does not identify
the specifically environmental costs. There is evidence, however, that some environmental
liabilities and risks that are in principle covered by reporting requirements are often not
reported, for example liabilities for cleaning up contaminated land. A comprehensive EMA
system would promote more complete financial accounts in such cases.
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Still, future costs and less tangible costs are hardly found in the existing accounting records.
The expected future costs for a necessary wastewater treatment plant upgrade should be part
of the current budgeting cycle. Less tangible costs like potential future liability claims and
company image costs from poor environmental performance should be considered when
comparing investment options.

This report is based on research and pilot projects on environmental cost and performance
procedures mostly in the German-speaking countries, but also from Australia, Canada, Japan
and the United States. In order to design the most broadly useful EMA procedures framework
possible, it reviews procedures not only for EMA and internal decision making but also for
external performance reporting and disclosure.

There is an inherent problem in producing a publication which is both generic across a number
of countries and also specific enough to be immediately usable by people in each specific
country who may not already be familiar with the topic (accounting). This is likely to be
particularly true with accounting, since this varies between countries due to different national
legal requirements on financial reporting, companies’ internal accounting records, company
law generally, and taxes. This generic version should therefore stimulate national discussion
and comments, as well as implement and support the development of tailored national
guidelines and pilot projects.

The key goal of this report is to outline a set of core EMA principles and procedures of
potential value to any type of corporation, business firms in all sectors, including services as
well as municipalities. Still, the more material flows and environmental risks within an
organization, the higher the potential value of an environmental management accounting
system.

Adding the purchase value of non-material output (waste, wastewater) to the environmental
costs makes the share of “environmental“ costs higher in relation to other costs. However, it is
not the goal of this report to show that environmental protection is expensive. It is also not the
most important task to spend a lot of time defining exactly which costs are environmental or
which costs are not, or what percentage of something is environmental or not.

The most important task is to make sure that all relevant, significant costs are considered
when making business decisions. In other words, “environmental” costs are just a subset of
the bigger cost universe that is necessary for good decision making. “Environmental” costs are
part of an integrated system of material and money flows throughout a corporation and not a
separate type of cost altogether. Doing environmental management accounting is simply doing
better, more comprehensive management accounting, while wearing an “environmental” hat
that opens the eyes for hidden costs. Therefore, the focus of material flow accounting is no
longer on assessing the total “environmental” costs, but on a revised calculation of production
costs on the basis of material flows.

The report is written from the perspective of accountants, allowing them to derive
environmental expenditures and costs from existing company data with the help of the
environmental and production manager. The quantitative physical measures are based on
material flows or the so-called operational system in ISO 14031, linking them with the financial
list of balances.
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The report includes checklists for each environmental medium and for calculation of
investments, making this a helpful tool for accountants, controllers and environmental
managers, and facilitating international standardization.

The report has the following structure:

•  Chapter 2 explains the term EMA - Environmental Management Accounting, its fields of
application and linkages to other information systems.

•  Chapter 3 discusses the terms and range of environmental costs.

•  Chapter 4 explains the scheme for annual corporate environmental expenditures, which
comprises the transition of the environmental part of the data from financial accounting and
cost calculation.

•  Chapter 5 deals with information available on the company level, traces environmental
aspects in the balance sheet and where to find them in the profit and loss accounts. It
explains the structure of material flow balances and where to get the necessary data from
stock management and production planning systems. The last issues dealt with are
consistency and consolidation of data.

•  Chapter 6 goes one step further into the organization and highlights the principles and
terminology of cost accounting, process flow charts, overhead cost attribution, activity
based costing and flow cost accounting.

•  Chapter 7 describes environmental performance indicators as an application example of
EMA. The chapter is based on the outline of ISO 14031, the worldwide standard on
environmental performance evaluation, and specifically addresses the problem of finding
meaningful denominators for indicators.

•  Chapter 8 describes another important application field, using EMA data for the calculation
of investment decisions and cost savings.

The annex provides checklists for environmental expenditures and earnings by environmental
media and conversion factors for the material flow balance. A list of references allows more
detailed study of the subject.

2. WHAT IS EMA – ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ?

Accounting is done in monetary and physical units.

2.1. Conventional monetary accounting

Conventional corporate monetary accounting comprises:
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•  Financial accounting (bookkeeping, balancing, consolidation, auditing of the financial
statement and reporting);

•  Cost accounting (also called management accounting);

•  Corporate statistics and indicators (past oriented);

•  Budgeting (future oriented);

•  Investment appraisal (future oriented).

Bookkeeping and cost accounting provide the data basis for the other instruments. They can
and have also been used to trace expenditures, costs, indicators, investments and savings,
due to measures for environmental protection, but not systematically. Corporate application of
financial accounting comprises mainly internal calculation tools, but is also used for external
reporting to financial authorities, shareholders and the company register. Statistical agencies
make use of this information, but this national application is beyond the scope of financial
accounting.

Cost accounting constitutes the central tool for internal management decisions such as
product pricing and is not regulated by law. This internal information system deals with the
following questions: What are the production costs for different products and what should the
selling price of these products be? For determining the inventories of finished goods and work-
in-progress for the balance sheet, cost accounting also needs to be done for financial
reporting. The main stakeholders in cost accounting are members of different management
units (e.g., executive, site, product and production managers). For environmental
management, the related costs (mostly hidden in general overhead costs) may be traced and
allocated to products and cost centres. The appropriate approach will therefore be described
in chapter 6.

Cost accounting is based on data obtained from financial accounting but sometimes uses
different values, e.g., repurchasing values for depreciations, average prices for material input
or imputed interest. The latter are assessed differently due to the system of transition from
expenditure to costs. Most small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) use the same figures
with only minor adjustments.

Alas, many companies do not have a separate cost-accounting system, but calculate on the
basis of the financial accounting data from bookkeeping instead. Financial accounting, on
the contrary, is mainly designed to satisfy the information needs of external shareholders and
financial authorities, both of whom have a strong economic interest in standardized
comparable data and in receiving true and fair information about the actual economic
performance of the company. Therefore, financial accounting and reporting are being dealt
with in national laws and international accounting standards. They regulate how specific items
should be treated, specifying, e.g., whether environmental investments should be capitalized
or expensed, under which circumstances provisions may be made for future treatment
liabilities, or when contingent liabilities should be disclosed. Imputed (calculatory) approaches
as used in cost accounting are not permissible. All costs must therefore be recalculated to
show actual expenditure and prices.
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Terminology

Financial accounting deals with revenues and expenditures as shown in the profit and loss
account, with assets and liabilities as listed in the balance sheet. More detailed information is
available from the list of balances. In cost accounting, the terms dealt with are costs and
earnings; there is no equivalent to the balance sheet.

Requiring a somewhat different assessment method, the various expenditure items in financial
accounting correspond to the categories of costs which are allocated to the respective cost
centres (in-house production processes) and cost carriers/objects (products).

Financial Accounting Cost Accounting

Balance sheet
Assets No equivalent

Liabilities No equivalent
Profit and loss account Cost statement
Expenditure Cost
Expenditure items Cost categories
Revenue Earnings

Cost calculation
No equivalent Cost centres
Calculation of production expenditure Cost carriers/objects (products)

Figure 1.     Terminology of financial accounting and cost accounting

Costs or expenditures?

The assessment can be based on expenditures from the profit and loss account or on internal
cost accounting documents, depending on the structure of internal information systems. It is
the task of the company’s controller to define the most appropriate database once the general
outline of the approach to be adopted has been defined.

Since environmental cost assessment should also be used for uniform reporting procedures,
and given that a calculatory approach in stating environmental expenditure in the profit-loss
account is not permitted, the report recommends to refer to the actual expenditure quoted in
financial accounting but to allocate it to sites, cost centres and products.

System boundaries of financial and cost accounting

Data determination for the two accounting methods differs. For financial accounting, the
system boundary is the legal entity and therefore mostly the company fence, sometimes
aggregating over several production sites. Cost accounting steps further down inside the
company and traces the costs of production steps and products.
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2.2. Physical accounting

The same structure applies to physical accounting. The core part of environmental information
systems is material flow balances in physical units of material, water and energy flows
within a defined system boundary. This can be on the corporate level, but also one step further
down to cost centres and production processes or even down to machineries and products.
Then it becomes the task of process technicians and not so much accountants to tackle and
trace the necessary data.

INPUT System boundaries OUTPUT
Nations

Materials                       ⇒ Regions ⇒                         Products

Energy                          ⇒ Corporations ⇒                             Waste

Water                            ⇒ Processes ⇒                       Emissions

Products

Figure 2.     System boundaries for material flow balances

On a higher level, material flow balances are calculated for regions and countries, referred to
under the term “national resource accounting”. Austria, Germany and Japan are the first
countries that have consistent material flow balances for their nations, which are provided by
the statistical agencies.

On a national level, statistical agencies and economic sciences also strive to estimate total
annual environmental costs of industry and the costs to the general public due to
environmental pollution (so-called external costs, as they are not borne by the polluting
company, but the general public). External costs are part of environmental accounting as well
as national resource accounting in material flows, but both are not management accounting.

2.3. Environmental management accounting

The main problem of environmental management accounting is that we lack a standard
definition of environmental costs. Depending on various interests, they include a variety of
costs, e.g., disposal costs or investment costs and, sometimes, also external costs (i.e., costs
incurred outside the company, mostly to the general public). Of course, this is also true for
profits of corporate environmental activities (environmental cost savings). In addition, most of
these costs are usually not traced systematically and attributed to the responsible processes
and products but simply summed up in general overhead.

The fact that environmental costs are not fully recorded often leads to distorted calculations for
improvement options. Environment protection projects aiming to prevent emissions and waste
at the source (avoidance option) by better utilizing raw and auxiliary materials and requiring
less (harmful) operating materials are not recognized and implemented. The economic and
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ecological advantages to be derived from such measures are not used. The people in charge
are often not aware that producing waste and emissions is usually more expensive than
disposing of them.

Experience shows that the environmental manager barely has access to the actual cost
accounting documents of the company and is only aware of a tiny fraction of aggregate
environmental costs. On the other hand, the controller does have most of the information but is
unable to separate the environmental part without further guidance. In addition, he or she is
limited to thinking within the framework of existing accounts. Also, the two departments tend to
have a severe language problem.

Calculated or real costs?

Companies are interested in their actual costs. Costs incurred elsewhere are of little interest
for corporate decision-making. Therefore, the focus of this report is on actual company costs
rather than on externalities and estimated future price changes. It is the task of governments,
not of accountants, to ensure that prices reflect the real costs to society.

All expenditure should refer to the same reporting period and be derived from the annual list of
balances, which in the first round means a yearly monitoring of total annual environmental
expenditure. This does not include external costs and envisaged future price changes, and the
scheme for total annual environmental expenditure is not used for the calculation of
investment options or project costs and cost savings. Chapter 8 deals with these issues
separately.

Environmental management accounting thus represents a combined approach which provides
for the transition of data from financial accounting and cost accounting to increase material
efficiency, reduce environmental impact and risk and reduce costs of environmental protection.
For the following text, the term expenditure is always used where a precise distinction to
implicit cost approaches is necessary. Otherwise, the term cost is used. For the different cost
categories of the environmental cost scheme (see figure 11, presented in chapter 4 on annual
corporate environmental expenditure), guidance is given on where to find them and how to
deal with them when expenditures or costs are assessed.

Environmental management accounting (EMA) is performed by private or public corporations,
but not nations, and has a monetary as well as physical component.

Accounting in Monetary Units Accounting in Physical Units

Environmental Management Accounting
Conventional
Accounting MEMA

Monetary EMA
PEMA

Physical EMA

Other Assessment
Tools

Figure 3.     EMA combines monetary and physical data
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Application fields for the use of EMA data are:

•  Assessment of annual environmental costs/expenditure;

•  Product pricing;

•  Budgeting;

•  Investment appraisal, calculating investment options;

•  Calculating costs, savings and benefits of environmental projects;

•  Design and implementation of environmental management systems;

•  Environmental performance evaluation, indicators and benchmarking;

•  Setting quantified performance targets;

•  Cleaner production, pollution prevention, supply chain management and design for
environment projects;

•  External disclosure of environmental expenditures, investments and liabilities;

•  External environmental or sustainability reporting;

•  Other reporting of environmental data to statistical agencies and local authorities.

EMA data and their application can be structured into past and future oriented tools.

Environmental Management Accounting (EMA)
Monetary EMA (MEMA) Physical EMA (PEMA)

Past oriented tools Future oriented tools Past oriented tools Future oriented tools

Annual environmental
expenditure or costs,
transition from
bookkeeping and cost
accounting

Monetary environmental
budgeting and investment
appraisal

Material, energy and water
flow balances

Physical environmental
budgeting and investment
appraisal

Calculating costs, savings
and benefits of projects

Environmental performance
evaluation and indicators,
benchmarking

Setting quantified
performance targets

External disclosure of
environmental
expenditures,
investments and
liabilities

External environmental
reporting and other reporting
to agencies and authorities

Design and implementation
of environmental
management systems,
cleaner production, pollution
prevention, design for
environment, supply chain
management, etc.

Figure 4.     Past and future oriented EMA tools

Source:  Adopted from S. Schaltegger, T. Hahn and R. Burrit, 2000.
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EMA was defined in the second and third meeting of the expert working group on “Improving
the role of government in the promotion of EMA” of the United Nations Division for Sustainable
Development to cover the issues in the two middle columns of the table. This report focuses
on the bold internal part of EMA of figure 5 with data on the company, process and product
level for business application.

Accounting in Monetary Units Accounting in Physical Units
Environmental Management AccountingConventional

Accounting
MEMA

Monetary EMA
PEMA

Physical EMA

Other Assessment
Tools

DATA ON THE CORPORATE LEVEL
Conventional
bookkeeping

Transition of
environmental part from
bookkeeping and cost
accounting

Material flow balances on
the corporate level for
mass, energy and water
flows

Production planning systems,
stock accounting systems

DATA ON THE PROCESS/COST CENTRE AND PRODUCT/COST CARRIER LEVELS
Cost accounting Activity based material

flow cost accounting
Material flow balances
on the process and
product levels

Other environmental
assessments, measures
and evaluation tools

BUSINESS APPLICATION
Internal use for statistics,
indicators, calculating
savings, budgeting and
investment appraisal

Internal use for statistics,
indicators, calculating
savings, budgeting and
investment appraisal of
environmental costs

Internal use for
environmental
management systems and
performance evaluation,
benchmarking

Other internal use for
cleaner production projects
and ecodesign

External financial
reporting

External disclosure of
environmental expenditures,
investments and liabilities

External reporting (EMA-
statement, corporate
environmental report,
sustainability report)

Other external reporting to
statistical agencies, local
governments, etc.

NATIONAL APPLICATION
National income
accounting by
statistical agency

National accounting on
investments and annual
environmental costs of
industry, externalities
costing

National resource accounting
(material flow balances for
countries, regions and
sectors)

Figure 5.     What is EMA?
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3. WHAT ARE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS?

From a macroeconomic perspective, the price of scarce raw materials, pollution and disposal
do not reflect their true value and cost to society. Health hazards, repairs of contaminated sites
etc. are environmental costs usually not borne by the polluter but by the general public.

Environmental costs comprise both internal and external costs and relate to all costs
occurred in relation to environmental damage and protection. Environmental protection
costs include costs for prevention, disposal, planning, control, shifting actions and damage
repair that can occur at companies and affect governments or people (VDI 20001). This book
only deals with corporate environmental costs. External costs which result from corporate
activities but are not internalized via regulations and prices are not considered.  It is the role of
governments to apply political instruments such as eco-taxes and emission control regulations
in order to enforce the “polluter-pays” principle and thus to integrate external costs into
corporate calculations.

What then are corporate environmental costs? Costs incurred to deal with contaminated sites,
effluent control technologies and waste disposal may first come to mind.

Measures for environmental protection comprise all activities taken for legal compliance,
compliance with own commitments or voluntarily. Economic effects are not criteria, but rather
the effect on prevention or reduction of environmental impact (VDI 2000).

Corporate environmental protection expenditure includes all expenditure for measures for
environmental protection of a company or on its behalf to prevent, reduce, control and
document environmental aspects, impacts and hazards, as well as disposal, treatment,
sanitation and clean up expenditure. The amount of corporate environmental protection
expenditure is not directly related to the environmental performance of a company (VDI 2000).

Waste and emission treatment using end-of-pipe technologies is usually the first step on the
environmental protection path. End-of-pipe investments are gradually implemented as the
need for legal compliance increases. Policy debates focus on the internalization of external
costs by raising prices for scarce raw materials, water and emissions, and some companies
actually try to predict these price changes in their calculations. Public as well as corporate
activities aimed at environmental management are still focusing on end-of-pipe technologies,
which may in the short run appear to be a fast solution, but in the long run often actually
amount to more consumption of material and energy, more capital expenditure and more work
hours than if measures are taken at the source.

                                                  
1  VDI, the German Association of Engineers, together with German industry representatives, have
developed a guidance document on the definition of environmental protection costs and other terms of
pollution prevention (VDI 2000).
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The principle of pollution prevention does not only address the question of waste disposal but
also examines where the waste comes from and how it can be prevented. Pollution prevention
can be achieved by two factors, namely by changes in product design or production processes
and by better housekeeping assisted by environmental management systems, with the two
factors often being interlinked. Integrated environmental protection attempts to avoid waste
and emissions altogether. Cleaner technologies avoid the need for hazardous operating
materials which require costly disposal methods. In contrast to expensive end-of-pipe
investments, pollution prevention often significantly reduces environmental costs.

For internal company calculation of environmental costs, expenditure for environmental
protection is only one side of the coin. The costs of waste and emissions include much more
than the respective pollution prevention or treatment facilities.

The concept of “waste” has a double meaning. Waste is a material which has been purchased
and paid for but which has not been turned into a marketable product. Waste is therefore
indicative of production inefficiency. Thus, the costs of wasted materials, capital and labour
have to be added to arrive at total corporate environmental costs and a sound basis for further
calculations and decisions. Waste in this context is used as a general term for solid waste,
waste water and air emissions, and thus comprises all non-product output. Materials include
water and energy.

Environmental protection costs
   (Emission treatment and pollution prevention)

+ Cost of wasted material
+ Cost of wasted capital and labour

=  Total corporate environmental costs

Figure 6.     Total corporate environmental costs

A survey of several company projects, mainly in Austria and Germany, performed by the IÖW,
IMU and technical University Graz, has shown that the costs of waste disposal are typically 1
to 10 per cent of total environmental costs, while the purchase costs of the wasted materials
represent 40 to 90 per cent of environmental costs depending on the business sector
examined.

Material flows are money flows and can therefore be partly traced by conventional accounting
systems. Also, when calculating investments for environmental protection, increased material
and production efficiency needs consideration.
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Figure 7.     Material flows are money flows

The main problem associated with a systematic identification of the potential for material
efficiency improvements lies in the traditional cost-accounting systems which are not able to
provide the relevant information on the company’s physical structure, i.e., on the structure of
its material flows. In particular the non-product output (waste, wastewater, etc.) is not being
quantified and monetarized separately within accounting systems.

Recently, some methods have been developed to overcome these shortcomings.

Figure 8.     Categorization of environmental accounting by material flow orientation

Source: Adapted from IMU Augsburg.

Conventional environmental cost assessment did not consider material flows but mainly
waste treatment and disposal costs as well as investments in end-of-pipe technologies. Later,
corporate material flow balances were determined, but without systematically integrating the
two information systems and without assessing the costs of material flows.

Product

  Non product output

Material
Water
Energy

Process
flow data

Input / Output data Input / Output balances
(amounts and value)

Activity-based accounting
material flow cost accounting

Life-cycle costing
(not adressed in this book)

Residual
waste accounting

System boundary: Product life cycle

System boundary: Corporation

No monetary
evaluation

System boundary: Process + Products (internal)

No material flow relation
Environmental Management
Accounting (conventional)
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Residual waste accounting, in a subsequent phase, not only measures the costs of waste by
their disposal costs, but also adds the material purchase values and pro rata production costs.
The system boundary is the corporation and identical to financial reporting. This approach is
also at the core of the method described in the present report which aims to provide a
comprehensive statement of annual environmental costs.

Act ivit y-based cost i ng impr ov es int er nal company cost  calc ulati on by  all oc at i ng cost s typic all y
f ound in over head cost s to the pol lut ing ac t iv it i es  and pr oduct s.  Si gnif i cant  materi al fl ows  are
t raced thr oughout  t he company  and t hei r cos ts  are al loc at ed back  t o t he poll ut i ng c os t  c entr es. 

Flow cost account ing aims  not mer el y to separ at e the cos t s of  envi ronment al pr ot ect ion but  to
det ec t all  materi al  fl ows  via the company ’s  cost  c entr es  and to reas s es s product i on cost s and
per cent age amount s added in the vari ous  phas es  of  produc ti on,  l ik e es t imat ed sc rap
per cent ages,  was te rates,  et c.  Techni c al  pr oc es s flow chart s suppor t this  appr oac h.  Whil e the
met hod in det ai l as s es ses  the aggr egated amounts  and cos ts  of  mat er i al  fl ows,  whic h res ul ts  in
a bet ter  cal c ul at ion of product i on cost s,  it  avoi ds  the need to separate the env ir onment- rel at ed
s hare and to obtain a compl et e lis t of ot her  env i ronment al  cost s.  The sy s tem boundar i es  are the
s ev er al  pr oduct ion proces ses and c os t  c entr es  in a company .

The input/output analysis of material flows can be further subdivided from the company
and process levels to the product produced. The product assessment comprises two levels.
Internal company is the subdivision of the process data to the produced products. The other
level of product assessment leaves the company and follows the product throughout its life
cycle by adding upstream and downstream life-cycle stages. This method, based on the
material flow thinking, has been incorporated into ISO 14040 ff.2

A further step, a method called life-cycle costing, tries to incorporate the related cost caused
over the whole life cycle of a product. In life-cycle costing the accounting boundaries of the
company cut across, as is the normal time horizon of accounting, which causes substantial
methodological and practical problems. In theory, in competitive markets, the material
purchase price is expected to reflect the costs that have been incurred up to the point of sale
anyway. In addition, the estimation of external costs is cumbersome and does not provide
much informative value, due to the low quality and inconsistency of the data. Thus, the
methodology has not gained much attention. Life-cycle costing is not addressed in this book.
With increased product stewardship and product-service systems, where the ownership of the
product remains at the producer, a modified version of life-cycle costing might gain more
interest.

Different companies might define “environmental costs” differently and use a variety of
methods for cost assessment. Often, the distinction between health and safety and risk
management poses questions. For the purpose of internal management, focus should not be
so much on the definition, as long as all significant and relevant costs are included in decision-
making.

                                                  
2  International Standard Organization, ISO 14040: Life Cycle Assessment – Principles and Frameworks
(1998).
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Distribution to environmental media

Sometimes, national statistics laws or other assessment procedures require that
environmental costs are categorized by environmental medium. Also for internal control
purposes, the share of costs for waste disposal or water treatment can show interesting results
and trends.

In the field of national integrated environmental and economic accounting, substantial
methodological developments have taken place since the United Nations Statistics Division
published Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting: Handbook of National
Accounting (SEEA) in 1993. In collaboration with the London Group on Environmental
Accounting, the United Nations Statistics Division is currently revising the System of integrated
Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA) to include new methodological
developments, in particular in non-monetary (physical) accounting. The Nairobi Group consists
of experts from international organizations (UNEP, Eurostat, World Conservation Union
(IUCN), the World Bank, the United Nations Statistics Division), non-governmental
organizations (World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)) and national government offices. Within
the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, the Statistics
Division worked closely with the Division for Sustainable Development in developing a
framework and a set of indicators. These indicators are currently being tested in several
countries from all regions of the world.3

The Environmental Protection and Resource Management Accounts of SEEA 2000 provide for
the assignment of transactions to the following classes:

•  Protection of ambient air and climate;

•  Wastewater management;

•  Waste management;

•  Protection of soil and groundwater;

•  Noise and vibration abatement;

•  Protection of biodiversity and landscape;

•  Protection against radiation;

•  Research and development;

•  Other environmental protection activities.

                                                  
3 For further information refer to: www.un.org/Depts/unsd/statcom and
http://ww2.statcan.ca/citygrp/london/publicrev/ch4intrev.pdf .
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To provide for maximum consistency with existing international approaches, these classes
have also been used for the EMA environmental cost scheme, with the exemption of research
and development activities, as they are covered under a separate line under the cost category
“Prevention and environmental management” (see also figure 11, presented in chapter 4 on
annual corporate environmental expenditure).  If appropriate, organizations might also want to
consider adding a column for health and safety issues.

Environmental media
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1. Waste and emission treatment

2. Prevention and environmental
management

3. Material purchase value of
non-product output

4. Processing costs of non-product
output

∑ Environmental expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

Figure 9.     Overview on environmental cost scheme

The environmental expenditures or costs should be assessed using two separate checklists:
the controller identifies the environmental expenditure for each accounting/cost category, while
the environmental manager calculates the costs for each environmental medium (waste,
water, air, etc.). A cross-check of results for consistency is a central element of this approach
and reveals full costs as well as opportunities for improvement.

In larger organizations, typically, two groups of experts in the company are involved:

•  the “accounting” group, with the task of ascertaining purchase and production volumes
(input/output), expenditure and revenues, cost centre assessments, purchasing costs,
internal prices, calculation and charge rates;

•  the “technology” group, with the task of material, water and energy balances, disposal and
emission volumes and costs, process description and technical equipment for emission
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treatment and cleaner technologies, estimates of related work hours and operating
materials as well as the distribution of total costs to the different environmental media.

In the methodology presented in this report, the environmental cost scheme is first used for the
assessment of annual corporate environmental expenditure of the previous year.
Subsequently, a break down of cost centres and processes can be performed, with guidance
to be found in chapter 6. The focus of EMA is not on disclosure of annual environmental costs,
but for further internal calculation, annual expenditure is the first step in a top down approach
of environmental cost management. Annual expenses are the best available data source; a
further distinction into cost centres, processes, products and material flow balances should be
done in a step-by-step procedure, gradually improving the information system. Calculating
savings, investment options or estimating future price changes requires consideration of future
costs and is dealt with separately in chapter 8.

The environmental cost/expenditure categories follow the historic development of awareness
for environmental cost categories.

The first block of environmental cost categories comprises conventional waste disposal and
emission treatment costs including related labour and maintenance materials. Insurance and
provisions for environmental liabilities also reflect the spirit of treatment instead of prevention.
The first section corresponds to the conventional definition of environmental costs comprising
all treatment, disposal and clean-up costs of existing waste and emissions (cycle 1 in figure
10).

The second block is termed prevention and environmental management and adds the
labour costs and external services for good housekeeping as well as the “environmental”
share and extra costs of cleaner technologies and green purchase, if significant. Prevention
activities are actually inherent to environmental management. Research and development for
environmental projects are part of pollution prevention. The main focus of the second block is
on annual costs for prevention of waste and emissions but without calculated cost savings.
They include higher pro rata costs for environment-friendly auxiliary and operating materials,
low-emission process technologies and the development of environmentally benign products
(cycle 2 in figure 10).

Conventionally, three production factors are distinguished: materials, capital (investments,
related annual depreciation and financing cost) and labour. The next two blocks consider the
costs of wasted material, capital and labour due to inefficient production, generating waste and
emissions.

In the third block, the wasted material purchase value is added. All non-product output is
assessed by a material flow balance. Wasted materials are evaluated with their material
purchase value or materials consumed value in case of stock management (cycle 3 in figure
10).

Lastly, the production costs of non-product output are added with the respective
production cost pro rata charges, which include labour hours, depreciation of machinery and
operating materials and financing costs. In activity-based costing and flow cost accounting the
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flows of residual materials are more precisely determined and allocated to cost centres and
cost carriers (cycle 3 in figure 10, but differently evaluated).

Environmental revenues derived from sales of waste or grants of subsidies are accounted
for in a separate block.

Costs that are incurred outside the company and borne by the general public (external costs)
or that are relevant to suppliers and consumers (life-cycle costs) are not dealt with (cycle 4 in
figure 10).

Figure 10.     Different focus of environmental costs

Source:  Adapted from IMU-Augsburg.

4. ANNUAL CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENDITURE

Figure 10 shows the environmental cost scheme developed for EMA. This chapter provides
information on the different expenditure items or cost categories. The annex provides
checklists for determination by environmental media.

4.1. Waste and emission treatment

Waste and emission treatment costs dealing with the non-product output of the company,
should be attributed to the different environmental media. Waste collection, recycling and
disposal costs are the most obvious to be monitored. This first section covers all kinds of
treatment costs of non-product output while the following section addresses the prevention of
waste and emissions.

Product

Non-product
Output

Material
Water
Energy

3 1
2

4

1...Waste disposal and
emission treatment costs

2...Prevention and
environmental management

3...Wasted material purchase,
capital and labor

4...External costs
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Environmental media
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1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials
and services

1.3. Related personnel

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

1.5. Fines and penalties

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

1.7. Provisions for clean up costs,
remediation

2. Prevention and environmental
management

2.1. External services for environmental
management

2.2. Personnel for general environmental
management activities

2.3. Research and development

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner
technologies

2.5. Other environmental management
costs

3. Material purchase value of non-
product output

3.1. Raw materials

3.2. Packaging

3.3. Auxiliary materials

3.4. Operating materials

3.5. Energy

3.6. Water

4. Processing costs of non-product
output

∑   Environmental expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

5.2. Other earnings

∑   Environmental revenues

Figure 11.     Environmental expenditure/costs and revenue/earnings
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4.1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

The most obvious assets in this section are refuse compactors, collection containers and
vehicles, waste heat recovery systems, air pollution filters, noise abatement investments,
sewage treatment plants, etc. But also watch out for more hidden equipment. Depending on
the type of business and the state of environmental management, these plants may already be
assigned to separate cost centres. The land/soil category may also include such areas as
landscape protection, recultivation and repair of contaminated sites.

An asset (e.g., investment) is recognized in the balance sheet if future economic cost savings
are likely and the value can be measured reliably. Investments are capitalized and accounted
for by depreciation in the profit and loss account, if they bear a future benefit, otherwise they
are immediately expensed. As a rule, expenses which do not lead to future economic cost
savings should be expensed in the year in which they occur. End-of-pipe technologies qualify
as assets as they are required by regulatory authorities to continue with production. Their
value can easily be measured as they are typically stand-alone treatment facilities.

The FEE, the European accountancy body, recommends that costs incurred to prevent future
environmental impact should be capitalized whereas clean-up costs for past environmental
damage should be expensed as they bear no future benefit. Likewise, the treatment costs of
environmental contamination should generally be expensed. Capitalization of environmental
costs is only allowed if future economic cost savings, increased efficiency or improved safety
may be expected to result from present expenses.

In any type of activity and especially in investments which, in addition to their primary purpose
(usually an economic one), also have an environmental aspect (and vice versa), there are
substantial problems relating to the question of accrual and deferral, e.g., in connection with
measures to improve workplace safety, security or infrastructure.

A clear allocation is only possible for investments in end-of-pipe technologies which, however,
are unable to address an emission problem fully but usually only transpose it to another
environmental medium (e.g., from air to soil). Rationalization investments which are
implemented due to the advent of a new technology will, as a rule, lead to both a reduction of
costs and emissions.

The problem in evaluating an end-of-pipe investment from an environmental point of view is
due to the fact that there is no such thing as an environment protection investment proper as
such a measure does not contribute to a sustainable solution of an ecological problem but
merely helps to fight the symptoms. However, a separate assessment of an environment
protection investment, e.g., a filter technology in the category of fixed assets, is usually only
possible if it is an end-of-pipe investment.

Investments in environmental protection and pollution prevention measures are calculated in
terms of annual depreciation, based on an assessment of the share of the investment
attributable to environmental protection. Investment is 100 per cent environmental in the case
of end-of-pipe technologies. Investments which are incurred solely for the purpose of emission
treatment are typically end-of-pipe technologies, i.e., devices which are installed for cleaning
purposes after the production processes. Filters, waste collection equipment and wastewater
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treatment plants are typical end-of-pipe technologies which help to concentrate or hold back
toxic substances. However, they usually do not solve the problem at the source, but rather
prevent uncontrolled release in exchange for controlled release.

The environmental manager will be the one to define the waste and emission treatment
facilities of the company whereas the accountant may subsequently determine their purchase
value and annual depreciation.

As tax laws are not always equally relevant in all countries in determining how accounting
profits (in financial reporting) are defined and determined, the depreciation charged in financial
reports might be irrelevant to the determination of taxable profits. In the United Kingdom, the
depreciation charged in financial reports is added back to the accounting profit stated in those
reports, then an alternative calculation (termed “capital allowance”) is done, based on standard
Inland Revenue rules, and deducted in order to compute taxable profits. This means that
companies can (and should) charge depreciation in their accounts at the amount that they
believe really reflects the useful lives of their assets, undistorted by any tax consideration.

When calculating costs instead of expenditure, the assessment of depreciation may be based
on repurchasing values. If this is common practice in the company, financing costs may also
be quoted.

4.1.2. Maintenance and operating material and services

Once the relevant environmental investments and equipment have been defined, the annual
costs for related operating materials and equipment, maintenance, inspection etc. can be
determined and attributed to this section.

4.1.3. Related personnel

Time spent handling waste and emission related investments is calculated here. Time spent
for inefficient production, generating waste, and time spent for general environmental
management activities should be quoted elsewhere. This section mainly applies to the
personnel of waste collection departments, and the people in charge of wastewater and air
emission control, dealing directly with the identified waste and emissions streams and
equipment.

4.1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

All disposal, sewer access and effluent fees, but also costs for specific licenses, or
environmental taxes, if applicable, should be quoted here. In several countries, eco-taxes are
levied on energy and water input, as well as packaging and sometimes specific hazardous
chemicals. On the output side, taxes and charges can be levied on waste volumes,
wastewater and air emissions.
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4.1.5. Fines and penalties

In cases of severe non-compliance, fines and penalties may be charged. Several reporting
guidelines request that these are disclosed separately, regardless of their amount in relation to
other more significant expenditure. Still, they cannot be found in many reports, probably
because the companies at the forefront of voluntary environmental performance reporting are
not the ones being charged fines and penalties.

4.1.6. Insurance for environmental liability

Firms can cover themselves against liability risks by way of insurance. The annual
contributions to insurance against traditional damage to persons, goods and biodiversity
caused by dangerous and potentially dangerous activities should be quoted here. Insurance
covering higher risks of fire or other damage to the production site or at transport due to
dealing with hazardous substances and dangerous processes should also be quoted here.

Insurance for environmental liability are generally allocated to the other costs column rather
than to specific environmental media.

Environmental liability aims at making the agent causing the environmental damage (the
polluter) pay for repairing the damage that they have caused. Environmental regulations and
accounting standards with regard to liability differ from nation to nation. Often, only dangerous
and potentially dangerous activities which cause direct damage to persons (personal injury),
goods (property damage) and sometimes biodiversity or contaminated sites are captured
under the heading of strict liability. Strict liability means that there is no need to establish a
fault on the part of the actor, but merely the fact that an action (or the omission thereof) has
actually caused the damage. The EU Commission’s white paper on environmental liability4

aims to include damage to protected natural resources by non-dangerous fault based activities
also.

Availability of financial security, such as insurance, is important to ensure that liability is
environmentally effective. The effectiveness of any legal liability regime further depends on the
capacity of administrative and juridical authorities to treat cases expeditiously, as well as on
the proper means of access to justice being available to the public.

The experience with U.S. Superfund legislation (liability for cleaning up contaminated sites)
shows the need to avoid loopholes enabling polluters to avoid liability by transferring
hazardous activities to poorly capitalized firms which become insolvent in the event of
significant damage. If firms can cover themselves against liability by way of insurance, they will
not tend to resort to this perverse route.

Smaller firms, which often lack the resources needed to implement risk management systems
that are as effective as those of their larger counterparts, often become responsible for a
higher share of damage than their size would predict. When they cause damage, they are also

                                                  
4  European Commission, White paper on environmental liability, (Brussels, February 2000).
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less likely to have the financial resources to pay for redressing the damage. Insurance
availability (or even requirement) reduces the risks companies are exposed to. They are thus
also less inclined to try to circumvent liability.

The annual expenses for insurance are shown in the profit and loss account. But if insurance
payments are required, companies must frequently foot part of the bill. Thus, even with risks
covered by insurance, there remains damage to be covered by the firm. That is why less
tangible liabilities must be quoted under the balance sheet.

4.1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

Provisions are a classic instrument for anchoring a company’s risk protection scheme in the
balance sheet and must be formed for contingent liabilities and potential losses from abeyant
business transactions.

The function of provisions is to consider and anticipate future expenditure and obligations and
to help the company protect itself against contingent risks. It should be noted that the
provisions available under commercial law and those recognized by fiscal authorities may be
quite different at times.

Provisions for expenditure which are admissible under domestic commercial law and
provisions for deferred repairs and maintenance and for deferred removal of excavated
material must generally not be carried as liabilities in accordance with International Accounting
Standards (IAS) as the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) stipulates in its
definition of liabilities that these lead to current obligations which will in the future result in an
outflow of resources. The above-mentioned provisions, however, constitute internal obligations
which do not entail any direct liability vis-à-vis third persons. This means that there is no
liability and, hence, no opportunity to plan ahead by forming provisions.

A liability is the present obligation of a company, arising from past events, the settlement of
which is expected to result in future cash outflow or other use of resources, thus representing
future economic burden. The first uncertainty related to it is the occurrence of the liability as
such (i.e., will the liability materialize or not?), whereas the second uncertainty concerns its
amount (i.e., how much will it cost?).

“ A contingency is a condition or situation, the ultimate outcome of which, gain or loss, will be
confirmed only on the occurrence, or non-occurrence, of one or more future events.5 ”

Examples of (contingent) liabilities which may emerge from a company’s activities include:

•  Groundwater contamination (e.g., from working with solvent-containing substances);

•  Surface water contamination (e.g., from spills and transport damage);

•  Air emissions (e.g., sudden release due to a breakdown of pollution treatment equipment);

                                                  
5  IASC, International Accounting Standards, (London, 1995) p. 181.
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•  Energy emissions (e.g., radioactive emissions);

•  Soil contamination (e.g., from contaminated surface water by missing protection troughs
and collection tanks).

The liability vis-à-vis third persons underlying the formation of provisions may primarily be
derived from the rules of public law and, to some extent, civil and criminal law. Environment
protection tasks which companies must perform under public law include the duty to adapt
equipment and procedures to the state of the art, to make provisions for waste removal and
recycling at periodic intervals, to recultivate and dispose of substances at non-periodic
intervals, and to clean up contaminated land.

Provisions for deferred removal of overburden (in mining) and clean-up of contaminated sites
(where legally required) are also admissible under revenue tax law.

Duty to adapt equipment and procedures to the state of the art

As a result of advances in the state of the art, industrial plants commissioned in the past no
longer meet the pertinent legal requirements. In order to comply with the new maximum values
for critical emissions, the law usually grants transition periods for existing plants that are liable
for approval. While, from a legal point of view, the duty to adapt arises as soon as the
applicable law takes effect, the literature sometimes also stipulates an economic causal
relationship in order for provisions to be formed.

Duty to remove and recycle wastes

If there is a backlog at the balance sheet cut-off date in complying with mandatory waste
removal and recycling duties arising at periodic intervals, this must be accounted for by the
formation of provisions.

Remediation and disposal duties

Especially in mining or in connection with the erection and disposal of power stations and
lines, there are rules requiring comprehensive measures to restore the original landscape
(e.g., run-of-the-river power stations) or controlled demolition of buildings (e.g., of nuclear
power plants).

Clean-up of contaminated sites

Provisions for the clean-up of contaminated land must be formed when there is a likelihood of
that duty arising, however, at the latest when the authority has knowledge of the contaminated
site. In many countries, national tax laws require that a provision for future costs be calculated
only once the legal obligation for this action has been established.

Provisions for the clean-up of contaminated land relate to soil and groundwater. Remediation
duties and aspects of landscape protection and biodiversity should be quoted in the respective
column.
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As regards the formation of provisions for specific environment protection measures, it may be
summarized that in the event where a company is required to repair damage to the
environment which has already occurred, especially in the context of cleaning up
contaminated land, a provision because of the economic causal relationship in the past is
possible, whereas the duty to adapt to new technical standards usually precludes provisions in
view of future revenue, unless the duty to adapt already existed at the cut-off date.

Therefore, risks and future requirements cannot be totally considered in the annual balance
sheet. This creates the problem for cost accounting that the basis for total environmental costs
is hard to estimate. In order to obtain a comprehensive list of environmental costs, it is
advisable to assess all future obligations regardless of the requirements under commercial
and fiscal law. This provides the necessary basis for internal calculations while, on the basis of
the applicable national balance-sheet regulations, the possibility of an entry in the annual
balance sheet may only be considered in a second phase.

4.2. Prevention and environmental management

In contrast to the first block dealing with emission treatment, this section deals with prevention
costs and costs for general environmental management activities.

4.2.1. External services for environmental management

All external services for environment-related consultants, training, inspections, audits and
communication should be quoted here and, as far as possible, allocated to the relevant
environmental media. In general, though, the amounts will be assigned to the column of “other
expenses” as they basically cover the entire amount of company activities. It is imperative not
to overestimate the environmental part of these services.

Also the costs for printing the environmental report and other communication-related activities
like eco-sponsoring should be summarized under this heading. The related expenses will
probably not have been systematically collected on one account or cost centre but spread
throughout the company and across accounts. A quick memory session on last year’s projects
and activities of the environmental team will make sure that all relevant expenditure can be
traced back and the allocation to expenditure items and cost centres can be improved.

4.2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

This section includes internal personnel for general environmental management activities, not
directly related to emission treatment or the production of non-product output. Work hours for
training programmes including travel expenses, environmental management activities and
projects, audits, compliance and communication should be estimated and evaluated with the
respective work hour costs.
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4.2.3. Research and development

External contracts and internal staff hours for environmental related research and
development projects should be quoted separately from general environmental management
activities, as their amount can sometimes be substantial, distorting comparison with previous
years and other sites. Also some countries require disclosure of this figure.

Again, caution is required in order not to overestimate the environmental part. Nowadays in
developed countries, considering environmental aspects in R&D projects is state of the art and
should not be exaggerated. Cost savings for the natural environment are often a spin-off of
measures to improve productivity and cost-effectiveness. Only if the main purpose of the
project is to upgrade environmental performance should the personnel hours and related
expenses be quoted under environment.

4.2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

Most pollution prevention investments involve a share of environmental improvement and a
share of improved production, with the respective shares to be estimated by an in-house
review panel. Integrated or cleaner technologies allow for more efficient production processes,
which reduce or prevent emission at the source. Often, the new technology also uses less
energy, is faster and has more production capacity. A new bottling plant, for instance, is less
noisy, requires less water and is equipped with an automatic supply of detergents.
Environmental concerns were integrated when the device was designed. Because of the
integration of environmental protection appliances and considerations, the question is often
raised whether and to what degree cleaner technologies should be quoted as investments for
environmental protection.

For imputation purposes, the cost difference of such an approach to an environmentally less
favorable solution, with identical production values and state of the art, could be regarded. If
there are significant differences and the investment was mainly done for environment
protection purposes, the relevant share could be quoted as an environmental investment and
the annual costs considered by depreciation. However, if the cleaner technology represents
the current state of the art and was installed mainly as a regular replacement of an old device,
it should not be regarded as environmental investment.

In contrast to end-of-pipe technologies, integrated anti-pollution technologies are part of the
ordinary production assets. They are mainly bought for economic purposes. The
environmentally induced part of cleaner technologies often cannot be determined. Sometimes,
for the sake of enhancing their reputation, companies tend to overstate the environment-
related part of their investments.

“ Cleaner technologies should be treated as normal capital investment (assets) and not as
environmental investment because:

•  the investment was made mainly for economic reasons;
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•  it is difficult to determine exactly the environmental element of the cleaner technology.6 “

Cleaner technologies are thereby automatically capitalized over their useful life and do not
need to be expensed immediately. A further incentive may be that, as they do not appear
under the heading of environmental management costs, the belief that environmental
protection is invariably associated with costly investments becomes more and more untenable.
Still, investments in cleaner technologies should be mentioned in the notes to the financial
and/or environmental report, as they are the core element of any solution consisting of
prevention rather than treatment.

4.2.5. Other environmental management costs

Various costs related to environmental protection, e.g., extra costs for ecological procurement
as compared to conventional materials, could be quoted here. Other environmental
management activities like eco-sponsoring are also to be found in this category. A major
portion of costs in this category will most likely be related to external communication such as,
e.g., the publication of the Environmental Report.

4.3. Material purchase value

Whatever has not left the company as a product is a sign of inefficient production and must by
definition be waste and emissions. Determining the material flows for, at least, raw and
auxiliary materials is therefore imperative for environmental cost assessment. The material
purchase cost of wasted materials is the most important environmental cost factor, accounting
for 40 to 90 per cent of total environmental costs, depending on the value of raw materials and
the labour intensity of the sector. In companies with stock management, not the value for
materials purchased, but that consumed for production is used, respectively.

Costs of non-product output in per cent   
Material purchase value 60 per cent
Processing costs 20 per cent
Handling and Warehouse 10 per cent

Treatment and Disposal 10 per cent
Total costs of non-product output  100 per cent

Figure 12.     Disposal Costs in Relation to Total Costs of Non-Product Output

                                                  
6  S. Schaltegger et al., 1996, S. 85.
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Material purchase costs can make up to 70 per cent of total costs of a company. The greatest
potential for cost savings are often in the materials cost block, but material flows must be
made visible before those savings can be identified. Reducing costs by cutting down on
personnel may lead to loss of internal know-how, reduced work motivation and thus to
economic losses.

The collection and publication of data by statistical agencies on business operations within and
across industries can provide insight on the main material inputs. For example, the Australian
Bureau of Statistics collects detailed data at regular intervals on the business operations of a
sub-sample of some 5,900 manufacturing establishments.7 Figure 13 presents national
estimates based on this sub-sample for the 1994-1995 financial year beginning July, and show
differences between sub-sectors of the manufacturing industry in their purchases of material,
packaging and energy/water inputs.  Comparisons are made by expressing these purchases
as a percentage of turnover within each industry sub-class.  The results also indicate some of
the much wider differences likely to exist across all industries within an economy, albeit
indirectly.  For example, based on the data in figure 13 it could be expected that material-
related purchases constitute much less than 30 per cent of turnover within Australia’s service
industry.

Material
purchases

Packaging
& container
purchases

Energy &
water

purchases

Manufacturing industry class
(Per cent
turnover)

(Per cent
turnover)

(Per cent
turnover)

Printing, publishing & recorded media 29 0 1

Non-metallic mineral products 32 1 5
Metal products 41 0 6
Wood & paper products 41 1 3
All sub-classes in manufacturing 43 2 3
Textiles, clothing, footwear & leather 44 1 2
Food, beverage & tobacco 44 8 2
Petroleum, coal, chemical & associated
products

45 2 2

Other manufacturing 46 0 1
Machinery & equipment 51 1 1

Figure 13.     Main material inputs in Australian manufacturing – 1994/95

                                                  
7   Australian Bureau of Statistics, Information Paper: Availability of Statistics Related to Manufacturing,
Catalogue Number 8205.0 (Canberra, Australia, 1997).
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Before waste and emissions occur, the materials concerned have been:

•  purchased (materials purchase value);

•  transported, handled and stocked (costs for stock management, handling and transport);

•  processed in various production steps (equipment depreciation, work time, auxiliary and
operating materials, costs for finance, etc.);

•  collected as scrap, waste, etc., sorted, transported, treated, transported, stocked, again
transported; and finally,

•  disposed off (disposal fees).

Corporation thus pay three times for non-product output:

1. at purchase;

2. during production; and

3. at disposal.

This section addresses the first and major part of these costs, wasted materials. The next
section addresses handling and processing costs, and other wasted capital and labour costs.
Disposal fees and related equipment have been addressed in section 4.1.4.

Material input in kilograms and monetary value can by assessed by analyzing the relevant
purchase, storage and production data. Further guidance on how to calculate a material flow
balance will be provided in the next chapter. The output side of the material flow balance is
then combined with the material purchase costs and the share of non-product output is
attributed to the different environmental media. Fluctuations in raw material prices may be
handled using average prices obtained by internal calculation, with data from cost accounting.

Raw materials

Non-product raw material output will mostly be disposed of as solid waste. Only in those rare
cases where the company’s product is gaseous (industrial gases, perfume), will it be found in
the air. More common is a liquid product (beer, milk) that goes down with wastewater.

For a first estimate, company internal calculation percentages for scrap can be used to
estimate the non-product output of raw materials. Eventually, with more detailed material flow
balances, scrap percentages may need adjustment. The reasons why raw materials do not
become products are manifold and well worth study.

Product  returns,  obli t er at ion, repac kagi ng for ot her  countr ies  or speci fi ed cus tomer reques ts , 
quali ty  cont r ol , pr oduct i on los s es , spoil age, was tage, dec ay  in stor age,  shri nk age, etc . ar e some
of the c auses of was te generati on that  c al l for  meas ur es to incr eas e pr oduct ion eff i ci ency ,  whi ch
may  be profi t able both f r om an economic  and ec ol ogi cal poi nt  of  v iew.
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Auxiliary materials

These materials become part of the product but are not its main components. Often, they are
not monitored separately. Again, their non-product output should be estimated in a first
assessment and may then be monitored in more detailed cost accounting projects as
described in chapter 6.

Packaging

Purchased packaging for products will mostly leave the company with the product, but again a
certain percentage for internal losses, e.g., due to repackaging for specific destinations, should
be estimated. In some countries, taxes are levied on product packaging, which results in good
monitoring these items. The material purchase value of wasted product packaging should be
estimated.

Packaging for purchased materials is included in the material price and cannot be found in
purchase records. If it cannot be returned to the supplier, it ends up in waste and has to be
disposed of at high costs. The material flow balance thus contains wasted product packaging
and packaging for raw, auxiliary and operating materials.

Operating materials

Operating materials are by definition not contained in the product. Some materials are built
into the office building and stationery will have left the company via mail, but the major part of
chemicals, solvents, detergents, paint, glue etc. goes to non-product output.

Operating materials for emission treatment, as defined in item 1.1, should be quoted
separately in item 1.2. Only where this is not possible for lack of records and allocations, they
may also be listed here. Operating materials are usually accounted for in the mark-up of
production overhead costs on raw material costs and are quoted in item 4. Preferably, they
should be deducted from overhead pro rata charges and be listed separately here.

It may be necessary to separate operating materials used in production from those used for
administrative purposes. Generally, it may be assumed for assessment purposes that
operating materials for production by definition do not enter the product and, therefore, leave
the firm as a non-product output. The case is different for operating materials used for
administrative purposes as these are mostly printed matter and advertising materials which
leave the company in the mail without causing any direct emissions at the system border of
the company premises.

As a cross-check for non-material product output, the material content of waste can be
assessed and recalculated to the input materials. For solid waste, the material input is
comparatively easy to assess. But some of the purchased materials do not end up in disposal,
but are converted into air emissions or can be found in wastewater. All volatile materials that
have left the company via air emissions are summarized with their material purchase value
under the column air. Thus, splitting up the material input to these three columns is necessary
and can only be estimated between the production and environment manager, along with the
information provided by the controller.
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Energy

For energy input, the proportion of non-efficient energy conversion of production processes
has to be estimated by the production manager. This part of the energy input value is
attributed to the material purchase value of energy and attributed to the column air/climate and
wastewater, if it resulted in increased temperature. Losses of efficiency in energy production
are assessed as part of the energy supply costs and also quoted here.

Water

All materials that can be found in wastewater are summarized here. In addition, the purchase
cost of water input is attributed to this column. For some sectors, especially in the food
industry, some water goes to the product, in which case only a percentage of water input
should be quoted under purchase value of non-product output.

No material value should be found in the “other” column.

4.4. Processing costs

The above non-product output not only has material purchase value but has also undergone
processing in the company before leaving it again. Thus, wasted labour and capital costs
should be added.

Work time lost due to inefficient production and a share of depreciation for machinery as well
as possible other costs should be accounted for under this item. For waste of raw materials
and products in the various phases of production (usually solid or liquid) pro rata production
costs are calculated as a percentage-based premium on the material purchase value. Wasted
auxiliary and operating materials as well as packaging should either be quoted under non-
product material output and not be listed again or, if they have not been included there, they
should be added via the production costs. For energy and water, no estimates have to be
made, as they have been included in material purchase.

In the energy column, processing costs only apply if the company produces its own energy. In
analogy with the estimate for losses of efficiency in supplied energy costs, the appropriate
proportion should also be listed here.

4.5. Environmental revenues

These include only actual earnings from recycled materials or subsidies and can occur in all
columns. Savings are treated separately under environmental cost savings addressed in
chapter 8.
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4.5.1. Subsidies, awards

In many countries, capital investments for environmental protection and projects for
environmental management enjoy subsidies, tax exemptions or other advantages. Subsidies
should be quoted here, as they mean actual income. Tax exemptions and non-fiscal
advantages should be calculated when determining the cost savings arising from investments
and projects (see chapter 8) and not be quoted here.

Companies and their environmental managers sometimes receive external awards for their
activities. When the prize is real money and not a symbol, the revenue should also be quoted
here.

4.5.2. Other earnings

This section should include earnings from selling recyclable waste. Other possible earnings
could derive from sharing the capacity of a wastewater treatment plant or delivering energy
produced on-site to the external grid.

5. SYSTEM BOUNDARY – COMPANY FENCE

5.1. Environmental aspects in the balance sheet

The function of financial accounting is to provide a corporate database and to prepare the
financial statement. The annual financial statements consist of balance sheet, profit and loss
accounts, annex and management report.

Financial statements are submitted at annual intervals and must comply with regulatory
assessment rules, with a distinction as regards their function being made between commercial
and tax balance sheets. While the provisions of commercial law relating to assessment, as a
basis for the commercial balance sheet, are based on creditor protection interests, the
pertinent provisions of the tax law are designed to detect tax offences by prescribing as
identical a procedure as possible for all taxpayers.

In the commercial balance, therefore, entrepreneurs pretend, if need arises, to be poorer than
they actually are, and poorer than the tax balance sheet would suggest, which as a basis for
tax assessment is intended to ensure as much as possible an equitable national tax revenue
based on economic performance.

The balance sheet is a comparison of company assets on the one side, and of debt and equity
on the other, as based on value comprised in categories and arranged in the form of accounts
or in sequence at a given cut-off date (balance sheet day).
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It is supplemented with the profit and loss accounts, which contain all expenses and earnings
incurred in one year. The annex and the management report give an explanation of figures, a
description of the assessment methods used and an outlook on the economic situation of the
company.

Every accounting transaction is entered into two accounts. The systematic structure of
accounts depends on the so-called chart of accounts, which functions as a requisite
classification and organization system for consistency of bookkeeping. The chart of accounts
is structured in the logic of the balance sheet and the profit and loss accounts. The structure of
the standard chart of accounts in several continental European countries is shown in figure 13.
However, there is no similar stipulation in other countries.

Class of
accounts

Content Allocated to

0 Fixed sssets
1 Stocks
2 Other current assets and deferrals
3 Provisions, accounts payable and deferrals

Balance sheet

4 Operating earnings
5 Material expenditure and services received
6 Labour costs
7 Depreciation and other operating expenses

8 Financial earnings and expenses, taxes

Profit and loss accounts

9 Equity capital, reserves, closing accounts Balance sheet

Figure 14.     Structure of the chart of accounts

Due to the uniform chart of accounts, expenditure for energy, waste disposal or detergents is
posted by most bookkeepers into accounts with similar numbers. The standard chart of
accounts thus has some resemblance with the periodic table of elements.

Every business transaction is posted into two accounts, e.g., rental expenses paid via the
company’s bank or as a receivable from customers against the revenue account. The account
thus shows all entries posted in the course of a year. The list of balances shows the sum total
of all accounts and gives the best overview, due to the fact that it is not yet an aggregated
representation like the one in the financial statements. The environmental cost scheme in
chapter 4 is based on the determination of annual environmental expenditure and thus relies
mainly on data derived from the profit and loss accounts.

Below is a short representation of the structure of a financial statement from which a
combination with the environmentally relevant data may subsequently be derived. The balance
sheet is a cut-off date comparison of assets and liabilities as at 31 December from which the
annual profit is derived. The debit side of the balance sheet shows the purposes for which the
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funds were used in the company (investments) while the credit side shows the origin of these
funds (financing).

Equity capital (funds provided by the owner) is the balance between assets (investments,
receivables, etc.) and borrowed capital. The balance sheet equation thus reads as follows:

Assets – borrowed capital = equity, or

Assets = borrowed capital + equity

This balance sheet equation is the basis from which the entire system of double-entry
bookkeeping is derived.

Balance sheet on 31 December

Class of
accounts

Asset accounts (credit)
Class of
accounts

Liability accounts (debit)

0 Fixed assets 9 Equity capital
Reserves
Profits

1
2
2

Current assets
Stocks
Receivables
Cash and bank balances

3 Borrowed capital
Provisions
Accounts payable
Deferred items

Figure 15.     Structure of the balance sheet

The credit side of the balance sheet shows the assets valued in monetary terms on the cut-off
date. The debit side shows the funds used by the company, the financial resources, which are
divided into equity or borrowed capital (debt).

The values for the balance sheet are obtained from the stocktaking process which takes place
on the cut-off date and which comprises all assets and debts of a company based on quantity
and stated in monetary terms. The further away an item is from its direct realization in cash,
the more room for maneuver there is for valuation (fixed assets as compared to cash balance).

Fixed Assets

Accountants identify three categories of assets:

1. fixed (or long term) assets;

2. current assets; and

3. good will.
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Fixed assets are intended to serve the company for longer than the accounting year. Data on
them is piled together in the register of plants and equipment. Fixed assets are stated in the
balance sheet with their historic purchase costs, reduced by annual depreciation over their
expected lifetime. Cost accounting in contrast values fixed assets and the resulting
depreciation by their estimated replacement costs.

Included under fixed assets are all those assets whose purpose on the cut-off date is to
support the company operations permanently and whose useful life extends over several
years. The purchase costs are distributed over the useful life via an annual depreciation. The
so-called fixed-asset movement schedule shows all fixed assets complete with inventory
number, purchase price and date, annual depreciation and value on cut-off date. Fixed assets
comprise, inter alia,

•  Non-built-up and built-up property;

•  Machines and installations;

•  Tools, industrial and business equipment;

•  Intangible assets such as patents, licenses and other rights;

•  Financial assets such as investments, securities.

To determine the environmentally relevant fixed assets, it is imperative that all assets are
assessed separately through cooperation between the environmental manager and other
members of the environment protection team because bookkeeping does not distinguish
between fixed assets used for emission treatment, cleaner technologies or other business
property.

After the relevant processes, machinery and equipment and their original purchase costs have
been determined, the annual depreciation for rollover to the environmental cost assessment
according to the actual purchase values of the profit and loss accounts, or according to the
cost accounting approach to replacement costs, possibly supplemented with a financing cost
surplus, may be carried out.

The problem of separating the environmentally relevant portion of the company’s property was
already discussed in chapter 4 in connection with items 1.1 and 2.3 of the environmental cost
scheme. To determine the existence of environmentally relevant fixed assets, the checklists
included in the annex may also be useful.

Good will as a particular type of long-term asset is recognized and included in the balance
sheet only when money has been given to acquire it, which means the difference between the
values in the accounts and the purchase price of a company. Only then has good will
materialized and can be monetarized, whereas otherwise it is considered too vague for
accounting standards. For capital budgeting, effects of environmental (mis)management on
corporate image will be considered.
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Current assets

The main current assets are cash balances, debtors (accounts receivable), stocks and work in
progress.

1. Stocks

All purchased materials (raw, auxiliary and operating materials), which have not yet been
processed in production, and all work in process and finished goods, which have not yet been
sold, are registered annually or regularly in the inventory in a stocktaking procedure. The latter
thus provides a good overview (usually as of 31 December) of stocks purchased and
consumed in a given year. The consumption of raw, auxiliary and operating materials is posted
in the cost of sales account in the profit and loss accounts every year.

Depending on the bookkeeping, inventory management and production planning systems
employed, different records concerning the values and quantities of raw, auxiliary and
operating materials used by a company are available. Further information on the organization
of inventory management and production planning and on the inference of the material flow
balance are provided in chapters 5.3 and 5.4.

2. Receivables

These include:

•  Receivables from supplies and services rendered to customers;

•  Receivables from advance payments, loans, bills of exchange, etc.

There are no environmentally relevant items in this category.

3. Cash and bank balances

This item is self-explanatory and not environmentally relevant.

Equity capital

Equity capital comprises those assets which the partners have put at the firm’s disposal (share
or nominal capital), reserves (profits not paid out but retained by the company for specific
purposes) and the profit or loss.

Borrowed capital

Borrowed capital shows the obligation of the firm to render services in cash or in kind (i.e.,
services or products).
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1. Provisions

Provisions must be made by law for uncertain accounts payable (e.g., pensions, taxes) and
potential losses from pending business transactions when a company prepares its financial
statements. Provisions are also made for accounts payable the exact amount of which has not
yet been determined (e.g., tax consultancy fees for preparation of financial statements). Other
accepted provisions include provisions for poor maintenance (waste disposal), clean-up of
contaminated sites and reforestation (recultivation) which are also admissible under the tax
law.

Provisions may always be made if damage to the environment has already occurred, e.g., in
the case of clean-up of a contaminated site. Provisions for damage which is imminent but has
not yet occurred are usually difficult to assess in compliance with the tax law and must
therefore be considered as an imputed risk in cost accounting.

The financial statements list the estimated amounts of all accounts payable while the profit and
loss accounts show the annual allocation or liquidation of provisions which have altered the
earnings of the business year. More explanations on environmentally relevant provisions are
provided in chapter 4 under item 1.7 of the environmental cost scheme.

2. Accounts payable

Accounts payable for supplies and services are incurred by every company from the receipt of
a supplier’s invoice until the day of payment. Sometimes, each supplier has his separate
account and the annual sales and invoices are stated there collectively, if they are not easily
found in the profit and loss accounts.  For instance, the total quantity of a given chemical
substance which has been purchased from a supplier may be extracted from that supplier’s
collected invoices registered on his account. The invoices of the disposal firm may be
dispersed across various accounts, but posted collectively into the supplier’s account.

3. Deferred items

This item ensures compliance of the financial statement with the matching principle on the cut-
off date of 31 December and is not environmentally relevant.

5.2. Deriving expenditure from the profit and loss statement

The profit and loss statement may be arranged according to the expenditure or cost-
categories-oriented format or to the operational (cost-of-sales) format. In the cost-categories-
oriented format, all earnings and expenses of a period are listed. Operational expenditure is
broken down into material and personnel expenditure, depreciation and other expenses. The
accumulation and clearance of work in process and finished goods is determined by a stock-
taking at year-end, assessed at production cost and posted as correction of sales revenue.

In the cost-of-sales format, the actual sales of a period are compared only to those expenses
which have been incurred for the manufacture of the products sold. The cost-of-sales format,
therefore, requires a constant collection and assessment of inventory increases of finished
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products and work in process. The monthly earnings statement thus leads to a more explicit
operating result than the cost-categories-oriented format in which the changes in inventory are
not recorded during the year although it is more sophisticated and time-consuming in terms of
the cost-accounting system used. The cost-of-sales format is structured differently and
distinguishes between production costs of sales, and chronologically separates distribution
costs, administrative costs and other operating expenses. The profit for the year is identical in
both formats.

In the following figure, we examined which items of the profit-and-loss account must be
analyzed for the roll-over of environmental costs and under which items of the environmental
cost scheme they are allocated. The cost-categories-oriented format is better suited for this
purpose as the list of balances of the bookkeeping department contains all the necessary
information. In the cost-of-sales format, an analysis of both the accounts of the bookkeeping
department and of detailed cost evaluations must be performed in order to determine the
environmental costs.

Cost-categories-
oriented format To do

Shown
under
item

Turnover/net
sales

Determine actual quantities produced, sales figures, loss in
storage, spoilage, returns etc. Establish actual product output
and loss of products between production and sales

1.4, 3, 4

- Change in
inventory

The quantities of non-product output between finished goods
storage and sales department are posted at their material
values (3), pro-rata production costs (4) and disposal costs
(1.4)

- Work performed
and capitalized

May be relevant for production costs of in-house facilities for
the removal, treatment and prevention of wastes and
emissions

1.1,
seldom
2.3

Other operating
income

Revenue from subsidies, grants and sales of non-product
output

5

- Materials Determine share of non-product output of raw, auxiliary and
operating materials and assess at material purchase costs;
Energy and water supply costs should also be shown in this
category, but are often posted under “other operating
expenditure”

3

- Services (other
external costs)

External services for maintenance of treatment facilities and
cleaner technologies, general environment research and
consultancy services, auditors, seminars, external information
and communication etc. are scattered across a variety of
accounts

1.3, 2.1
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Cost-categories-
oriented format To do

Shown
under
item

- Personnel
expenses

Determine work hours of staff in emission treatment facilities,
cleaner technologies, general environmental management
activities and labour pro rata cost for non-product output in the
various phases of processing. Assessment is not derived from
expense accounts of bookkeeping unit but according to work
hour rates as established by the internal calculation
procedures.

1.3, 2.2,
4

- Depreciation Define waste and emission treatment equipment. Search
cleaner technologies and determine if they have been
significantly more expensive in relation to state of the art;
Determine related pro rata production costs and pro rata
administrative costs for non-product output

1.1, 2.3,
4

- Other operating
expenses

Transport expenditure for wastes, disposal and collection fees,
licenses, printing costs for environmental reporting, registration
fees, eco-sponsoring, penalties, insurance premiums,
provisions etc. are scattered across a variety of accounts. The
checklists included in the annex are designed to assist the
user in tracing and assessing costs;
Also purchases of power, fuel and water can sometimes be
found in this category, even though they belong under
“materials”

1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7,
2.3, 2.4

- Other taxes Environmental taxes, disposal and connection fees should be
posted under this item

1.4

= Operating profit,
EBIT earnings
before interest and
tax

+/- Financing Not relevant; if environmental costs are assessed instead of
expenditure, pro rata financing cost for depreciation of fixed assets
may be calculated

= Profit (loss) on
ordinary activities
(after financial items
and before tax)

+/- Extraordinary
results

Not relevant, except in the case of breakdowns and accidents and
sudden discoveries of contaminated sites

1.4, 1.5

- Taxes on income
and earnings

Not relevant

= Net earnings
/Profit after tax

Figure 16.     Cost-categories-oriented format
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The cost-of-sales format permits a certain leeway in the calculation of production costs as
regards the inclusion of overhead costs of production. Material and production-related direct
costs and special direct costs of production are always shown under “production costs”.
Material-related direct costs include raw and auxiliary materials as well as packaging materials
allocated directly to a product, depending on the cost-accounting system used. Production-
related direct costs comprise wages in production, allocated according to work hour records
and cost centres. Material and production-related overhead costs (other labour costs,
operating materials, depreciations for production plants) may be posted under production
costs or under the item “other operating expenditure”. To be able to determine the appropriate
share of non-product output, a rather detailed breakdown together with the cost-accounting
system used by the company must be provided.

Cost-of-sales format To do
Shown
under
item

Sales revenue Not relevant

- Production costs of
services supplied to achieve
sales revenue

Determination of non-product output and production
costs. Breakdown according to accounts and items
of environmental cost assessment scheme on the
basis of cost accounting documents.

3, 4

= Gross earnings from sales

- Distribution costs May also include costs of the environment report
and other communication media.

2.4

- Administrative costs Analysis of accounts according to expenses for
items 1 and 2.

1, 2

Other operating revenue Check subsidies for environmental measures and
revenue for residual materials sold.

5

- Other operating
expenditure

Analysis of accounts according to expenses for
items 1 and 2.

1, 2

- Other taxes Environmental taxes, disposal and sewage fees
should be posted under this item.

1.4

= Operating result

Figure 17.     Cost-of-sales format

5.3. Material flow balance on corporate level

The basis of environmental performance improvements is the recording of material flows in
kilograms by an input-output analysis. The system boundaries can be on the corporate level,
or further split up to sites, cost centres, processes and product levels.

With rising costs for environmental compliance, disposal and the need to improve material
efficiency in strongly competitive markets, tracking and tracing material flows throughout the
company has been the major tool for detecting potential improvements in waste prevention
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and cleaner production. Likewise, calculating the related environmental costs and distributing
them back to the polluting cost centre, process or product (polluter pays principle, also in cost
accounting) has gained importance for the correct calculation of the profitability of products,
processes and production sites.

The material flow balance is an equation based on “what comes in must go out - or be stored”.
In a material flow balance information on both the materials used and the resulting amounts of
product, waste and emissions are stated. All items (materials always comprising materials,
water and energy input) are measured in physical units in terms of mass (kg, t), litres or
energy (MJ, kWh). The purchased input is cross-checked with the amounts produced and sold
as well as the resulting waste and emissions. The goal is to improve efficiency of material
management both economically and environmentally.

A material flow balance can be made for a few selected materials or processes, or for all
materials and wastes of an organization. The aim of process balances is to track materials on
their way through the company. The starting point often is the corporate level, as much
information is available on this system boundary. Also, this level is used for disclosure in
environmental reports.

Ideally, the material flow balance can be summed up to show how much of the purchased
material actually is processed into the sold product and how much is discharged as waste,
wastewater or emissions. It actually consists of a material flow balance in kilograms in
combination with an energy balance in kWh and water balance in cubic meters.

Figure 17 is taken from a PREPARE Pollution Prevention project and shows that only 39 per
cent by material value of the raw materials and auxiliary materials purchased actually left the
company as products. The rest ended up in the environment. As far as the materials input-
output statement is concerned, the ratio was even less favourable: only 12 per cent by weight
went into the product; the rest had to be disposed of at high costs or had to be treated with
cleaning technologies. And the disposal costs accounted for only the lowest share in the
environmental costs. It is obvious that this type of production is less than optimal both from an
economic and from an ecological point of view.

In order to be able to aggregate and evaluate the data for such an analysis, the underlying
information system has to provide records on the quantities purchased, produced and
disposed of.
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Figure 18.     Material and money flows in a paint shop

Source: Dimitroff/Jasch/Schnitzer, 1997.

During their first environmental review, companies mostly draw up a screening material flow
balance and do not go into much detail. On this basis, knowledge is gained on where to focus
to achieve improvements in performance and information gathering. By improving the quality
of the information available and the consistency of information systems, a regular monitoring
system can be established. This monitoring system shows resource input and production and
waste output on a monthly basis. As a next step, the material flows can be subdivided further
according to processes and cost centres, and they can then also be subjected to monetary
evaluation.

Figure 18 shows the generally applicable structure of the input-output balance at the corporate
level, which should also be used for environmental reporting. Specific subcategories will be
needed for different sectors, but, it should always be possible to aggregate in a standardized
manner, in order to be able to compare them.

Reclassifying accounting data after initial entry is often impossible and always time-consuming
and costly. Hence, the secret of success in all areas of accounting, including EMA, is to
capture any information necessary for later analysis at the time when the data is entered.
Modifying existing systems can also be costly, but environmental considerations can often be
built in when the system is adjusted for other reasons.

Product
12kg/$390

   Waste Water
      16kg/$20

Waste
43kg/$410

Emissions
29kg/$180

Material Purchase
100kg/$1000
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INPUT in kg/kWh OUTPUT in kg

Raw materials Product

Auxiliary materials Main Product

Packaging By Products

Operating materials Waste

Merchandise Municipal waste

Energy Recycled waste

Gas Hazardous waste

Coal Waste Water

Fuel Oil Amount

Other Fuels Heavy metals

District heat COD

Renewables (Biomass, Wood) BOD

Solar, Wind, Water Air-Emissions

Externally produced electricity CO2

Internally produced electricity CO

Water NOx

Municipal Water SO2

Ground water Dust

Spring water FCKWs, NH4, VOCs

Rain/ Surface Water Ozone depleting substances

Figure 19.     General input/output chart of accounts

The input-output balance at the corporate level is drawn up on an annual or a monthly basis
and is linked to the bookkeeping, cost-accounting, storage and purchase systems. All material
flows should be listed with their values and amounts per year. The roll-over scheme for the
material flow balance should therefore record the amounts in kilograms, the values and the
corresponding accounts. In addition, it should indicate whether materials are registered by
material stock number and whether there is inventory management. It should also indicate
whether there is consumption based stock withdrawal according to cost centres. As the first
step in setting up the materials input-output statement at the corporate level, quantitative data
are collected from the accounting and stock-keeping systems. The accounting system offers
annual data on input into the company as a whole, as well as some of the output (if it is paid
for). All materials purchased during a year must either leave the company as a product, as
waste or emission or are stored on site.

Figure 19 shows the environmental roll-over scheme for the materials input-output statement.
A check mark indicates the likely source of the data or which records are likely to be available.
The objective should be to improve the recording of  material flows gradually with a step-by-
step procedure. There is no point in being complete in the first year, the goal is to gradually
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trace materials as completely and consistently as possible, in storage administration, cost
centres and in production planning.

Tracking matrix for
material flow balances
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Raw materials √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Auxiliary materials √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Packaging √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Operating materials √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Energy √ √ √ √ √ √
Water √ √ √ √ √
Product √ √ √ √
Waste √ √ √ √ √
Wastewater √ √ √ √ √
Air emissions √ √ √ √

Figure 20.     Tracking matrix for material flow balances

In order to compile an I/O (input-output analysis) of material flows, it is best to start with the
accounts in the list of balances of conventional bookkeeping.  Only this list provides a
complete overview (in monetary terms) of purchased raw materials, auxiliary and operating
materials in a given month or year and what was paid for disposal, repairs, insurance,
transportation etc.  Each account of the profit and loss statement should be examined to
determine whether any environmentally relevant movements or material flows may be
recorded there.  Personnel costs are not considered in a material flow balance.

The focus is on account class 5, which records the quantities of materials used.  A second
significant factor is costs and earnings in relation to the use and disposal of waste and
emissions.  The data determination will suggest ways for how to structure the accounts in the
list of balances better.

Based on the I/O scheme in figure 18 and the accounts of the list of balances, a first
breakdown for the I/O should be done and other company information sources identified. After
the first breakdown of material flows in monetary terms, the respective kilogram values need to
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be identified.  For this purpose, the roll-over scheme for material balances shown in figure 19
is helpful.

The vertical axis shows a breakdown of the I/O balance sheet for the entire company, which
should already have been expanded using the company list of balances.  The horizontal axis
serves to examine data consistency and the relationship between the material flow balance
and existing information systems and documentation.  The first round of mass balancing will
discover inconsistencies and information gaps, which will enable improvements in the
organization of internal data.

It should be determined:

•  which of the substances and materials used in the production process are currently
recorded in which accounts;

•  which accounts cost accounting treats as direct or overhead costs;

•  which quantities are used per year;

•  to what extent material stock numbers exist;

•  whether warehousing is inventory managed;

•  which materials are already contained in the production lists or formulas; and

•  in which way cost centres and cost carriers are being broken down.

With regard to waste and emissions, additional records (e.g., waste prevention plan) will be
necessary to assess material input and output.

This roll-over scheme should also enable improvement of existing information systems and
closing of information gaps.  At the same time, it also serves to correlate data (through data
processing).

It is important to define quantity units as uniformly as possible and to give preference to
kilograms.  It does not make sense to determine the units of materials used without an
information technology-supported production planning program and formula database because
they cannot be correlated with the output side.

For optimal data it is preferable to record from original invoices, and to enter not only the value
but also the quantities received or used immediately when booking the invoice.  Computerized
record-keeping should enable tracking of quantities not only of material number assignments
and warehouse accounting, but also in the recording of the original invoice in financial
accounting.  In this way, subsequent needs for information about quantities do not have to go
back to the original invoices.  With regard to a later evaluation, the ability to enter comments in
the text column of the account form is also very important.

Such an evaluation may suggest:
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•  the creation of additional accounts, expansion or generation of additional material stock
numbers;

•  assignment of certain material groups (e.g., operating materials) to warehousing or
production planning systems (e.g., packaging material);

•  reorganization of cost accounting; and

•  creation of additional records, especially with regard to emissions.

Clear definitions as to which elements of the input/output analysis are recorded in which
accounts, which material numbers are assigned to which accounts and which materials are
also recorded in stock management are essential.  The objective is to obtain as complete as
possible a listing of those substances that may be environmentally harmful and list them in
separate accounts.  This will help avoid having to break down accounts at a later date to show
quantities used.  Another area with optimization potential is the distribution of individual
elements in cost-accounting categories (direct costs, overhead costs, distribution to cost
centres and cost carriers).

5.3.1. Raw materials

Raw materials constitute the major part of a product.  In many companies, warehouse
management and production planning systems monitor their purchases and input into
production.

In most companies, raw materials are already being recorded in a very detailed manner via
accounts as well as material stock numbers, warehousing, production planning systems and
cost accounting.  Thus, material purchasing prices and quantity data are available in most
cases.  If need be, average prices can be used to calculate the weight values.  The
assignment of accounts to material stock numbers sometimes raises questions.  Raw
materials and auxiliary materials are often assigned to own accounts, since they usually
contain rather homogenous substances and significant purchase values.

5.3.2. Auxiliary materials

Auxiliary materials are a part of the product but are not obvious to the consumer (i.e., glue in a
table or shoe).

The use of auxiliary materials is recorded less frequently in production planning systems.  For
this reason, quantities, flows and causes of non-efficient material use are often unknown.  If,
on the other hand, their purchase is inventory-managed through warehousing, annual use can
be calculated.
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5.3.3. Packaging

Packaging materials are purchased for use with the company’s products.  In countries with
licensed packaging systems, such purchases are recorded in detail.  Product packaging is
usually integrated into production planning systems and in warehouse inventory management.

In most companies, material used for product packaging is usually considered as a separate
cost category.  It is partly integrated into the production planning systems and to that extent
also recorded through material stock numbers.  In some companies, packaging material is
recorded through material numbers but is not recorded in the warehouse inventory.
Frequently, the same packaging material purchased is not assigned to the corresponding
account and material stock numbers but is subsumed under other operating costs or under
overhead.

In many cases, account assignment does not correspond with cost category or material
number assignment and should be re-examined.  Records can be divided into single or
multiple systems; multiple systems (such as pallets) can also be recorded through fixed
assets.  In the input/output analysis, average quantities received and sold should be recorded.

Packaging material delivered by suppliers is included in the purchase price and, while often
generating costs a second time via disposal costs, is only rarely recorded separately, despite
the fact that it constitutes a large share of waste incurred.  While product packaging leaves the
company together with the product and must still be disposed of by either the retailer or the
consumer, the company must dispose of supplied packaging material unless it is shipped back
to the supplier.

5.3.4. Operating materials

Operating materials are not part of the product but are necessary for the production and
administrative processes (i.e., solvents, small tools, office materials, etc.). They may contain
harmful and toxic substances, e.g., for use in the laboratory or workshop, which often have to
be disposed of separately as hazardous waste.  In many companies they are not traced by the
storage administration system but are recorded as expenditures during purchasing.  Very
rarely is their consumption assigned to a cost centre, which makes subsequent tracing difficult.
While their consumption is recorded in the production overhead cost surcharges, a
comparison with actual consumption is rarely done.  If these materials are not included in the
material stock management system during the first year of environmental management
accounting, it is best not to include them but to focus on raw materials and auxiliary materials.

When recording operating materials, it should be ensured that no services and labour costs
are entered into the accounts.  These should be recorded separately.

A detailed breakdown of operating costs must reflect the special characteristics of a sector or
company. In principle, all accounts of the profit and loss calculation should be examined for
material flows in order to compile a complete material flow balance sheet.  In practice, for the
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first balance sheet, available data from material accounting and the major elements on the list
of balances will determine the scope.

Some accounts would require a disproportionate amount of time to determine quantities, so at
least an estimate of the purchasing price in order to create a comparison base for subsequent
years should be recorded.

The greatest potential for improvement is generally in the area of operating materials.  Only
very few companies record oils, lubricants, chemicals, paints, varnishes, diluting agents, glues,
cleaning agents and other operating materials via material numbers and warehouse
inventories.  In most cases, there are no separate accounts for operating materials and they
are not accounted for in production lists or production planning systems.

Cost centres assignment can also be improved in many ways.  Frequently, operating materials
disappear into overhead and cannot be traced in detail.  It is therefore advisable to record and
classify, to the extent possible, through material numbers or separate accounts, at least those
operating materials related to hazardous waste disposal or other waste flows.  Large quantities
of many of these substances “disappear” into accounts like “other operating materials”.  It is
very difficult to trace them by quantity later.

Repair materials and spare parts, as well as maintenance, are often recorded under entirely
different categories.  Since the repair and maintenance shop as well as the laboratory are
particularly critical parts of the company with regards to environmentally relevant substances
and the production of hazardous waste, it would be desirable to ensure that the materials used
are disposed of in an appropriate manner and that, without exception, they are recorded in the
inventory.  This materials use can be kept on file through the special cost centres for shop and
lab.

A similar approach applies to cleaning agents, which not all firms record in separate accounts.
Ecological relevance and quantities will determine the degree of detail of those records.

With regard to administrative materials and food services, purchasing values should be used
for monitoring, since the composition and amounts of waste are determined by factors
independent of production.  Detailed quantity determination is not a priority.  However, as a
result of these factors, types of emission independent of production (such as organic waste,
toner cartridges) add to waste production.

5.3.5. Merchandise

Many companies buy products for trade without further processing, called merchandise. Often,
product parts produced externally are just added to the final product without processing. The
distinction to raw and auxiliary materials is whether incorporation into the product without
significant process engineering and changes affecting emissions is possible.  For a consistent
analysis of material flows by weight, information on weight is needed, unless merchandise can
be separated as well from product output, so that the material flow balance can be limited to
the company’s own production.
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5.3.6. Energy

Energy purchases can easily be traced through the respective invoices.  For company energy
production input values are usually available.  Energy consumption is relevant to all
businesses and is important for the calculation of various air emissions.  Energy input should
be quoted in kWh.  Conversion factors can be found in the annex.  The energy purchased
should be adjusted by adding internal production and subtracting energy sold to others (e.g.,
electricity, steam).

5.3.7. Water

Water consumption comprises the sum of all fresh water purchased or obtained from surface
and groundwater sources. Water used for cooling purposes should be recorded separately.
Water input can be obtained from water supply invoices and must be estimated for supplies
from own wells and surface water.

5.3.8. Product

The quantity of produced products can usually be determined from production statistics and
final stock records; however, sometimes it has to be calculated from turnover.  Be aware that
turnover is only a part of total production.  Once a product is manufactured, there will be
losses during warehousing and the company will consume a certain amount itself.  All these
losses occurring between production and turnover must be assigned to non-product output.

In some sectors, kilogram values are not easily available.  In such cases, assessment of
production, scrap and rejects cannot be done through production planning programmes. At
least for pilot project time-frames, a complete listing and recording of the important quantity
flows is essential.

By-products are all those products produced due to process engineering requirements during
the manufacture of the primary product.  All products whose sale results in earnings are
already entered into the earnings accounts.  However, a large portion of waste and emissions
are not regarded as separate items in company accounting.  The borderline between products,
by-products and waste is not well defined and depends partially on how well the company
separates by-products and waste, which in turn effects reuse and recycling options.

For the roll-over between inputs and outputs it is assumed that all inputs that do not leave the
company as product will have to be disposed of as waste or emissions.  Output of product
packaging is also part of the product subgroup and should be examined for its correlation with
the packaging material input.
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5.3.9. Waste

Waste comprises all substances and objects to be disposed of.  However, since different
industries and sectors define the term waste differently, applicable national requirements must
be taken into account. In the material flow balance, all waste streams should be quoted under
the respective headings for hazardous, municipal and recycling, depending on national
definitions and actual practices.

At the first year of material flow balancing a complete listing of waste and emissions is unlikely,
because past records will not be available.  However, a two-week, detailed waste recording
should enable an estimate of annual quantities.

Once the types of waste generated and their origins have been determined, ways can be
examined to prevent or recycle waste.  In this way, waste separation in the company can be
designed for recycling.  Data recording can be initiated.  In the next year’s balancing of
accounts, information gaps on the output side will have been significantly reduced, as well as
the total amount of waste and emissions.  It will also be able thereby to save money.

With regard to recording waste, a clear subdivision of present expenditure and revenue
accounts is desirable, in order to have ready access to quantities actually disposed of.  Often,
some waste is given free of charge to employees and area residents.  It should be made
certain that quantity records exist for these cases as well, so that disposal can be
documented.

The following accounts can be created in bookkeeping:

•  Expenditures for disposal of non-hazardous wastes (municipal and recycling);

•  Expenditures for disposal of hazardous wastes;

•  Earnings from by-products and recyclable wastes.

Accounts for cleaning, transportation and third-party services should be examined as to
whether they contain elements that should be assigned to disposal costs.  In addition, the
conventional system of rejects control can be expanded to include waste and emissions.

The purchasing department plays a key role in waste disposal.  This department can provide
information regarding the origin of waste and list product contents.  In addition, purchasing
should record the origin and quantities of substances to be disposed of as hazardous or other
waste.  Combining procurement and disposal responsibilities changes the awareness of the
purchasing department.

A measuring or weighing system should be installed in purchasing and in shipping preparation,
in order to obtain information about the quantity of waste.

If waste is potentially recyclable, but is collected and disposed of as municipal waste, that is
where it belongs. Only when materials destined for recycling are collected and forwarded to
recycling plants, they are recorded under that category.  Given that there are different national
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laws regarding incineration and disposal, after delivering waste to authorized waste collectors
the company may have little knowledge as to whether the waste is incinerated or dumped.
Therefore, the appropriate category is “municipal”.  When companies have their own dumps,
the material should also be recorded under “municipal”.

For companies that maintain their own incineration plants, the material to be disposed of is no
longer considered waste, as it does not leave the company but is transformed into energy.  In
the section “electricity produced on site” the respective kWh should be recorded.

Most countries have regulations requiring detailed record keeping of hazardous waste
disposal.  Additionally, some countries require companies to monitor other waste streams
(municipal and recycling).  Company disposal invoices can sometimes be used to assess the
amounts of municipal waste.  In all cases, monitoring waste streams by cost centres or for the
whole site over several weeks can provide useful insights into non-material product output and
improvement options.  All waste should be calculated or converted into metric tons.

5.3.10.   Wastewater

The amount and content of wastewater is often not monitored on a regular basis, as such
monitoring is only required for some sectors.  Many countries require spot checks for
companies that pass wastewater directly into the environment, from which annual quantity
estimates can be made.  Companies that pass the wastewater indirectly via municipal sewer
systems must use calculations from which annual quantities can be derived.  If the wastewater
burden derived from organic materials, heavy metals etc. does not have to be measured, an
estimate should be made by process engineering.

5.3.11.   Air emissions

Waste heat and substances in air emissions have to be estimated by the type of energy and
materials and processes used (e.g., solvents, cleaning agents).  For commonly used
conversion factors for fuels please see the annex.

The fossil fuel energy (primary energy) used to generate the electricity purchased by an
organization depends heavily on the local or national energy mix and technology used to
generate electricity.  Several countries publish national conversion factors for the
corresponding primary energy input.  Country specific data for fossil, nuclear and hydropower
electricity generation can be used to calculate the specific primary energy input and related
CO2 and other emissions.  As energy markets are being liberalized, the situation will become
even more complex.
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The Kyoto Protocol8 covers industrial and energy linked global warming gas emissions.  The
main substances are Carbon Dioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxides, Sulfur Hexafluoride,
Perfluorcarbons and Hydrofluorcarbons, resulting from fuel combustion, process reactions and
treatment processes.  All greenhouse gas emissions should be calculated in metric tons of
CO2 equivalent.  Conversion factors for the global warming potential based on CO2 can be
found in the annex.

CFC emissions contribute to the depletion of the ozone layer.  The Montreal Protocol covers
ozone-depleting substances and standardizes their ozone depletion potential (ODP) in relation
to the reference substance CFC-11.  Once the volumes purchased have been assessed,
these conversion factors (see annex) should be applied to calculate ozone-depleting
emissions in metric tons of CFC-11 equivalents.

Even if a certain substance is not emitted, it should be recorded in the input/output balance as
n.r. (not relevant).  This will indicate to the internal or external reader that certain substances
were not omitted from consideration, but were not used.

5.4. Organization of stock management and production planning

Input/Output items are partly derived from the profit and loss accounts.  Only this list is a
complete record of all materials purchased (in value terms).  To the extent that a company
works with material classification numbers, the amounts purchased can be derived relatively
easily from the storage system.

Checking stock accounts and flow accounts for consistency is crucial for the material balance.
It should be possible at least with regard to raw and auxiliary materials and product packaging
that in any given year the balance sheet can be derived in value and volume from the balance
sheet of the previous year plus the flow of accounts of that year.

Systems of increasing complexity can be used for storage administration, depending on the
size of the company and the value of the product warehouse. Examples ranked by complexity
of the information system are:

1. Material purchase value is recorded as expenditure directly during procurement; a further
tracking of quantities used is not possible.  This system is common in small and medium-
sized enterprises and with operating materials.

2. Material stock numbers are used to record material quantities as well, but this system does
not record materials on stock.  The system enables determination of annual quantities
purchased but not the place and time of consumption in the company.

3. Material is taken from the warehouse by means of a stock issuing form. Here product use
can be determined exactly by value and quantity.

                                                  
8  The text of the Protocol to the UNFCCC was adopted at the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Kyoto, Japan in December 1997.
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4. The company uses internal order forms connected to the production planning system.
Thereby, stock issuing can be tracked by order.

5. Stock issuing is also assigned by cost centres.

6. Waste and disposal costs and quantities are also recorded through storage administration
by way of internal records.

7. Waste and disposal costs are additionally assigned to the relevant costs centres.

The following output systems can be differentiated:

1. Only turnover is known, not actual production volume.

2. Production statistics exist, maintained by means of the outgoing stock.

3. There is a production planning programme that calculates estimated input and output
based on the production planning system; it is checked against actual input and output by
way of order forms.

4. Product and non-product output (scrap, losses, waste and emissions) can be tracked by
cost centres.

Discrepancies between material purchase and material consumption (in the company) are
important because, apart from the time lag, losses in interim storage can cause considerable
waste and costs that can be traced to a variety of causes.  Losses are frequently caused by
employees’ private use of materials, in addition to material aging in the warehouse, becoming
obsolete or unusable, or contaminated through careless treatment or otherwise destroyed.

In part, discrepancies between production output and sales have similar causes.  In addition,
there are discrepancies due to usage within the company, returns, quality control, repackaging
for different destinations or customer requirements, etc.

The discrepancy between materials consumed and production output reflect actual process-
based waste and scrap. This review is distorted if material purchase must be compared
against sales because of inadequate internal data systems.  Inventory losses should be
addressed separately as each type of loss requires different actions for improvement.  The
amount of sales (turnover) needs be considered only for the calculation of its difference to
production volume and for an assessment of the underlying causes.

Ideally, an input/output comparison should compare materials consumed in production against
the actual production volume.  Stock losses should be quoted separately.  However, this is
only possible if a sophisticated production planning system is in place, in which auxiliary and
operating materials and waste as well as raw materials and packaging are considered.
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Figure 21.     Differences between material purchase and use for production

It is essential that quantity units are defined or recalculated into the mass unit (kg) in the
material flow balance.  Recording units of materials used (such as five boxes of paint) only
makes sense if production planning has a computer program in place that correlates
processed units to the resulting products.  Actual monitoring and recalculation of estimated
consumption ratios provides helpful saving potentials.  A weight balance in kilograms of
materials consumed and processed and the resulting production output and non-product
output including losses on stock is desired.  It has proved helpful to determine  the relevant
kilogram data at the same time that a material stock number is assigned to a specific material
within the storage system.  In this manner, all relevant data such as price, quantity, conversion
factors and material numbers are recorded when the supplier invoice is recorded.

The material flow balance can be checked for consistency by comparing it, to the extent
possible, to material supply from stock-keeping, sales information and production lists.  For
auxiliary and raw materials, packaging materials and final products, this can be done by
adjusting the existent computer software; once this is accomplished, relatively little work is
involved.

The procedure becomes more complicated, however, when the majority of operational
materials affecting the environment, like chemicals, paints and lacquers, cleaning materials,
workshop needs, etc., that affect emissions and proper disposal, cannot be extracted through
material numbers.  In this case, the amounts used cannot be traced back.  In many enterprises
there are a large number of such materials without material numbers that vanish in stock and
in overhead and whose values and volumes cannot be traced.

Distributing direct costs and general overhead: Many companies include only raw
materials and some packaging materials in direct costs, but not auxiliary and operational
materials, other packaging materials and the cost of disposal.  Therefore, checking for
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consistency provides significant potential for account arrangement and classification criteria
optimization between material numbers and the classification of accounts and costs.

In the interest of efficient use of information (and to eliminate the need to go back to original
invoices for information, as some companies have to do) the departments involved should
agree on a record organization system.  Purchasing and material management will thus
become more important in developing an inventory system for materials that potentially affect
the environment and corresponding record-keeping obligations.

Existing production planning systems can deal with thousands of materials.  Amounts are
recorded as soon as materials are ordered or stored, and again when they are taken out of
storage and moved into the production process.

The company’s production planning system should be checked on a regular basis for
consistency between actual data on materials purchased and production output.  This
procedure is shown in figure 21.  It is often the case that scrap percentages, which have been
rough estimates, need to be adjusted.  Automated cutting and dosage plants frequently have
much better amortization times than expected since losses were often higher then estimated.

In the first year of material flow analysis, it is sufficient to trace and account for about 70 per
cent of all materials (mainly raw materials and packaging and, if possible, auxiliary materials
also) in the material flow balance.  Likely immediate results are:

•  Adjustment of the percentages used to calculate scrap resulting from raw materials and
products;

•  Improved monitoring of materials and products in stock;

•  Installation of computer-aided design and cutting machinery;

•  Automated dosage equipment for operating materials; and

•  A marked improvement and consistency in information systems and records based on
them.

All this should significantly increase profits.  In the following years, consistency can be
improved to include all material input as well as office material monitoring within the material
storage system and internal ordering instructions.  Be aware that such changes interfere with
individuals’ spheres of influence.  This may provoke resistance to a system that prohibits
departments from placing external orders but directs all orders to the central corporate
warehouse.

The production planning system is sometimes used for standard production units only, not for
custom-designed products.  Eventually, these should also be integrated into the material
monitoring system.

Sometimes waste is not monitored on a regular basis.  Once companies realize the monetary
value of waste and the resulting saving potential, they will install waste monitoring systems not
only for the whole company, but at cost centres, so that amounts and costs of waste can be
attributed to the polluting production lines.
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There can be significant time lags between material purchasing, material use in production,
the finished product being put in stock and final delivery to and invoicing of the customer.  As
production patterns change, emissions may occur much later than material inputs or product
output.  These time distortions can be limited once the material flow balance relates material
input to production (consumption and not purchase) to relating product output of production
(and not product turnover).

Changes in stock as well as in material input and product output can be significant.  There are
major losses of materials and products in stock, which should be accounted for by separately
adding them to the material flow balance.

Compani es wi eld a very  powerf ul  cont r ol li ng tool  by  cons tant l y refi ning the mat eri al  f low bal ance
at the cor por at e lev el , whi ch should be done on a monthl y bas is  together  wi th the fi nanci al 
acc ount i ng data.

5.5. Consistency and consolidation

The information gathered from environmental management accounting on the corporate level
can and should be divided into accounting by divisions, sites, cost centres and products. As
product managers, cost centres, sites, divisions and top managers will probably collect and be
interested in information with different system boundaries, aggregation issues have to be dealt
with.

EMA covers the preparation and provision of environmental cost and performance information
for the use of multiple internal and external stakeholder groups. This information can be
aggregated for different decision levels in the company and is often presented in a separate
environmental report for external stakeholders. A well structured and consistent underlying
information system is crucial for the quality and credibility of the data presented.

Over the last decade, significant progress has been made in identifying the core environmental
issues to be reported on and the appropriate performance indicators through which
performance can be both computed and communicated. At the same time, however, little
progress has been made in establishing the conceptual foundations necessary to provide the
secure foundation that any form of internal or public reporting requires and that is a
prerequisite for comparison and benchmarking.
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Figure 22.     Consistency check with the production planning system
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5.5.1. Consistency

Internal and external users of environmental information need to monitor and compare the
results of environmental performance and cost assessment over time in order to identify
significant trends. Some also wish to make comparisons with other sites or competitors.
Consistency in the recognition, measurement and presentation of environmental information is
therefore essential.

Consistency should initially be established internally, determined by the information needs of
the corporation’s user groups. A data determination and internal assessment guide with clear
definitions of what to include and where to take it from, as well as conversion factors, proves
helpful. Caution is needed when seeking to benchmark between companies in the same
sector, as even minor differences in processes, products or vertical integration through the
product life cycle can significantly distort results. As with financial reporting, it is important that
corresponding information for different periods be reported on a comparable and consistent
basis. Some more guidance on this aspect is also contained in chapter 7 on environmental
performance evaluation.

An important task for data determination is defining guidelines for the registration and
separation of the environmental expenditures dealt with within the environmental information
system. It must be ensured that the data in future periods will be calculated with the same
basis in mind. Only when the calculation method is defined and consistent over years can
comparison of absolute values in tons or money and the resulting indicators over time or
between different divisions bring meaningful results. Thus it is suggested that the data
registration criteria for each expenditure item in the tracking matrix should be documented as
such:

•  Description of expenditure item or environmental indicator (absolute or relative);

•  Definition of the base data and related denominators;

•  Data sources;

•  Conversion factors and definitions;

•  Frequency of data collection and indicator calculation;

•  Responsibility for data registration.

Figure 22 shows the most likely data sources for the environmental expenditures and costs.
The first round of determination of total environmental expenditure will probably also result in
improvements of the consistency of the data sources.
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1.  Waste and emission treatment
1.1. Depreciation for related equipment √ √ √ √ √
1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and

services
√ √ √ √

1.3. Related personnel √ √ √ √
1.4. Fees, taxes, charges √ √
1.5. Fines and penalties √ √
1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities √ √
1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs,

remediation
√ √ √ √

2.  Prevention and environmental
management

2.1. External services for environmental
management

√ √ √ √

2.2. Personnel for general environmental
management activities

√ √ √

2.3. Research and development √ √ √
2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner

technologies
√ √

2.5. Other environmental management costs √ √
3. Material purchase value of non-product

output
3.1. Raw materials √ √ √ √ √ √
3.2. Packaging √ √ √ √ √ √
3.3. Auxiliary materials √ √ √ √ √ √
3.4. Operating materials √ √ √ √ √ √
3.5. Energy √ √ √ √ √
3.6. Water √ √ √ √ √ √
4. Processing costs of non-product output √

∑  Environmental Expenditure
5. Environmental revenues
5.1. Subsidies, awards √ √
5.2. Other earnings √ √

∑  Environmental Revenues

Figure 23.     Data sources for environmental expenditures/costs
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For the material flow balance, it is recommended to enlarge on a sector-specific basis the
standardized input-output framework. Figure 23 shows an example for breweries.

5.5.2. System boundaries

The essential system boundary for corporations is the company fence and the balance sheet.
In-depth data are not often available, i.e., balance sheet data for sites within the corporation.
In addition, data from suppliers and consumers are not available, which is why life-cycle
costing as well as Iife-cycle analysis continually fails due to problems of data availability. For
comparison and benchmarking projects, it is important that the participating sites have a rough
process flow chart scheme. Only when the range of products, including the packaging, are
homogeneous will it be possible to have valid data. Outsourcing of critical processes, like
transport and delivery, cleaning and sanitation, etc., significantly influences material input and
emissions data.

Breweries provide a good example of these effects. For data comparison between production
sites there is a significant difference whether, for example, a malting house is a component of
the brewery or whether the brewery acquires its malt from external sources. Similarly, it is of
importance for comparison of water and energy data whether bottling occurs on all or only on
certain sites and whether all sites bottle in glass or aluminium cans or kegs. In Austria, most
breweries also have a non-alcoholic production line for lemonade, which can also distort
comparison. Figure 24 shows the production flow scheme of a brewery.

Still, most corporations and products are more complex than breweries, so the definition of
system boundaries has to focus on specific process steps for specified products and defined
product life-cycle stages. When comparing companies and products with regard to
environmental performance, it is essential that the system boundaries upstream and
downstream are identical. But big organizations tend to include most product life-cycle stages
within their own production plants, while small companies are focussed on specific production
steps and outsource other production steps.

With increased product stewardship and product-service systems, where the ownership of the
product remains at the producer and the service is delivered to the customer, EMA will be
enlarged by a further component, dealing with the costs at the product use phase. This
influences system boundaries when comparing different sites, as the expenditure occurred in
the product use phase would have to be separated.

Outsourcing of critical processes with effects on technology and emissions has also become
popular recently. This is often the case for electroplating processes, which, because of
tightened legal compliance requirements, is not continued in outdated on-site equipment, but
provided by specialized firms. If the new supplier is equipped with modern technologies better
than the old devices, outsourcing can actually be environmentally beneficial. But, the effect
can be opposite too.

For performance evaluation and product life-cycle assessment (LCA), the production steps
and processes covered by the companies or product systems analyzed must be carefully
defined so that the production steps covered by an input-output analysis are identical. Figure
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25 shows the product life-cycle scheme. Data comparison within sites, processes and
products requires that the system boundaries of the participant are comparable, otherwise the
results will be meaningless.

5.5.3. Consolidation

Some corporations with many sites and companies have started internal environmental
information systems that collect data from all sites and affiliates and produce corporate
environmental reports in addition to site-specific emission monitoring and reporting. Often,
international corporations comprise numerous sites and public entities, which deliver to
subsidiaries and affiliates of the same corporation worldwide.

Adjustment of internal deliveries within related plants of a corporation is often only performed
for financial data, but not for material flow and other environmental data. Thus, caution has to
be paid when relating these figures to each other.

Companies with one or more subsidiaries and affiliates produce consolidated financial
statements, as user groups, especially investors, are interested in the earning power and risk
structure of the whole group. Consolidation of environmental data is of equal relevance, as
users are interested to see how transnational organizations with subsidiaries and associated
companies operate in different countries worldwide and if they apply the same standards for
pollution, safety and environmental policy and management throughout the group.

It is essential that the boundaries of the reporting entity are clearly defined and explicitly
reported. Financial accounting and reporting standards which deal with different legal
constructs through which corporate control is exercised (e.g., joint ventures, associates or
subsidiary operations) have hardly ever been used for environmental reporting yet.

For the aggregation of environmental data, the following issues may impact on interpretation:

•  Establishment or closing of production lines or treatment facilities of the operation;

•  Acquisition or sale of sites and subsidiaries (and the need to adjust prior year data
accordingly);

•  Outsourcing and its impact on historic trend data;

•  Non-adjustment for internal deliveries within consolidated sites.

An important adjustment is for internal deliveries of materials and products. If only the inputs
and outputs of each site are aggregated without adjustment of supply from within the
corporation, there will be numerous double countings. On the other hand, data for turnover
and profit, not net values, will have been adjusted, because of financial reporting standards
requirements. Otherwise, the two figures would no longer be related to each other.

Reporting can be product-, site- or corporation-oriented. Some companies publish for all three
levels. Corporate reports are mainly published by multinational companies and contain data
which has to be aggregated from different sites and companies. Often, corporations own
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shares but not total ownership of their reporting entities. Thus, questions of consolidation as in
financial reporting arise.

Financial accounting standards have defined three methods of consolidation, depending on
the share which a company participates in another company.

1. Full consolidation is used by the parent company which controls the majority of the voting
rights of a subsidiary (50 to 100 per cent). The parent overtakes the complete profit and
loss account by adding together assets, liabilities, equity, earnings and expenses and
deletes all internal deliveries within the group.

2. The equity method is used for associates, which are neither a subsidiary nor a joint
venture to the parent, but in which it has a significant influence (between 20 to 49 per
cent). The equity method considers the actual change in value of the share of the equity,
but does not integrate sales, assets or liabilities. All internal deliveries are eliminated.

3. The proportionate method is applied for investments between 1 to 19 per cent of the
share capital as well as for joint ventures. Typically, the value of the shares in the books
remains unadjusted until significant changes occur.

In environmental reports the degree of ownership of sites is hardly ever mentioned. Also the
method of consolidation is hardly ever disclosed or even discussed. In practice, many
companies fully consolidate subsidiaries of more than 50 per cent, but without adjustment for
internal deliveries, and neglecting minority investments. Thus, the consolidating practices and
system boundaries for financial and environmental reporting can differ significantly. Comparing
and relating financial data like turnover and EBIT to environmental data like energy use or total
CO2 emissions is often significantly hampered.

Resulting recommendations are:

1. All sites and subsidiaries should apply the same definitions for data collection.

2. All sites and subsidiaries should apply the same input/output chart of accounts for the
material flow balance.

3. Before benchmarking sites, process flow charts must be compared and harmonized.

4. All sites and subsidiaries should apply the same consolidation methods.

5. The consolidation principles should be disclosed.

6. Internal deliveries should be adjusted.

7. When calculating key figures, the same consolidating principles should be used as in
financial and environmental accounting.

8. In environmental reports, total sales, EBIT and share of each company should be
disclosed.
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INPUT OUTPUT

Raw materials Product

Barley Bottled beer

Wheat Beer in kegs

Malt Canned beer

Hops Alcohol-free drinks

Brewing water By-products

Auxiliary materials Malt

Additives (beer) Malt dust

Additives (lemonade) Hops

Laboratory materials Barley waste

Packaging Spent grains

Crates (new) Silicic acid

Bottles Waste

Cans Total waste for recycling

Kegs Glass

Palettes Metal

Labels Etiquettes

Foil Plastics

Corks Paper, cardboard

Caps Total municipal waste

Operational materials Total hazardous waste

Cleaning materials Fluorescent tubes

Disinfecting materials Refrigerators

Neutralizers Oils

Filters Oil-contaminated materials

Oils/grease Used inks

Salts Chemical remnants

Cooling materials Electrical scrap

Repair and maintenance materials Wastewater

Canteen Amount in m3

Office COD

Other BOD

Energy Phosphates

Gas Nitrogen

Coal Ammonium

Fuel oil Biogas
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INPUT OUTPUT

Fuels Air emissions

District heat CO

Renewables (biomass, wood) CO2

Solar, wind, water SO2

Externally produced electricity NOx

Internally produced electricity Dust (not relevant)

Water FClCHs, Nh4, VOC (not relevant)

Municipal water Ozone-depleting substances (not relevant)

Groundwater Noise

Spring water Maximum noise at night

Rain/Surface water Maximum noise on site

Figure 24.     Input-Output framework for breweries
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 Water
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 Water
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INPUT PROCESS SIDE PROCESS OUTPUT
 Water
 Energy
 Refrigerant
 Disinfectant

Storage Storage dust
Wastewater
Wasted beer
CO2

 Water
 Energy
 Carbonic acid
 Detergent
 Disinfectant
 Auxiliary materials

Filtration Wastewater
Filtrate
Auxiliary materials

 Water
 Energy
 Refrigerant
 Detergent
 Disinfectant
 Carbonic acid

Pressurization Wastewater
CO2

 Water
 Energy
 Detergent
 Disinfectant
 Bottling

Bottle and cask
cleaning

Wastewater
Waste paper
Waste glass
Sludge
Heat

 Lemonade raw
materials
 Sugar

Lemonade production

 Water
 Energy
 Carbonic acid
 Packaging

Bottling, casking Bottled wasted beer
Casks, boxes
Packaging waste
Waste glass
Rinsing water
Residue
Wastewater

 Department specific
inputs

Workshop, canteen,
administration

Department specific
outputs

 Fuel oil
 Water

Steam/Heat production Air emissions

 Petrol Transport and delivery Air Emissions

Figure 25.     Process flow chart of breweries
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Figure 26.     Product life cycle assessment
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6. ONE STEP FURTHER DOWN – PROCESS FLOW CHARTS AND COST
ACCOUNTING

6.1. Cost accounting basics

There is a continuous exchange of data and information evaluation between financial
accounting, cost accounting, budgeting and statistics.  Aside from this information and data
exchange, cost accounting has the following main objectives:

•  Identification of price floors and ceilings;

•  Calculation of planned and past production costs;

•  Evaluation of internal services, finished and unfinished products for sales or tax purposes;

•  Improving economic efficiency;

•  Providing basic data for company policy and decision-making;

•  Short-term performance evaluation;

•  Operating comparisons.

Cost accounting is clearly distinguished from financial accounting by its calculating
procedures.  Its primary objectives are realistic cost assessment, cost projections and
planning, and controlling and monitoring of company processes.

When trying to assess environmental costs, one will find that not every company does cost
accounting. More often, especially small and medium-ized companies (SMEs), work with data
from the profit and loss account.  It is up to management to decide whether the company
should use cost accounting, and if so, which system it should use and how it should be
designed. In contrast to financial accounting, this decision is not influenced by tax and
commercial law.

Important terms:

•  Fixed Costs are costs independent of employment and production volume, such as rent,
interest on bank loans, etc.

•  Variable Costs are directly related to production volume, e.g., raw materials and
production labour hours.

•  Individual Costs are directly attributed to the corresponding cost centres (process steps)
and cost carriers (products).  They include at a minimum raw materials and production
wages.

•  Overhead Costs are costs that cannot be directly attributed (true overhead) or costs that
are not directly attributed for reasons of economic efficiency (untrue overhead), e.g.,
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administrative costs, insurance, advertising costs.  There are a number of methods to
attribute overhead to cost centres and cost carriers.

•  Calculated Costs are used in cost accounting because they are not – or in a different form
- considered in bookkeeping, but influence operating results.  If these costs are not
matched by expenditure in financial accounting, they are called extraordinary rates, e.g.,
calculated equity capital interest, calculated rent/lease, calculated management wages.  If
these costs are matched by an expenditure in bookkeeping, they are also called other costs
such as calculated borrowed capital interest, calculated write-offs on the basis of
replacement prices, calculated risks.

•  Costs Centres are those parts of the company that are organized as independent
clearinghouses; they should be connected to production processes.  Maximum consistency
between cost centres and process-oriented material flow analyses is the prerequisite for
good data.  Cost centres generate costs, are responsible for costs or are attributed costs,
e.g., for production and administration.

•  Cost Carriers or Objects are products and services produced either for the market or for
internal needs. By attributing types of costs to cost centres and cost carriers, production
costs and sales price floors are calculated.

Since financial accounting operates on strict rules for the assessment of expenditures and
revenues, calculatory assessments are not permitted. Costs and earnings are thus determined
by the so-called roll-over.  For this roll-over, financial accounting expenditures are excluded
that, from a cost accounting standpoint, are not considered costs because they are:

⇒ Non-operational (e.g., are not connected to the operating objective);

⇒ Extraordinary (e.g., are exceptionally high or rare);

⇒ Unrelated to the accounting period;

⇒ Assessed differently (e.g., they do not correspond to indicated values of the cost
accounting calculation objective).

These expenditures are called neutral expenditures.  Expenditures that are operational,
ordinary, related to the accounting period and assessed correctly are at the same time
considered costs and are called cost-identical expenditures, functional or basic costs.  From
this standpoint, expenditures and costs overlap.  In a next step, cost-identical expenditures are
complemented by calculated costs.

Cost category accounting is the first phase of cost accounting and answers the question:

•  Which costs have been incurred in which amounts during the accounting period?

In cost-category accounting, costs are recorded in accordance with a cost category plan and
divided into direct costs and overhead.  Before this is done, a separation is made from
expenditure accounting of financial accounting and/or the roll-over of costs from financial
accounting.  In the past, an overhead roll-over sheet was used for that purpose; today,
computer programs are used.
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Cost centre accounting follows cost-category accounting and answers the question:

•  Where and in what amounts have which costs been incurred during the accounting period?

For this accounting procedure, the overhead allocation sheet is used.  Cost centre accounting
is also responsible for internal cost assignments.  Finally, it determines cost estimate rates or
billing rates (or surcharge rates) should they be required for cost carrier accounting based on
the company operational situation.

Cost carrier accounting is the final phase of cost accounting and determines the production
costs for each product (or service).  It provides the basis for price calculation.  It answers the
question:

•  Which types of costs have been incurred in which amounts for a certain product or
service?

Cost Category
Accounting

Cost Centre
Accounting

Cost Carrier
Accounting (Product)

•  Which costs have been
incurred in what amounts?

•  Cost distribution to direct
costs and overhead

•  Cost roll-over from
financial accounting

•  Where and in what
amounts have which
costs been incurred
during the accounting
period?

•  Internal cost attribution
and cost estimates or
billing rates

•  Which types of costs
have been incurred in
what amounts for a
certain product or
service?

e.g.
Production wages
Auxiliary wages
Salaries
Social Security
Production material
Auxiliary, operating materials
Energy
Insurance
Rent
Calculated write-off
Calculated interest
Calculated risk
Other costs

�

e.g.
1.   Manufacturing
2.   Warehousing
3.   Distribution
4.   Administration

�

Product A
Product B
Product C

� � �

Figure 27.     Relationship between cost category, cost centre and cost carrier
accounting

Source: Dimitroff/Jasch/Schnitzer, 1997.
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Cost attribution is done in two steps, first from joint (environmental) cost centres like waste
management and emission treatment, to the responsible cost centres in the production
process and secondly from the production cost centres to the respective cost carriers/objects
(product A and B).

A simple example in figures 27 and 28 shows how overhead cost-attribution can significantly
change the production costs of products.

Awareness should be paid to the fact, that changed allocation rules may lead to a
redistribution of power in a company. Production lines and products which used to be
profitable may suddenly have a bad performance, so the responsible line managers will tend
to refuse the change, especially if the do not have the means to improve their situation.

Whenever possible, costs should be allocated to the respective cost centres and cost
carriers/objects (products). Many terms are used to describe the methodologies for that
purpose, such as “activity based costing”, “full cost accounting”, “process costing”, “material
flow costing”.

Example
Product A Product B

Overhead Product A Product B
Materials by
recipe/formula and stock
issuing

Direct costs Direct costs 70 70

Working hours by time
records

Direct costs Direct costs 30 30

Overhead
Distribution by %
product turnover

Depreciation 50

Rent 10

Energy 5

Communication 10

Administration 25

Top management’s
salary

10

Waste & emission
treatment

10

Total overhead 120 60 60

Total product costs 160 160

Figure 28.     Environmental costs hidden in overhead accounts

Product A Product B Example
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Overhead Product A Product B
Materials by
recipe/formula and stock
issuing

Direct costs Direct costs 70 70

Working hours by time
records

Direct costs Direct costs 30 30

Energy 1 1 3

Waste and emission
treatment

1 3 6

Depreciation

Attribution to cost centres
and products by actual
process flows

7 13 30

Overhead
Distribution by %
product turnover

Rent 10

Communication 10

Administration 25

Top management’s
salary

10

Total overhead 64 32 32

Total product costs 149 171

Figure 29.     Environmental costs attributed to cost centres and products

6.2. Process flow charts

The next step after environmental cost assessment and material flow balances on a corporate
level is to allocate the data from the system boundary of the company fence to internal
processes.

Process flow charts, which trace the inputs and outputs of material flows (solid, liquid and
volatile) on a technical process level, give insights into company-specific processes and allow
the determination of losses, leakages and waste streams at the originating source. This
requires a detailed examination of individual steps in production - again in the form of an input-
output analysis, but sometimes linked to technical Sankey diagrams. The process flow charts
combine technical information with cost-accounting data. They are not done on a yearly basis
but for a specified production unit, machinery or cost centre. In total, they should aggregate to
the yearly amount.

This level of material flow analysis will be in the responsibility of technicians, but the data
gathered should be cross-checked to ensure consistency with the cost-accounting system.
Usually a harmonization of technical data with data from financial bookkeeping is not
undertaken due to lack of interdepartmental communication.  Experience has shown that such
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a consistency check provides great optimization potentials, and has thus become a major tool
in environmental accounting. Therefore it is desirable for the technical and financial
bookkeeping to be conducted in a compatible way.

Figure 30.     Process flow charts: opening the black box

Splitting up the corporate flows into cost centres, or even down to specific production
equipment allows for more detailed investigation of technical improvement options, but also for
tracing the sources of costs. Special attention should be drawn to the quantitative recording of
materials on a consistent kilogram basis. The key questions are:

•  Which cost centres have processed how much of the materials?

•  Can material input be further divided into production lines or specific equipment?

•  How large were the resulting emissions, scrap and waste, preferably recorded separately
for each cost centre, production line and machinery?

The process level is the main focus for pollution prevention projects. Data on the process level
is also necessary for further analysis by products. It is crucial that the system boundaries for
financial calculation by cost centres and for technical monitoring can be related to each other.
To ensure consistency between data from cost centres and process flow charts, the methods
of activity based costing and of flow cost accounting have been developed.

6.3. Activity-based costing

This section discusses activity-based costing of pollution prevention. The focus of this
approach deals with correct allocation of costs to products, by reducing the amount of costs
hidden in overhead cost categories. Applying this approach can improve economic

Input
Product

Waste

   Wastewater

Emissions
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performance as a consequence of improved environmental protection.9  Moreover, ignoring
this approach could distort product pricing and investment decisions.

The example in figure 30 shows that costs of “joint” environmental cost centres, such as
incinerators, waste water treatment plants, etc., should be differentiated from other overhead
costs. The manufacturer has three production steps that all produce waste. The entire waste is
treated in a shared incinerator on the production site. The costs of incinerating the waste from
current production are $800; the remaining overhead costs for general administration, salaries
of top management, etc. are $9,000.

Figure 31.     Tracking and tracing of environmental related costs

Source: Schaltegger, Müller, 1997.

                                                  
9  See Schaltegger et al., The description of ABC in the following is taken from S. Schaltegger and K.
Müller, (1997).
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Internal environmental costs are often treated as overhead costs and divided equally between
all cost drivers. A common example is that the costs of treating toxic waste of a product are
included in the general overhead costs, and the overhead is allocated in equal parts to all
products.

However, “dirty” products cause more emissions and require more clean-up facilities than
“clean” products. Equal allocation of those costs therefore subsidizes environmentally more
harmful products. The clean products, on the other hand, are “penalized” by this allocation rule
as they bear costs that they did not cause.

Many companies simply include all environmental protection costs in their general overhead
costs, together with the top management salaries, advertising costs and all other costs that
were not traced back to individual production processes. At a time when environmental
compliance costs were marginal and profits high, this might have been reasonable. But with
increased environmental awareness, strong competition and the need to improve production
efficiency, especially with regard to material efficiency, the cost of tracking and tracing material
flows throughout the company are by far outweighed by the improvement potentials identified
and realized.

A simple example in figure 31 illustrates how equal allocation can lead to suboptimal
management decisions. Two processes are compared: process A is clean” and does not
cause any environment-driven costs for the company, while process B causes $50 of extra
costs because it is environmentally harmful. If these costs are assigned to general overhead
and allocated equally, both processes appear to create a profit of $75. (If $50 is allocated to
overhead, $25 will implicitly be allocated to each process. This leads to a profit of $75 [$200-
$100-$25]). In reality, however, process A has created a profit of $100, while process B has
only contributed $50 to the company’s profit.

Figure 32.
Example  o f
correct  and
incorrect cost
allocation

Source:
Schaltegger,

Müller, 1997.

Suboptimal management decisions materially influence the pricing of products. The cross-
subsidized dirty products are sold too cheaply whereas the environmentally less harmful
products are sold too expensively. In consequence, market share is lost in more sustainable
fields of activity and at the same time the company’s item is enhanced in fields with higher risk
and poor business future.
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Whenever possible, environment-driven costs should be allocated directly to the activity that
causes the costs and to the respective cost centres and cost drivers. Consequently, the costs
of treating, for example, the toxic waste arising from a product should directly and exclusively
be allocated to that product.

Many terms are used to describe this correct allocation procedure, such as environmentally
enlightened cost accounting, full cost accounting or activity-based costing (ABC).  ABC,
activity-based costing, “is a product costing system, ... that allocates costs typically allocated
to overhead in proportion to the activities associated with a product or product family”.10

ABC represents a method of managerial cost accounting that allocates all internal costs to the
cost centres and cost drivers on the basis of the activities that caused the costs. The activity-
based costs of each product are calculated by adding the appropriate share of joint fixed and
the joint variable costs to the direct costs of production. The strength of ABC is that it
enhances the understanding of the business processes associated with each product. It
reveals where value is added and where value is destroyed.

The example in figure 32 illustrates the method of ABC. It shows two steps of allocation: first,
from joint environmental cost centres to the responsible cost centres (i.e., production
processes); and, second, from the production cost centres to the respective cost drivers (i.e.,
products A and B).

Today, it is substantially misleading to include all environment-related costs in general
overhead costs; nevertheless, some remain as overhead, such as those costs clearly related
to general overhead activities (e.g., new insulation of the office building). Also, costs of past
production that are clearly related to strategic management decisions for the whole company
might qualify as general overhead costs (e.g., liability costs for products that have been
phased out).

At present, even in some advanced management accounting systems, only the visible (direct)
costs of environmental cost centres are directly allocated to production cost centres and cost
drivers. However, additional costs can be environment-driven even though they do not directly
relate to a joint environmental cost centre (e.g., an incinerator). Yet some indirect costs could
be saved if less waste were created. Waste occupies manufacturing capacities, requires
labour, increases administration, and so on. If no waste were produced, the equipment would
not depreciate as quickly, and less salaries would have to be paid.

                                                  
10  Spitzer, Calculating the Benefits of Pollution Prevention, p. 6.
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Figure 33.
Twofold

a l loca t ion  o f
environment

related costs

Source:
Schaltegger,

Müller, 1997.

For instance, in the
example in figure
32, 200 kg of the
1,000 kg of inputs
were purchased
only to be emitted
without creating
any value. Thus,
the related waste
has caused a 20
per cent higher
purchasing cost,
higher costs of
depreciation and
administration, etc.
Therefore, a third
allocation step is
necessary .  As
shown in figure 33,
this third allocation
step can motivate
management to
r e a l i z e  h u g e
efficiency gains by

improving the environmental record at the same time!

The choice of an accurate allocation key is crucial for obtaining correct information for cost
accounting. It is important that the chosen allocation key is closely linked with actual,
environment-related costs. In practice, the following four allocation keys are considered for
environmental issues:

•  Volume of emissions or waste treated;
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•  Toxicity of emissions or waste treated;

•  Environmental impact added (volume is different to impact per unit of volume) of the
emissions;

•  Relative costs of treating different kinds of waste or emissions.

One possibility is to allocate the environment-driven costs based on the volume of waste
caused by each cost driver (e.g., volume treated by hour, waste/kg of output, and
emissions/working hour of equipment). This is a rather arbitrary key in cases where the capital
costs (interest and depreciation of construction costs [capital assets]) as well as the variable
costs are not related to the total volume treated. Due to higher safety and technological
requirements, the construction costs and the variable costs often increase substantially with a
higher degree of toxicity of the waste treated. In many cases, these additional costs are due
only to a small percentage of the waste. Thus, the costs of a treatment or prevention facility
are often not clearly related to the overall volume treated, but rather to the relative cleaning
performance required.

Another possibility is to allocate costs according to the potential environmental impact added
of the treated emissions. The environmental impact is calculated by multiplying the volume of
waste by the toxicity of the emissions. However, this allocation key, too, is often inappropriate,
as the costs of treatment do not always relate to the environmental impact added.

Thus the choice of allocation key must be adapted to the specific situation, and the costs
caused by the different kinds of waste and emissions treated should be assessed directly.
Sometimes a volume-related allocation key best reflects the costs caused, while in other cases
a key based on environmental impact is appropriate. The appropriate allocation key depends
on the variety and the kind of waste treated or emissions prevented. Also the time of
occurrence may be relevant (past, current or future costs).
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Figure 34.     Third allocation step

Source: Schaltegger, Müller, 1997.
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6.4. Flow cost accounting

SEQARABISCH

6.4.1. What is the purpose of flow cost accounting?

Flow cost accounting is an essential instrument in a new management approach known as
flow management11 and goes beyond assessment of environmental costs. The aim of flow
management is to organize production end-to-end in terms of flows of materials and
information – all structured in an efficient, objective-oriented manner. Energy flows can be
thought of in the same way as material flows, especially since it is often in material form (in the
full sense of the word, e.g., coal, oil, gas) that energy first enters a company. Therefore the
word “material” is used as generic for materials and energy.

End-to-end analysis with the principle of flow management involves not only the company’s
flows of materials but also its organizational makeup (i.e., structural organization, procedural
organization) and the configuration of its various integrated information systems (i.e., materials
management, production planning and control, financial accounting, cost accounting, and
controlling).

Flow management focuses on the flow of materials is center stage among the company’s
various organizational functions - and the company can be defined as a material flow
system (see figure 34).  This includes, on the one hand, the classical material flows along the
value-added chain, from incoming goods, by way of various processing stages, through to
product distribution to the customer.  It also includes, on the other hand, all the material losses
incurred at various stages along the logistics chain (e.g., rejects, scraps, chippings, destruction
of expired items or damaged goods), which then leave the company as environmentally and
economically undesirable residue (solid waste, effluent, emissions). The corporate material
flow balance is divided into various production steps and cost centres. For a more detailed
material flow model that has been designed for a project in the pharmaceutical industry please
refer to the annex.

                                                  
11  The description of flow cost accounting has been provided by IMU Augsburg. See also M. Strobel
(2000), LfU 2000.
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Figure 35SEQARABISCH.     The company - seen as a material flow system

Source: IMU Augsburg.

Flow cost accounting performs an important function within flow management, namely that of
quantifying the elements in the material flow system and improving in-house information flows,
as well as revealing points of departure for economically and ecologically oriented
modifications to the flows of materials.  In quantifying the material flow system, the
company creates a database containing quantities, values and costs, consistent throughout.
The database shows those quantities (in physical units like numbers, kg, m3, KWh etc.), values
(= physical quantity  x  input price) and costs that refer to the material flows  (e.g., material
costs, inventory values and waste volumes) and to all the other costs incurred by the company
in maintaining the material flow system (e.g., personnel costs, depreciation).

The focus of flow cost accounting is not to determine the share of total environmental costs,
but to focus on material flows for assessment of total costs of production. Flow cost accounting
is thus an improvement on existing accounting approaches - in two respects: economic and
ecological.

1. Seen from the economic perspective, flow cost accounting is based on actual material
costs. These, in manufacturing companies, often constitute by far the largest costs.  By
comparison, the system costs, i.e., those costs incurred in maintaining the system,
comprising mainly personnel costs and depreciation, are much lower.  And waste disposal
costs are in general relatively insignificant. Usually the costs concerned purely with
disposal (e.g., waste disposal fees, external waste transport) account for between
1 – 2 per cent of the total costs for a manufacturing company.
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Material costs
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Figure 3SEQARABISCH6.     Typical proportion of costs in the manufacturing
industry

Source: IMU Augsburg

This average cost structure in German manufacturing companies corresponds largely with
the results of an American study conducted by Business Week magazine (22 March 1993)
which puts the share of material costs in US companies at 50 to 80 per cent.

Conventional accounting approaches are not able to provide sufficiently precise data
regarding the costs of materials.  With such inconsistent and incomplete data and the
myriad of data islands, a company will hardly be able to track the point of internal material
consumption and pinpoint exact flows and whereabouts of every single material through
the material flow system.

Flow cost accounting eliminates this information gap by linking quantitative physical and
monetary data to the material flows.  The course taken by materials entering a company
becomes transparent - and informed decisions can be taken regarding which materials
with which values go into the product as added value and which materials with which
values leave the company unproductively as waste.  In companies participating in pilot
projects, this flow-oriented transparency often led to new ways of designing products that
reduced materials intake and to new measures for increasing overall efficiency (by
reduction of rejects, scrap, damaged products, etc.).
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2. Seen from the ecological perspective, flow cost accounting systematically focuses cost
cutting on attempts to reduce the quantities of materials and energy used, thus leading to
positive ecological effects (avoidance of waste, effluent and emissions) and to
environmental benefits.  Flow cost accounting is thus an important instrument in
implementing an integrated environmental management system and in raising ecological
efficiency.  Indeed, the environment will benefit from the ecological effects of flow cost
accounting - even in cases where this may not be the company’s conscious intention.

Production-integrated measures to relieve stress on the environment and
to cut costs can only be systematically implemented if the material and
energy flows – in terms of quantities and the associated values and costs -
are transparent end-to-end.

6.4.2. The basic idea of flow cost accounting

The instrument of flow cost accounting12 shifts a company’s in-house material flows into the
centre of cost analysis and attempts to make these flows transparent end-to-end in terms of
their effects on costs.  This transparency can contribute to clarifying the complex relationships
of effects operating within the material flow system and thus create a comprehensive database
for evaluating measures for improvement and realizing saving potentials.

Flow cost accounting may reveal that a measure designed to raise efficiency in a production
system leads not only to lower costs in material consumption but also to lower costs in
materials handling and waste disposal.  Changing to a new colorant for example may lead not
only to different absorption levels but also to reduced costs for water treatment.

In order to assess the cost effects of planned measures comprehensively and reveal potential
savings, the effect of each measure on the whole material flow system must be calculated and
evaluated. Previously the evaluation of measures has often been inadequate.  This leads,
firstly, to environmentally damaging and uneconomical measures being implemented and,
secondly, to numerous environmentally positive and cost-cutting measures being dismissed or
overlooked because, with previous conventional assessments, the benefits are under-
estimated.

In flow cost accounting, in order to attain this transparency, the values and costs of the
material flows are divided up into the following categories:

•  Material,

•  System, and

•  Delivery and disposal.

                                                  
12   See also Wagner and Strobel (1999), Hessisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft (1999), Strobel (2000).
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Figure SEQARABISCH37.     The basic idea of flow cost accounting

Source: IMU Augsburg

Material values and costs

For the purposes of calculating the material values and costs, one needs detailed knowledge
of the physical quantities of materials involved in the various flows and inventories.  Usually,
the existing materials management systems and production planning systems provide (at least
for the product materials) a comprehensive database which has merely to be adapted and
expanded.

Based on these flow quantities and inventories, one can proceed to make valuations in terms
of prices and thus obtain the material values of these flows and inventories.  Material costs
can then be determined by defining which material flows are cost relevant.

The possibility of reporting material purchase values and costs at later stages for material
flows and material inventories separately throughout the company is also known as “material
value orientation”.13  Material value orientation is the core of flow cost accounting.  The
transparency of knowing values and costs for materials already creates, at acceptable
expense and effort, new access to the largest costs share.

                                                  
13  In the U. S., such approaches are termed “Material only Costing” (MOC); see, e.g., Coopers &
Lybrand (1997) and Lucent Technologies (1998).
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System values and costs

For the purposes of assigning the system values and costs, material movements have to be
treated as cost drivers. “System” costs by definition are those costs that are incurred in the
course of in-house handling of the material flows (e.g., personnel costs, depreciation). System
costs are incurred by the company in efforts to ensure that material movements can be made
in the desired form. System costs allocated to material flows are defined as “system values”.
Whether these flows are raw materials, intermediate or semi-finished goods, or material
losses, each in-house material flow can be seen as a cost carrier for allocating system costs
systematically according to cause.  Under this heading come all costs which are incurred
inside the company for the purposes of maintaining and supporting material throughput, e.g.,
personnel costs or depreciation.

System costs are allocated to the outgoing product flows (e.g., from the “production” cost
centre) and then passed on as system values to the subsequent flows and inventories.

Delivery or disposal costs

For those flows leaving the company specific delivery or disposal costs must also be
allocated.  Such outgoing delivery and final disposal costs include payments to external third
parties; thus these are by definition not part of system costs.  Delivery and disposal costs
include all costs incurred in ensuring that material leaves the company, i.e., not only transport
costs for products but, in particular, the external costs for disposing of waste and the fees for
wastewater and effluent control.

The result of flow cost accounting is end-to-end transparency showing quantities, values
and costs of material flows, separated into the three categories “material”, “system” and
“delivery and disposal”. One decisive point in flow cost accounting is that the above-mentioned
three categories of values and costs are separately recorded and managed end-to-end both
for the material flows and for the material inventories.  Practical experience shows that this can
bring about fundamental changes in a company’s way of seeing things, of making decisions
and of acting, whereas in traditional cost accounting, after the first processing stage when the
intermediate product is calculated, material costs and system costs are already mixed
together. It thus very soon becomes impossible to list costs and values separately according to
the three categories either for material movements or for inventories.

6.4.3. The Method – an overview

Flow cost accounting is a far-reaching computerized accounting approach which is made up of
numerous individual steps and which has to deal with massive amounts of data.  Flow cost
accounting can therefore only be performed with the appropriate computer support.14

Experience shows that a company’s existing database, material management system and
production planning and control system will usually contain the majority of the data needed.

                                                  
14  See also Krcmar et al. (2000) and Dold and Enzler (1999).
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The extra effort and expense involved in implementing flow cost accounting is thus not so
much the continuing acquisition of additional data but rather the system’s one-time installation.

The data flow and the sequence of flow cost accounting run from the stipulation of the
necessary database by way of the accounting elements through to the various results and
report form.  In the opposite direction, in response to specific demands concerning the results
and report forms, adaptations regarding the accounting elements or even the database may
be required.

material flow model database (e.g. SAP R/3 )

information base

material flow accounting

accounting elements

system cost accounting

flow model 
with data

results and report forms
flow cost

matrix
flow cost

report 
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Figure SEQARABISCH38.     The components of flow cost accounting

Source: IMU Augsburg.

The information base needed for flow cost accounting comprises the material flow model and
the defined database.

The material flow model maps the structure of the material flow system.

The database contains the data needed to quantify the material flow model.  The database
refers both to material flows and inventories and also includes other relevant system data.  It is
used as a basis for calculating the quantities, values, and costs allocated to the material flow
model.

The accounting elements can initially be divided into material flow accounting and system
cost accounting.
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Material flow accounting15 is used to check the database with respect to its consistency and,
on the basis of various calculations, to assign data to the flow model.  Material flow accounting
comprises the following individual elements:

- material flow quantity accounting,

- material flow value accounting, and

- material flow cost accounting.

System cost accounting is based on material flow accounting and is used in a multi-stage
procedure to assign system costs to the material flow model.  System cost accounting
comprises the following individual elements:

- system cost delimitation,

- system cost allocation, and

- system cost apportionment.16

The results and report forms define the way in which the data in flow cost accounting is
edited and made available to staff.

The “material flow model with data” is the most important result form.  Compared with previous
accounting approaches, this shows much more information.  For an exemplary material flow
model with material flow values and delivery and disposal costs please refer to the annex.

The “flow cost matrix” shows the outgoing material flows, e.g., products and packaging, and
allocates material losses to the following categories: material costs, system costs, and delivery
and disposal costs.  The flow cost matrix represents in table form flow cost accounting data in
simplified and standardized form at a defined cross-section in the flow model.

                                                  
15  Cf. also Strobel and Wagner (1999).
16  Cf. especially Hessisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft (1999).
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Production costs    
( in US $ m. )      

Material  
costs  

System   
costs   

Delivery /  
Disposal costs    

Total   

Product   120  25   0.2   145.2   

Packaging   40   25   2.5   67.5   

Material loss    21.5  6.4   1.5   29.4   

Total   181.5   56.9   3.9   242.3   
  

Typical structure of flow costs   (e.g.  Pharmaceutical Industries)  

Eminent  share of  
Material  costs ! 
( here : 75 % of  production costs )  

Considerable share of  costs  
incurred by  Material  losses  ! 
( here : > 10 % of  production costs ) 

Production costs    
( in US $ m. )      

Material  
costs  

System   
costs   

Delivery /  
Disposal costs   

Total   

Product   120  25   0.2   145.2   

Packaging   40   25   2.5   67.5   

Material loss    21.5  6.4   1.5   29.4   

Total   181.5   56.9   3.9   242.3   
  

Typical structure (e.g.  Pharmaceutical Industries)  

( 

High share of 
material costs 
here : 75 % of  production costs )  

Considerable share of costs  
incurred by material losses  
( here : > 10 % of  production costs ) 

Figure SEQARABISCH39.     Flow cost matrix (simplified)

Source: IMU Augsburg.

The structure of the matrix remains constant even if the material flow structure is modified.
This makes it a particularly useful and meaningful form for presentation of results and
reporting. The flow cost matrix can be used to show the development of a particular company
site over several years or to benchmark different sites within the company.  It can also be used
to compare different companies in the same industry in terms of their respective flow cost
structures.

The “flow cost report” allows, in addition, compilation of tables as an evaluation tool for
particular areas of responsibility.

6.4.4. Experience and the benefits of flow cost accounting

The flow cost accounting approach has already been tried in a number of manufacturing
companies in Germany of varying size and in different sectors.  These trials have been a
success. As benefits gained from flow cost accounting in their companies, project participants
mentioned the following points17:

                                                  
17  Cf. Fichter, Loew and Antes (1999).
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•  Cost-reduction  and environmental benefits as a result of improved material efficiency (i.e.,
reduced residual waste and reduced use of materials per product);

•  Incentives to develop new products, technologies and procedures based on the improved
database for investment accounting;

•  Enhanced quality of the information system thanks to consistency testing and the flow-
oriented data system;

•  Improvement of organizational structures and procedures as a result of company-wide
uniform reference to the material flow system;

•  Interdepartmental, material-flow-related communication and coordination instead of insular
fixation inside company divisions (departments, cost centres, etc.);

•  Increased motivation in staff and management regarding the comprehensive structuring of
material flows; and

•  Focus on raising material productivity instead of reducing the workforce.

The cost-cutting potentials revealed by flow cost accounting in the companies in these pilot
projects, for material losses alone, represented between 1 and 5 per cent of total costs.
Usually, in the first year after flow cost accounting is introduced, cost-cutting potentials of an
average 1 to 2 per cent of total costs can be identified and realized. This represents profit
increases of over 20 per cent.

Flow cost accounting aims to identify and analyze the entire system of material flows as cost
driver.  Not only the material costs, but also the system costs are allocated to material flows.
Flow cost accounting can thus be seen as an approach to total cost accounting.  It shows the
extent to which costs can be cut by a reduced or more efficient use of materials and energy.

The increased transparency in terms of quantities, values and costs achieved with flow cost
accounting has the effect of encouraging the following:

•  Development of products that require less materials;

•  Development of product packaging that requires less materials; and

•  Reduction of material losses (e.g., rejects, scrap, damaged products) and the resulting
waste (i.e., solid waste, effluent, emissions).

7. APPLICATION EXAMPLE - ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Environmental performance indicators condense extensive environmental data into critical
information that allows monitoring, target setting, tracing performance improvements,
benchmarking and reporting. Several publications and pilot projects highlight their relevance
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for supporting environmental management systems, improving material efficiency and flow
management, detect cost saving potentials and quantify performance targets.

Environmental performance indicators supply the environmental manager as well as top
management with the required information from a great variety of environmental data. They
enable decision makers to get a quick overall view of progress and of environmental protection
problems still to be solved. On this basis, well-grounded targets for environmental
performance improvement can be identified and quantified, which is necessary for controlling
actual achievement. This link with traditional controlling systems allows monitoring of
environmental risks and performance and detection of profitable improvement opportunities.

The strength of environmental performance indicators (EPIs) is that they quantify
developments in environmental protection and allow for benchmarking over time. With regular
establishment and adjustment of objectives, environmental performance indicators assist in
detecting in advance and in time negative trends in environmental control – serving as an early
warning system. The comparison of environmental performance indicators within one
company or externally with other companies or competitors, so-called benchmarking, offers
the chance to detect weak points and identify potentials of improvement.

7.1. Definitions of ISO 14031 – standard on environmental performance evaluation

Environmental performance indicators may be divided into three categories. Depending on
whether they aim at assessing environmental aspects of company activities by input/output
material flow balances, activities of environmental management or the condition of the
environment outside the company, operational performance indicators, management
performance indicators and environmental condition indicators are distinguished. This system
is based on ISO TC 207 SC4 “Environmental Performance Evaluation” and the standard ISO
14031, which provides a helpful tool for setting up an indicator system.

Environmental performance indicators, EPIs are defined as follows in ISO 14031:

“OPI, Operational performance indicator, that provides information about the
environmental performance of an organization’s operations.”

Operational performance indicators are recommended for every company and form the
basis of evaluation of environmental aspects. Examples are material, energy and water
consumption, waste and emissions in total amounts and in relation to production volumes.
OPIs are an important basis for internal and external communication of environmental data,
e.g., in environmental statements in accordance with the EU EMAS Regulation or in
publications to inform employees.

“MPI, Management performance indicator, that provides information about the
management’s efforts to influence an organization’s environmental performance.”

Management performance indicators indirectly measure the environmental protection efforts
taken by a company and the results achieved with regard to influencing its environmental
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aspects. The number of environmental audits, staff training, supplier audits, cases of non-
compliance, certified sites, etc. serve as examples. They provide useful information, however,
not on the actual external environmental impact or internal environmental aspects. They
supply internal quantifiable data on environmental management activities to controlling but no
information on environmental performance or impacts. An exclusive use of MPIs for evaluating
environmental performance is therefore not recommended in ISO 14031, as they do not reveal
the material environmental impacts and may even camouflage them.

“ECI, Environmental condition indicator, specific expression that provides
information about the local, regional, national or global condition of the
environment.”

Environmental condition indicators directly measure the quality of the environment. They
are used to assess the impact of air emissions on air quality or water quality. The
environmental conditions around a company, such as water and air quality, are typically
monitored by government authorities. Only if one particular company is the sole or main
polluter in a region, monitoring by individual companies may be requested by law or may make
sense also voluntarily, e.g., noise for airports, air quality for power stations, water quality for
pulp and paper industries. Since the quality of environmental media such as air, water, soil
and the impacts of human activities (e.g., overfertilization of water, reduction of biodiversity,
greenhouse effect) depend on many factors (emissions of other companies, of power plants,
households and traffic), the measurement and recording of ECIs are primarily performed by
official institutions.

These external environmental indicators, in connection with objectives of environmental
policies, assist the company’s determination of priorities and objectives. Global and national
indicators for the evaluation of environmental quality are mostly termed “environmental
indicators” or “environmental condition indicators” and are not referred to as “performance
indicators”.

For the assessment of corporate environmental performance and impact the operational
indicators, based on the material flow balance, are relevant. The other indicators, for the
condition of the environment and the management system, are secondary.

ISO 14031 also indicates how information conveyed through indicators can be presented.
EPIs may be aggregated or weighted as appropriate to the nature of the information and its
intended use. Aggregation and weighting should be done with caution to ensure verifiability,
consistency, comparability and understandability.

Indicators can be presented in the following ways:

•  Absolute figures, like tons of waste per year;

•  Relative figures, compared to another parameter. The most common denominators are
production volumes, production hours, sales (turnover) and number of employees;

•  Percentages or indexed, in relation to a baseline, like hazardous waste as a percentage of
total waste, or hazardous waste as a percentage of the previous year;
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•  Aggregated data, of the same type, but from different sources, expressed as a combined
value, such as total tons of SO2 emissions from five production sites, aggregated to the
corporate level;

•  Weighted, data multiplied by a factor related to its significance, prior to aggregating or
averaging.

7.2. General requirements for indicator systems

Environmental performance indicators (EPIs) monitor a company’s effectiveness and
efficiency of resource management. This applies mainly to physical resources like materials,
but can also be linked to other resources like personnel and money. Indicators are most useful
and meaningful if they are:

•  monitored over time,

•  comprised of two variables, an absolute measure and a reference measure, and

•  comparable across sites and companies.

The process for setting up an indicator system has been described in several projects and
publications.18  VDI 4050 distinguishes among the following steps:

1. Initiative: What general aspects are relevant for a successful EPI project?

2. Setting objectives: Who needs what kind of information?

3. State of the art: What are the significant environmental aspects and where in the company
do they occur?

4. Installing an EPI system: What kind of data will be collected from where?

5. Implementation and communication: application, calculation, comparison and
communication of results.

6. Improvement: Are the results satisfactory? Any modifications to the indicator system
needed?

The following principles should be applied when installing an indicator system:

•  Relevance

The indicators should adequately reflect the main environmental aspects and impacts of the
organization and be selected by the people in charge of controlling, monitoring and target
setting. Data should be collected only if it is to be used.

                                                  
18  See VDI 4050 (2000); C. Jasch and R. Rauberger (1997); and Kottmann et al. (1999).
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•  Understandability

Indicators must be clear and correspond to the user’s information needs. If indicators become
too complex, for example aggregating several items by complex mathematical calculations,
people lose understanding of their meaning and how the indicator may be influenced. People
in charge of activities with environmental impact must understand how an indicator can be
influenced.

•  Target orientation

The indicators should correspond to environmental improvement targets.

•  Consistency

Comparable and reliable EPIs throughout a company can only be achieved by standardization
of relevant environmental and financial variables. The same method must be used to calculate
EPIs across a company, defining in detail the database and calculation procedure for each
variable. In addition, the method for calculating EPIs should be consistent with the financial
information system and indicators.

•  Comparability

Indicators must allow comparison over time and with other units. Thus, the calculation
principles, data sources and definitions for each nominator and denominator must be defined
to make sure that the database is consistent across reporting units and time series. For
comparison, establishing the same data collection principles in every period, referring to
comparable intervals and measuring comparable units is essential.

•  Balanced view

An indicator system should measure changes in environmental impact and cover all important
aspects of environmental impact. For all major categories of the material flow balance
indicators should be defined. A common trap is to use only data available and base the
indicator system on, for example, 20 indicators for waste, as this is monitored, but neglecting
air and water emissions and material input, because data are not available.

•  Continuity

Indicators become more meaningful if they are monitored by the same method over long
periods. The time intervals for assessment (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly) should allow timely
intervention in case of undesired developments (like breakdown of automatic sensors for water
and material supply) and prevent outdated information. If indicators are calculated too
infrequently or at too long intervals, there is little relation to current performance.
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7.3. Generic indicator system

As a general outline for generic indicators that can be applied throughout all sectors, the
following items should be monitored. Sector specific, more detailed indicators may be
valuable, but aggregation to general categories should be possible. The indicator system
should cover all major input and output categories.

Absolute quantity
Relative quantity

Eco-intensity
Production output (PO) Kg, Liter

Raw material input Kg Kg/PO

Auxiliary material Kg Kg(PO

Packaging Kg Kg/PO

Operating material Kg Kg/PO

Energy KWh KWh/PO

Water M3/liter M3/PO

Waste Kg Kg/PO

Wastewater M3/liter M3/PO

Specific pollution loads Kg Kg/PO

Air emissions M3 M3/PO

Air emissions load Kg Kg/PO

Other denominators

Number of employees Number

Turnover Money value

EBIT Money value

Production hours Time

Workdays Days

Building area M2

Management performance indicators

Number of achieved objectives and targets

Number of non compliances or degree of compliance with regulation

Number of sites with certified environmental management systems (EMS)

Number of sites with environmental reports

Percentage turnover from EMS certified sites

Percentage turnover of green products (e.g., organically grown versus conventional crops)

FigureSEQARABISCH 40.     Environmental performance indicator system
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Absolute versus relative

From an ecological point of view, the absolute indicators are the most important ones because
they measure the total consumption of resources and emissions of pollutants (e.g., the
consumption of auxiliary material in kilogram or the quantity of wastewater in m3). For
comparison with previous years, a relation to previous production volumes or other significant
reference figures is necessary. While absolute indicators describe the total environmental
burden, relative indicators allow monitoring of efficiency improvements. Absolute and relative
indicators are two sides of a coin and both are useful. The implications of relative indicators
cannot be judged without the absolute database and vice versa.

In order to compare company units or companies, it is important to look at absolute indicators
in relation to relevant reference units (e.g., annual production quantity, number of employees
or machine operation times).

Here are some examples:

Efficiency of auxiliary material = Input of auxiliary material in kg
                                                        Produced quantity in kg

Water consumption per staff member per day =         Water consumption in liters       
                                                                             Number of employees x work days

Relative indicators represent the environmental performance of a company in relation to its
size, to the production output or to the number of employees. From an ecological point of view
the absolute figures of the material flow balance are more important. From the point of view of
monitoring and benchmarking the relative figures have priority. Absolute indicators show the
extent of environmental impact; relative indicators depict whether or not environmental
measures were successful.

System boundaries

Indicators may be derived from data for the company, specific sites, departments and further
down to cost centres and production processes. Each decision maker requires information for
the system boundaries of his or her scope of responsibility. Thus, caution must be given to
aggregation without double counting. Data on different system boundaries serves different
purposes. Daily, weekly or monthly monitoring of process emissions works as an early warning
system against spills and leakages and as an information source for improvement potentials,
while data on the company and corporate level are more important for target setting and
environmental reporting.

Environmental performance indicators may thus refer to different system boundaries, from
data for the entire corporation, on different plants or sites, to individual processes or
departments. The most common are:  corporate indicators, site indicators, and process
indicators.

Indicators derived from the lower organizational level (departments, processes, cost centres)
may be suitable primarily as a monitoring instrument for the respective departments.
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Assessments should be at shorter time intervals, e.g., quarterly, monthly or weekly, in order to
determine weak points and to take corrective measures in time. The main inputs of raw and
auxiliary materials and energy as well as the major sources of emissions should be monitored
on a process level.

Site and corporate indicators serve as general performance information for management over
a longer period of time and for annual reporting for the management review. Site indicators
may also be used for assessing environmental impacts in environmental statements in
accordance with the EU EMAS regulations. Corporate environmental reports include
aggregated indicators on a corporate level.

7.4. The problem of finding a meaningful denominator

Where production output (PO) from the material flow balance does not provide a meaningful
indicator or is not available, or in addition to this denominator, other variables can be used.
Number of employees is a reference often used especially in the service sector.

The following environmental performance indicator matrix shows in what way absolute
indicators in combination with meaningful reference units may be used to obtain useful relative
indicators. The longitudinal axis provides examples of absolute indicators (basic data from the
material flow balance), which may be related to the relevant reference units of the horizontal
axis. A check mark indicates useful combinations, the choice among which will depend on the
business sector. In addition to the main categories of the input-output analysis, the matrix also
includes environmental management performance indicators. Depending on the production
range of a company, other variables may also be useful.
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Material input √ √ √ √ √ √
Packaging √ √ √ √ √

Energy input √ √ √ √
Water input √ √ √ √
Detergents √ √ √ √ √
Waste √ √ √ √ √
Wastewater √ √ √

Emissions √ √ √ √
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Transport √ √

Accidents √ √
Complaints √ √

Environmental Training √
Environmental Costs √ √

FigureSEQARABISCH 41.     Environmental performance indicator matrix

Source: Jasch, Rauberger, Hrsg.: BMUJF, 1998.

The essential task in deriving relative indicators is the selection of reference units. They must
be precisely defined and logically related to the basic indicator. In practice, this question often
arises in case of production-related indicators for efficiency evaluations, which show the
relation between resource input and production output.

Whenever possible, the production output derived from the input-output balance should be
expressed in kilograms and tons. Only in case of similar products does it make sense to use
the number of products as the unit. In case of a great variety of products, however, it may
become difficult to relate them to a common production basis in kilogram or units. An
alternative would be to relate resource input or emissions to other reference units such as cost
of production or turnover. In practice, however, shifts in turnover between production units with
different environmental impacts may have a distorting effect on the results.

Since the translation of environmental protection into cost-related figures is becoming
increasingly important, EPIs may also be expressed in cost-related values (environmental cost
indicators). In practice, this is important in two ways:

•  It often happens that in the initial phase of determination of environmental performance,
data related to volume and weight are not readily available; the accounting department,
however, may have data on related expenditures. If, for example, in energy management
there are no data available on the total input in kWh, total energy expenditure could be
used instead of energy input for establishing energy indicators. Instead of the indicator
“energy input in kWh per production output in tons” the indicator “energy expenditure in $
per cost of production in $“ may be used.
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•  A further advantage of cost-related environmental performance indicators is that
environmental issues are thereby “translated“ into costs and savings - i.e., management’s
language. An executive may hardly be able to imagine what effect 450 cubic meters of
hazardous waste have on profits and whether it is worthwhile to conduct a waste prevention
study. If the same amount is expressed in waste disposal costs of $ 200,000 - the issue
may be clearer. The data on waste disposal expenditures available at accounting
departments mostly derive from the waste disposal fees. By adding indirect waste disposal
costs (storage, transportation, personnel and purchasing expenditures for the materials to
be disposed) to the waste disposal fees, opportunities for cost-effective environmental
protection measures may be identified.

For data collection it is important to make a clear distinction between basic data and possible
reference units. Often the product quantity sold within one year differs from the quantity
produced in that period (e.g., due to sales from stock) or components are purchased from an
outside manufacturer, which do not cause environmental impact at the company assembling
the final product. In a multi-stage production process restocking or destocking of inventory
may result in changes of the production output. As a consequence, relative environmental
performance indicators may lose their significance if input of resources or emissions in one
year are related to the production of other periods of time. In case of changes in stock, the
input and emissions take place in another period. For this reason, it may be useful to relate the
production to the quantity produced in the most important stages of production instead of basic
output and sales figures.

For the environmental performance indicators such as:  energy input in kWh/kg of production;
water input in l/kg of production; and waste categories produced in kg/kg of production, the
resource input and emissions of one period should relate to the goods produced in that period.
In practice, neither the quantity of products sold nor the addition of finished goods to stock are
suitable as reference units, as they include internal changes of stock of previous periods and
purchased semi-finished and finished products.

For this reason, it is better to use the total output of manufacturing stages as a reference unit.
If it proves to be impossible to allocate the input and emissions to a specific main source or
cause, the reference variable should be calculated as a (weighted) average of the required
production stages.

For personnel-related inputs (e.g., copying paper) or emissions, it is usually appropriate to use
the number of employees as a reference unit, particularly in service and administrative
businesses (banks, government agencies, insurance companies). Again, care needs to be
taken to use uniform definitions as to how the reference units are determined (part-time staff,
apprentices, holidays, shift work, etc.). This is important for internal comparisons over time and
for comparison of indicators between sites.

7.4.1. Specific consumption/Eco-intensity

Eco-intensity is defined as material input in kilogram (absolute indicator) in relation to output in
product and/or service units in kilogram (hectoliter, respectively), e.g., water input per
hectoliter of beer production. Often the total output in kilograms is not a meaningful reference
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unit due to a wide range of different products; in this case indicators for certain products and/or
product groups may be calculated.

Specific energy input  =   Energy input in kWh  =   1,423,271 kWh  =  3.83 kWh/kg
                                       Production output in kg       371,988 kg

Generic eco-intensity indicators for most sectors are:

•  Raw material input in tons/product quantity in tons;

•  Energy input in kWh/product quantity in tons;

•  Water input in m3/product quantity in tons;

•  Waste production in tons/product quantity in tons;

•  CO2 emissions in tons/product quantity in tons;

•  SO2 emissions in tons/product quantity in tons;

•  NOx emissions in tons/product quantity in tons;

•  VOC emissions in tons/ product quantity in tons;

•  Wastewater quantity in m3/ product quantity in tons.

Other specific consumption indicators could be input of copying paper per staff member, use
of cleaning agents per square meter or reject rate of a machine per hour of operation.

7.4.2. Share percentage

Share percentages are the ratio of a sub-group to the total. A common way of presenting
indicators is in relation to a baseline such as share of hazardous, municipal and recycling
waste as a percentage of total waste volume.

Recycling rate = Quantity of recycled waste in t = 3,461 t = 73.5 %
                               Quantity of total waste in t       4,709 t

Another example would be the share of different energy carriers in the total energy input in
percentages, or the share of packing material weight to the total shipped product weight in
percentages.

Generic indicators for shares are:

•  Share of different materials in a product in percentages;

•  Share of materials for product and packing in percentages;

•  Share of products complying with defined environmental criteria (e.g., ecolabelled, organic)
in percentages of total products;

•  Share of renewable energy sources as percentage of total energy input;
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•  Share of ton kilometers on railway/ship/truck in percentages;

•  Share of passenger kilometers of business trips or means of transport in percentages;

•  Share of hazardous waste in relation to total waste production in percentages;

•  Recycling rate (share of recycled waste in relation to total waste production in
percentages.)

Share percentage of environmental costs

From the total environmental cost scheme, the shares of costs by media and by cost item can
be calculated. In the pulp and paper industry in Austria, for example, water management
accounts for up to 50 per cent of all environmental cost, with waste and air/climate accounting
for about 30 and 20 per cent. But wasted material input is by far the dominant cost factor,
accounting for about 80 per cent when calculated by cost items (material purchase and
processing costs). For other sectors and regions, these shares will vary. Figure 41 shows an
example from the pulp and paper industry.
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1.  Waste and emission treatment 1 11 5 0 0 0 0 0 17

2.  Prevention and environmental
management

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 5

3.  Material purchase value of non-product
output

14 34 20 0 0 0 0 0 68

4.  Processing costs of non-product output 2 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 12

∑  Total Environmental Expenditure 18 52 36 0 0 0 0 2 108

5.  Environmental Revenues -2 - 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 8

∑  Net Environmental Expenditure 18 50 30 0 0 0 0 2 100

FigureSEQARABISCH 42.     Share of environmental costs

Total annual investments
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Total environmental annual investments, separated into end-of-pipe treatment, integrated
pollution prevention technologies (environmental share) and other investments should also be
recorded and disclosed in environmental accounts. Sometimes, the statistical agencies and
environmental protection agencies also ask for this information.

7.4.3. Eco-efficiency ratios

OPIs are sometimes linked not only to physical units such as kilograms, kWh or hectoliters,
but also to monetary variables like turnover and profit. Financial indicators are measured in
terms of monetary units.

The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) defines eco-efficiency as
an indicator that relates “product or service value” in terms of turnover or profit to
“environmental influence” in terms of energy, material and water consumption as well as waste
and emission in terms of volumes. These indicators become useful only when the time series
for both the nominator and the denominator are published together with the indicator
development. The eco-efficiency indicator can then show possible relative reduction of
material input in relation to increased turnover or profit. However, as profit is influenced by
other factors, like world market prices and exchange rates, the interpretation of these
indicators is often difficult. Relating material input to turnover makes more sense, as this gives
a direct relation to production. Examples are profits before taxes as opposed to turnover per
unit water input for a brewery. Turnover would be more meaningful than profit, as it is more
closely related to production input.

Turnover

Turnover is a very good indicator as it directly relates to production volume, which is used as
the preferred reference for the material flow balance. As a physical measure from the material
flow balance, the quantity of products produced and sold is the most useful denominator,
preferably measured in kg, but sometimes in volume or number. If physical data are not
available, turnover in monetary terms is the second best choice.

Net sales

Net sales adjusts turnover by sales discounts, sales returns and allowances. Caution must be
paid as production volumes are not directly linked to monetary sales figures, which are
influenced by sales from stock, commodity prices, currency exchange rates and customer
demand.

Value added

Value added is calculated as net sales minus costs of goods and services purchased. In
theory, this indicator reflects well the contribution of a company to its “products value”. It is
calculated by reviewing the profit and loss accounts and deducting all items comprising
“purchased goods and services” from revenues. However, as the term is not mandatory for
disclosure in may countries, and its calculation requires a lot of accounting discipline, it may
not be generally applied.
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Gross margin

Gross margin is calculated as net sales minus costs of goods and services sold. Again, the
term is not mandatory for disclosure, so its availability depends on company internal policies.

EBIT

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) is a well-known financial indicator used as a
benchmark worldwide. It is also mandatory for disclosure by joint-stock companies. EBIT is
calculated as net sales minus all expenses, except interest and income tax. The main
difference to value added is that personnel and depreciation have also been deducted from
turnover.

Net profit after tax

This is not a good indicator, as the influence of financing factors significantly distorts
comparison. Also differing tax laws and tax reduction provisions make interpretation difficult.

8. APPLICATION EXAMPLE - CALCULATING COST SAVINGS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS AND INVESTMENTS

I ndus tr y  managers  face a growi ng di lemma when it comes  to env ir onmental  invest ment
dec is ions.   On the one hand, regul at ory  requir ement s,  volunt ary  standards  and mark et 
press ur es i mpos e conti nuall y higher , and mor e cos tl y,  demands  for  envi r onment al per formanc e. 
On the other  hand, the informat i on needed to fas hion a c os t- ef f ec ti v e respons e to such
demands  is ty pic al l y unav ail abl e in a ti mel y,  rigorous  and consi st ent  way .   The res ul t  is that
dec is ions on invest ment and management pr oj ect s,  materi als  choi ces,  pr oduct  pri c ing and
product  mi x oft en s erv e nei ther  the bes t int er es t s of  t he fi r m nor the env ir onment. 

Most companies have problems quantifying the cost savings of environmental management
systems and other environmental activities. Companies generally calculate the cost savings of
environmental management by comparing waste streams before investments and good
housekeeping measures with later disposal and other costs, or by comparing old and new
performance indicators and calculating the difference in monetary value. Most of these
calculations are based on the question: What would I have to pay today if I had not invested or
acted a couple of years ago? Future-oriented calculations additionally face information gaps
and uncertainty to answer the question: What will I have to pay in the future if I do not invest or
act now?

Most of these calculations cover only a tiny part of corporate benefits of environmental
management or investments. This is because the calculations are typically done not by the
accountant but by the environmental manager, who is aware neither of the total corporate
costs of emission treatment, pollution prevention and material efficiency, nor of the methods
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and principles behind capital budgeting. The environmental manager is struggling to speak “a
foreign language”, in monetary instead of physical terms but without a complete assessment of
annual corporate environmental costs as proposed in chapters 4 and 5; only a fraction of total
costs will be visible.   

Conc lusi ons  f r om several  c as e s tudi es emphasi ze the need f or : 

•  I mproved c onsi st enc y bet ween phys i cal and monetary  dat a and r el ated depar tment s; 

•  Materi al  fl ow ac count ing as a bas is  f or good cost  ac count ing;  and

•  Adequate tr eat ment  of  c ont ingent cost s for  t he as ses sment  of inv es tment  dec i si ons .

8.1. Capital budgeting basics

The basic idea of capital budgeting is to compare different investment alternatives.

Investment appraisal is used to determine the cost savings of an investment with regard to its
goals. The economical variables for assessment in static financial analysis include:

•  Initial investment costs;

•  Operating costs and earnings;

•  Profit;

•  Return on investment; and

•  Payback period.

All methods of investment appraisal assume that all inputs and outputs of an investment
decision are quantifiable and can be monetarized.

In dynamic financial analysis, the expected future monetary inflows and outflows are
discounted to the time of the investment and calculated into internal discount rate or annuity.
The opportunity costs of capital (the lower value of cash flows which do not occur today, but
only in the future) are considered by discounting them with the interest rate of financial
markets. The sum of all discounted future cash flows determines the net present value of a
project or investment, which is compared to the value of the old equipment and to the interest
rate of financial markets. A planned investment has to be more profitable then gaining interest
on a bank deposit.

Payback methods for capital budgeting do not consider cash flows beyond the payback
period. Many companies adopt internal rules that only project with a payback period of two or
three years or less will be accepted, regardless of possible longer-term benefits. Discounted
cash flow methods in principle consider all relevant future cash flows until the project ends, but
as many companies apply excessively high interest rates, which result in a negligible present
value for medium and long-term costs and savings, only the first three years or so count
significantly for the investment decision.
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The approach and shortcomings of methods such as the payback period, internal rate of return
or internal interest rate (IIR) are discussed in any textbook on corporate finance.

The methods for determining the value of a company for mergers and acquisition are also
based on capitalized future earnings. Low environmental risks and the capacity to respond to
future trends and stakeholder demands can increase the value of the company.

The high risks, difficult monetarization and high uncertainty of many environment-related future
costs, as well as the potential cost savings of cleaner technologies arising from the reduced
use of hazardous auxiliary and operating materials and related environmental protection
measures have made estimation of the future even more difficult. Still, the methods are widely
used. The task is not so much to change the basic concept of discounting future monetary
flows, but to ensure the inclusion of all relevant earnings and expenses.

8.2. Budgeting for environmental protection

From the point of view of environmental protection investments, conventional investment
appraisal methods often cannot be used without adaption. Quantifying future earnings and
output flows resulting from measures for environmentally protection is a difficult venture.
Particularly in the area of environmental management, one must often work with “soft” or less
tangible data. In addition to pure investment and operation costs, factors such as image,
contacts with environmental and other agencies, legal compliance, employee motivation etc.
need consideration. As discussed in chapter 3, the determination of the “environmental” part of
investments and operational expenditure is difficult.

In a compl iance cont ext , a fact ory ’s  choi ce between an end-of- pipe or  a pr event ion st rategy wil l
depend heavi ly on the compar ati ve ec onomic s of these options .  Thi s is so ev en in instances
wher e prof it abi lit y is negat ive, that is, when the firm ex pects  a net loss  on its inves tment .  Unl ik e
most  end-of- pipe tec hnologies, pol lution prevention projec ts  tend to reduc e operat ing cost s by
reducing was te gener ati on,  regulat or y acti vi ties and polluti on- rel at ed liabi lit ies .  In addi tion,
investment s in pol lution prevention may  incr eas e rev enue by improv ing produc t or cor por ate
image.  Incl udi ng these indi rec t or les s tangible benefit s in the financ ial  anal ysi s of projects  may
enhance the est imated prof it abi lit y of the prev ent ion strategy,  and may  be deci siv e in sel ec ting a
poll uti on pr eventi on versus an end-of-pipe opti on.   It is at  this decis ion point that the concepts  and
methods  of  Total Cos t Assess ment (TCA) -- the comprehensiv e,  long- term financial analys is of 
poll uti on pr eventi on pr oject s -- can pl ay a rol e in improv ing the fi nancial pic tur e of a pol lut ion
pr ev ent ion investment, and enhance its competit iveness vis -à-vi s end- of- pipe projec ts .  TCA
techniques  can als o improv e the pr oj ect ed fi nancial per for mance of  disc ret ionar y pol lut ion
pr ev ent ion proj ect s,  thereby  increas ing thei r abil it y t o c ompet e f or  li mit ed capit al  resourc es. 19

In addition to initial investment and annual operating expenditure, future liability costs and
saving potentials need consideration for investment appraisal.

                                                  
19  See A. White (1993) and D. E. Savage and A. L. White (1995).
20  See A. White (1993) and D. E. Savage and A. L. White (1995).
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Initial investment costs can comprise several items in addition to the purchased equipment.
Depending on whether the equipment is classified as waste treatment or integrated
technology, its initial costs or annual depreciation depending on the method used for
investment appraisal will show up under section 1.1 or 2.3 of figure 42.

Annual operating costs can relate to all the other cost categories of the environmental cost
scheme. Therefore, annual assessment of total expenditure is vital as a starting point in
environmental management accounting. It assures the complete picture, which later allows to
consider only parts, related to specific cost centres or equipment.

Measures for pollution prevention help to reduce disposal and emission treatment costs and to
increase the efficient use of purchased materials. Often, when calculating investments, the
reduced costs for materials and emission treatment are not completely calculated, which
results in distorted investment decisions.

Additionally, future liability costs and less tangible benefits should be estimated.

Future liabi lit y costs:  Two general forms of fut ur e liabil ity  cost s can be di sti nguis hed:  li abi li ty
for per sonal injur y or proper ty  damage (e. g.,  liabili ty  st emming from a leaki ng landf il l) and
penalti es and fines for  vi ol ati on of  envir onmental  regulat ions.  To the degree that  a cl ean-up
obli gat ion is legall y requir ed, a provis ion has to be made in the bal anc e sheet.  But,  as  disc uss ed,
ther e are sev ere li mi ts in tax and ac counti ng st andar ds for  sett ing prov isi ons. Therefor e, when
calc ulating fut ure r isk s and li abi li ties, an es timat e of avoided f ut ure li abili ty is  al so requi red.

The less tangible factors considered by the Tellus Institute are shown in figure 42.

Savi ng pot entials: Les s tangible benef its  fr om polluti on preventi on inves tment s, suc h as
incr eas ed revenue fr om enhanced pr oduct  qual ity , company or produc t image and reduced
work er healt h maintenance costs  or  product iv ity , are certainly the most  di ff icult to pr edi ct  and
quantif y.

The following saving potentials should be considered:

•  Cost reduction for waste and emission treatment and disposal costs. This includes internal
and external treatment, related equipment and operating materials, personnel handling
waste, storage and landfill costs, fees for disposal, transport, insurance and liability, site
and production permits, reports to authorities, etc.

•  Savings of insurance, liability and remediation costs. Reduced waste and emissions and
new processes requiring less harmful operating materials are often also a good argument
for reduced risks of damage, spills, land contamination, clean-up obligations or other
possible remediation costs.

•  Maintenance: Labour and material for maintenance can also be effected by product design
and cleaner technologies.

•  Savings in energy and water input: Generally, cleaner technologies not only require less
material input but are also more energy and water efficient.
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•  Savings in raw and auxiliary materials and packaging. Alternatives which reduce the
amount of waste, in general also need less material input.

•  Savings because of better product quality. Alternative product design can improve the
product quality and thereby reduce the costs of quality control, redoing work and production
of scrap.

•  Earnings from new by-products. If waste is replaced by new, marketable by-products, the
cost of new product design can be offset by those earnings.

•  Reduced risk of accidents and worker absenteeism by avoiding dangerous materials and
processes which also results in increased employee motivation.

•  Improved relations with local authorities speed up the time required for production permits
and other official procedures.

•  Future investment savings through anticipation of planned policy changes (i.e., stricter
emission allowances, prohibited use of hazardous materials), thus preventing the
requirement for short-term or end-of-pipe solutions.

Productivity

♦  Product quality

♦  Production throughput

♦  Production flexibility

♦  Production reliability

♦  Worker absenteeism

♦  Worker morale

Future Regulation

♦  Stricter enforcement of
current regulations

♦  Modification of current
regulations

♦  New regulations

Potential Liability

♦  Business shutdown costs

♦  Non-compliance fines

♦  Site clean-up costs

♦  Legal costs

♦  Personal injury claims

♦  Property damage claims

♦  Natural resource damage
claims

Insurance

♦  Workers’ health insurance

♦  Workers’ compensation

♦  General property core fire
insurance

♦  General liability/hazard

♦  Environmental liability

♦  Unemployment

Company Image

♦  Access to customers and
markets

♦  Access to financing

♦  Public relations

Figure 43.     Less tangible factors

Sour ce:  Tell us Ins ti tut e, Boston,  Mas sachuset ts , 2000.

Additionally to savings, other positive effects can arise from environmental management.
These so-called soft factors, structured by stakeholder relations, can be:

•  Increased turnover, customer satisfaction, new markets, differentiation from competitors;
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•  Image enhancement;

•  Better relations with authorities, reduced regulatory compliance costs;

•  Better creditworthiness with banks, reduced insurance rates, good ratings by investment
brokers and agencies;

•  Better public stockholder and community relations;

•  Increased job motivation and satisfaction, less absenteism and worker illness.

8.3. Calculation sheet for environmental investments and projects

The calculation sheet for investments and projects can be used to calculate two alternatives
and comparing them, or to estimate resulting cost savings directly. An annual assessment of
total environmental expenditures should have been performed beforehand, in order to provide
a comparison basis. Depending on the project or investment, only some columns and rows
may be filled, but the likelihood of forgetting significant cost factors is decreased. Allocation to
the different environmental media will probably not be necessary, so the columns have been
modified to time series.

Once the total environmental costs of two alternatives have been assessed for one year, they
can be extended into time series for capital budgeting. Estimates of monetary inputs and
outputs for the first three years should be more detailed. For years 4 to 10 rough annual
estimates would be sufficient.

The determination of total annual environmental expenditure for the last business year is a
prerequisite for calculating options. If the total annual environmental costs have not been
assessed, the savings potential cannot be calculated. After the determination of the total
annual environmental costs, the calculation can be done for specific cost centres or production
processes. Calculating different options is then relatively straightforward.

When comparing investment options, it is advisable first to assess the cost of the old
equipment with the proposed scheme and then calculate the costs of the new equipment.

The so-called soft factors or less tangibles, which are rough estimates, can be added, if
necessary.
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Calculation sheet

Environmental cost/expenditure categories
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1.    Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

1.2. Maintenance, operating materials,services

1.3. Personnel

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

1.5. Fines and penalties

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation

2.    Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management
activities

2.3. Research and development

2.4. Extra expenditure for integrated technologies

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3.    Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

3.2. Packaging

3.3. Auxiliary materials

3.4. Operating materials

3.5. Energy

3.6. Water

4.    Processing costs of non-product output

∑  Environmental Expenditure

5.    Environmental Revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

5.2. Other earnings

∑  Environmental Revenues
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Calculation sheet

Environmental cost/expenditure categories
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6.   Soft factors

Increased turnover, customer satisfaction, new
markets, differentiation from competitors,
improved customer relationships

Improved corporate image

Improved contacts with authorities and agencies,
reduced legal compliance costs

Reduced risks for accidents, liabilities and
contaminated land

Increased creditworthiness, better ratings by
investment companies

Better community relations

Increased employee motivation and morale, less
worker illness and absenteeism

∑   Total Benefit

FigureSEQARABISCH 44.     Calculation sheet for environmental investments and
projects

Several case studies, especially by the Tellus Institute,21  confirm the following results:

1. Eff ecti ve cost account ing requi r es ef fect ive mat eri al  fl ow accounti ng.   Thi s poi nt 
c annot be ov ers tated.  Envi ronment al  cost s ari se when materi als  are us ed,  proces sed and
r el eased as non-produc t out puts .  Unders tandi ng materi al  fl ows  as they mov e through a
product i on sy st em is  a pr er equi s it e to ident if yi ng and track i ng env i ronment al  cost s.   Mat er ial  flow
bal ances  are the mos t ri gor ous bas is  for dev el oping suc h inf or mat ion, but short  of  thi s  impr ov ed
mat er ial s ac c ount ing and sc reeni ng pr oc es s flow diagr ams  may  well  suff ic e in the fir s t round. A
s ingl e omi ss i on or err or  in def i ni ng relevant mat er ials  or  ener gy  fl ows can create major cos t
c onsequenc es  that  may lead to mi sgui ded management deci s ion- mak ing.   Mor eov er , sound
mat er ial  flow acc ounti ng al so serv es  as  a us ef ul  sc reeni ng devi ce to avoi d unnec es sar y
expendi t ur es  of  staf f res ourc es  on es ti mati ng env ir onmental cos ts  that  ar e relat iv el y  ins ignif ic ant 
c ompared t o other  pr oj ec t  c os ts . 

                                                  
21  A. White, D. Savage and M. Becker (1993).
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2. Key envi ronment al  cost s are cont ingent in nature;  envir onment al  accounti ng
systems must  be desi gned to handle such cont ingenci es. Many  “env ir onmental  cos t s”  are
c onti ngent , or pr obabi li s ti c,  in nat ure.  They  ar e dr iv en by  future condi ti ons or ev ent s wi t h
unc er tai n,  but es ti mable,  probabil it i es  and cost  outc omes.   Fut ur e regul atory  compli anc e c os ts 
and liabil it y , pers onal or pr opert y damage are ex ampl es .   Convent ional  fi nanc ial  acc ounti ng
pract ic es ar e not  desi gned to handle cont ingent cos ts ; in fac t,  cont ingenci es  ar e gener al ly 
avoided in fi nanc ial  report ing and, where they  do appear , ar e subjec t to st ri ct  st andar ds  for
est imat i on and di sc l os ur e.  But  such st andar ds  have lit t le to do wi t h env ir onmental cos ts  for
pur poses  of i nt er nal  deci si on- mak ing.   Eff ec t iv e env ir onmental acc ounti ng requir es an
awarenes s of  this  cr it ic al di ff erenc e and a wi ll i ngness  to ex peri ment wi t h di ff erent  methods  for 
deali ng wi th cont ingent cos ts .  Sc enari o analy si s  and ac tuar i al -bas ed cos t es ti mat ion poi nt  to
t wo appr oaches to handli ng the inevi t able uncert ainti es  as soc iated wit h fut ur e env ir onmental 
c os ts .  Tool s  suc h as these are an integr al  part  of  any  envi r onment all y consc ious cos t budgeti ng
s ys tem. 

3. I mprovements cannot be achi eved by si mply inst al l ing new sof t ware.   There is  no
s epar at e sof t ware for env ir onmental acc ount i ng that  sol v es  al l pr obl ems.   Those seek i ng suc h a
def init i ve, all -enc ompas s ing,  st and- alone soluti on ar e lik el y  to be di sappointed.  Becaus e
env ir onmental  cos t inf or mat ion ser ves  so many di f ferent  func t ions  in the or gani z at ion, the
“ sy st em”  is bet ter thought of  as  a set of  adjust ments  to cur r ent cos t- ac c ount ing sys t ems,  al l wi t h
t he pur pos e of ident if yi ng,  trac ki ng and repor ti ng envi r onmental inf or mat ion to shar pen
management  deci si ons . Mor e ri gor ous process  fl ow informati on,  linked wit h all oc at i on of 
overhead cos t s to the res pect iv e cos t  c entr es  and obj ec ts  is  vi tal.  This  amount s to not hi ng more
t han sound management and engineer ing pract i ces als o bei ng appl ied to env ir onmental
project s .

4. I mproved envi ronment al  management account ing is sti ll  not ful l account ing of al l 
envir onmental  cost.  Internal cos ts  are,  by def init i on, limit ed to thos e wi t h measurabl e financ ial
c onsequenc es  to the fi rm.   They  do not incl ude envi ronment al  cost s that acc rue to ident if iable
t hi rd part ies  or to soci ety  as a whol e,  suc h as the cos t  of biodi ver si ty  loss  owing to unsus tainabl e
f or es t pract i ces or  wetl ands los s,  gl obal  warming owi ng to carbon emis si ons , or  fores t,  crop or
bui lding damages li nked to ac id rain depos i ti on.   Full  cost  ac count ing in it s broades t  sens e would
enc ompas s suc h cost s . It  is  the task  of  gov ernments  to ens ur e that these cost s are internal i zed
by appl y ing appropr i at e fis cal ins tr ument s.   Whi l e the dir ec t ion of  envi r onment al regul at ions and
i nt er nat ional  acc or ds and standards is to ex tend the c or porat e c os t net  out war d to inter nali ze
s uc h ex t er nal  c os ts ,  f ew fi rms today  ar e ant ic ipati ng t hem i n t heir  calc ulati ons .

9. OUTLOOK

Si nc e the mi d-1980s,  sever al  forces hav e enc our aged the shif t to prevention- ori ent ed st rat egies ,
incl udi ng li abi lit y under the federal Superf und Ac t in the Unit ed St ates, publi c concer ns wi th
envi ronmental degr adati on worldwide,  increas ingly st ringent pol lut ion cont rol requir ements  in
Europe and widely publi ciz ed indus tr ial  ac ci dents.   As a res ult , fir ms hav e fac ed a ris ing tide of 
publ ic demands for  s hif ts to cl ean t echnol ogies  and env ironment all y fri endly  pr oduct s.
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However , companies  have been sl ow to move away from tradit ional  end- of- pipe str ategi es towar d
more pr event ion-or iented practi ces .  If , as many argue,  poll uti on pr event ion pays , what  account s
for thi s slow pace of change?  If pr eventi on inves tment s are, in fac t, in the interes t of the fi rm,
what  ac count s for the cont inuing rel uct anc e to mov e aggres si vel y toward a more preventativ e
poll uti on management  mode?  And why,  in li ght of the publi ci zed benefit s of pol lut ion prev ention,
do firms, ev en lar ge sophi st icated ones , continue to be surpris ed when preventi on- or iented
pr oj ect s produc e adv ant ages to the firm far bey ond thos e expect ed of  many conventi onal “must -
do”,  compl iance-dr iv en capit al inv es tments ?

The explanat ion for thi s apparent contr adi ct ion seems t o be manifold:

1. The organiz at ional st ruc tur e and behaviour of  compani es inhibit pol lution prevention
pr oj ect s from enteri ng the deci sion- mak ing proc ess  from the out side, thereby pr ecl udi ng
thes e alternati ves  f rom cons iderat ion by t he compani es;

2. Economic /fi nanci al barri ers  link ed to methods  of  cost  ac count ing and capital budget ing.
Ev en if  a pollution preventi on project suc cessf ull y ent ered the capi tal  budgeti ng pr ocess, 
competi tion wit h other projects  for limited capital res our ces is hamper ed by  the poor
knowledge of  the t rue c ost s of non-product  output;

3. Psy chologic al  and soc ial  ef fects . Oft en,  incr eas ed responsi bi lit y for  mater ial flows and
al tered purc has ing and stock  management  rules are not in the inter es t of depart ment
manager s.

The bar riers  of  tr aditi onal acc ounti ng hav e been the focus  of this  report.  The bas ic s of the
di ff erent ac counti ng pr ocedures  and opportunit ies for thei r impr ov ement through determi nat ion of
annual env ir onment al  ex pendi tur e, cost of non-produc t output , cost  ac count ing for  mater ial flows
and dec reased allocation to overhead cost cat egori es have been highli ghted. Appli cat ion focused
on i ndi cat or  devel opment and inves tment  appr ais al. 

Financial statement audits are increasingly considering general risks. Financial statement
auditors seek to understand all significant aspects of business risk facing an organization and
how those risks are managed, so as to develop the most effective approach to gain assurance
about the reliability of management information and hence of reported information.

Business risk can be defined as any probability that the organization will not achieve its
business objectives. Accordingly, as sustainability becomes more important to the objectives
of a business and hence to its risk management and control processes, top management and
financial statement auditors are increasingly interested as well.

For the purpose of verifying sustainability, the principles of financial statement audits provide
the underlying methodology. There also is a trend away from separate financial and
environmental reporting and towards combined sustainability reports.  There is little merit in
the long term in the development of environmental verification principles and financial
statement audit principles on separate tracks, as “in principle” they should be the same.
Likewise, there is little merit in two separate information systems in an organization, one for
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financial and cost accounting, the other for process technicians, if “in principle” they should be
the same, following the material flows through the company.

Environmental and other sustainability issues have also become important topics for rating
agencies. Investment companies are interested in how firms address future stakeholder
demands and how they manage future risks and anticipated legal obligations. A recent UK
law, from July 2000, is explicitly requiring disclosure on how investment funds deal with
sustainability issues in their stock portfolios. Still, this does not require consideration of ethical,
social and environmental aspects for pension funds, but a strong push for green products on
the stock market can be predicted.

Investors invest in companies that are listed on stock markets. The annual reports to
shareholders contain consolidated results for the corporation. Reliable environmental reporting
has been a major issue for companies recently and environmental reports are increasingly
being externally verified. Thus, the disclosure of reliable environmental performance and costs
data for the corporation, based on a solid information system that consistently collects and
aggregates financial and physical data, is vital.
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1. CHECKLISTS

1.1. Checklist for air and climate

Environmental cost/expenditure category Air and climate

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Filter plants, dust remover, biological filter

♦  Recovery of fugative solvents

♦  Respective depreciation for in-house energy plants corresponding to efficiency
losses (heating house, solar plant, wind ventilator)

♦  Respective depreciation (corresponding to the losses) for plants for combined
heat and power retrieval

♦  Closed loop cooling systems

♦  Building heating: respective part of non-efficiency energy conversion

♦  Air-conditioning

♦  Environmentally relevant portion of the depreciation for production plants, i.e.,
post combustion in paint facilities

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plant in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation and for the conduct of inspections, maintenance servicing and repairs,
with the respective share of non-efficient energy conversion

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel

♦  Energy administrator

♦  Operation and maintenance of the in-house energy-related plant

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Operational training for energy saving and conversion

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges
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♦  Energy-related connection charges corresponding to conversion losses (i.e.,
district heat)

♦  Energy tax (contained in purchasing price, imposed at delivery to grid most
countries

♦  Taxes for air emissions

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  Fines for non-compliance with air emission

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance against disturbances and accidents caused by released emissions

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for adaptation of end-of-pipe plants to state-of-the-art technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultation
♦  Cost of training, literature and information material, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external training or additional training including travel costs

2.3. Research and Development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for emission prevention measures

♦  Research and development measures for the prevention of energy conversion
losses and emissions

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technologies for additional
energy efficiency improvements

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.5. Energy

♦  Energy content of excess/waste heat (costs for components of energy carriers
corresponding to conversion losses)
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4. Processing costs of non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

♦  Subsidies for technologies using renewable energy carriers
♦  Construction costs and financial subsidies for in-house electricity production

♦  Awards of optimal energy management

5.2. Other earnings

♦  Earnings from in-house produced electricity

∑ Environmental Revenues

1.2. Checklist for wastewater

Environmental cost/expenditure category Wastewater

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Depreciation for plants for means of wastewater treatment, i.e., rake, oil shunt,
sand filter, cleaning-in-place (CIP) facility, biological level

♦  Caption tubs in the storage rooms to prevent groundwater contamination

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plant in accordance with 1.1, for continual
operation and for the conduct of inspections, maintenance servicing and repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel
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♦  Wastewater administrator

♦  Operation and maintenance of wastewater facilities

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Training for wastewater treatment and prevention

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Channel connection fees

♦  Charges for wastewater input into public sewage plants

♦  Charges for legal compliance to laws regulating water contamination

♦  Tax for water extraction, wastewater freight and amount

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  For non-compliance with laws pertaining to water obligations

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance for sanitation measures and compensations following cases of
disturbance and accidents, also by damages caused during transport (LKW, lorry
faults)

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for cleaning measures and compensation following disturbances and
accidents

♦  Provisions for sanitation of groundwater

♦  Provisions for adaptation of end-of-pipe plants to state-of-the-art technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultancy in the area of water management

♦  Cost of training, literature and information material, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external educational and training including travel costs

♦  Implementation of corporate water-saving projects

♦  Communication with neighbours/fishermen and other external communication
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2.3. Research and Development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for wastewater prevention and water
savings

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technologies, in particular
wastewater prevention processes

♦  Depreciation for water-saving measures and water-cycle closure

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

♦  Material purchase value of raw materials ending up in wastewater, i.e. hop and malt

3.2. Packaging

♦  Material purchase value of packaging materials ending up in wastewater

3.3. Auxiliary materials

♦  Material purchase value of auxiliary materials ending up in wastewater, i.e., sugar, yeast

3.4. Operating material

♦  Material purchase value of operating materials ending up in wastewater, i.e.,
dyes, cleansing agents, chemicals

3.6. Water

♦  Material purchase value of freshwater going down as wastewater

4. Processing costs of non-product output

♦  Manufacturing cost surcharge in accordance with treatment depth for personnel,
depreciation and operating materials of the non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

♦  Construction costs and financing subsidies for sewage plants

♦  Subsidy for groundwater sanitation

5.2. Other earnings

♦  Earnings from the sewage plant made available to external companies
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∑ Environmental Revenues

1.3. Checklist for waste

Environmental cost/expenditure category Waste

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Plants for waste separation, i.e., waste separation system, collection containers

♦  Investments in waste separation sites and their construction, i.e., caption tank,
mesh collection boxes, receptacles, labeling, construction costs for waste
collection islands

♦  Plants for waste treatment, i.e., sanitation presses, press and tilt containers,
chemical and physical treatment plants, disinfection plants, sterilization plants

♦  Drying plants for damp waste such as, i.e., label by the bottle-washing machine

♦  Waste-related metrics, documentation and laboratory facilities

♦  Plants for the extension of disposal intervals of operating materials, i.e., grease,
cooling devices

♦  Process safety equipment for hazardous substances and waste

♦  Transport systems, i.e., proportionate depreciation for trucks, tractors, stacks for
collection and disposal, including safety equipment such as double-sided
conversion tanks

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for plant in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation to conduct inspections, maintenance servicing, and repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Transport costs for vehicles, i.e. for delivery of waste to disposal sites or to be
recycled

♦  Rent for waste collection containers and separation systems

1.3. Personnel

♦  Waste administrator

♦  Cleaning of waste collection locations

♦  Internal handling of waste such as, i.e., collection, compaction, drying, internal
waste transport
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♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing, control and monitoring costs

♦  Self delivery of waste to disposal sites or to recycling

♦  Corporate training of waste separation and prevention

♦  Compliance with waste regulations and corporate specific requirements, i.e.,
creation of economic waste prevention plans

♦  Filing and record keeping for (hazardous) waste disposal

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Disposal cost of municipal and hazardous waste including weighing charges,
container rental, container destruction, etc.

♦  Waste disposal fees and charges (public waste disposal)

♦  Recycling costs for residues such as paper, packaging materials, plastics,
organic waste, metal, etc.

♦  Taxes for waste and clean-up of contaminated sites (as exists)

♦  License tax for product packaging

♦  Charges for municipal permits reporting waste management

♦  Charges for licenses and corporate plant production permits in connection with
the processing of hazardous materials

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  For neglecting to comply with waste-related regulations regarding separation,
monitoring, transport and disposal

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance against the risk of accidents during transportation of hazardous goods
and waste

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for neglected overburden removal in mining

♦  Provisions for waste removal and recycling obligations

♦  Provisions for adaptation of end-of-pipe plants to state-of-the-art technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultancy in the area of waste management
♦  Costs for training, literature and information materials, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities
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♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Waste-related administration processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training, including travel costs

♦  Product design costs to change design to reduce waste

♦  Planning costs for process changes that reduce waste

♦  Emergency response planning and training with regard to hazardous substances

2.3. Research and Development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for waste prevention measures

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technologies in regard to
special waste prevention processes

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

♦  Material purchase value of raw materials ending up in waste

3.2. Packaging

♦  Material purchase value of packaging materials ending up in waste

3.3. Auxiliary materials

♦  Material purchase value of auxiliary materials ending up in waste

3.4. Operating materials

♦  Material purchase value of operating materials ending up in waste, as long as it
is not already contained in 1.2

4. Processing costs of non-product output

♦  Manufacturing cost surcharge in accordance with treatment depth for personnel,
depreciation, and operating materials of the non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

♦  Construction costs and financing subsidies for waste-related plants
♦  Awards for optimal waste management
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5.2. Other earnings

♦  Earnings from the sale of materials for reuse and recycling (paper, packaging, plastics,
glass, biological waste, etc.)

∑ Environmental Revenues

1.4. Checklist for soil and groundwater

Environmental cost/expenditure category Soil and groundwater

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Processes for the treatment of soil contamination

♦  Recultivation of land

♦  Reforestation measures

♦  Landscape design for industrial plants, nuclear power plants, etc.

♦  Protection measures for in-house disposal sites

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plants in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation and for the conduction of inspections, maintenance servicing and
repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel

♦  Operation and maintenance of the plants in accordance with 1.1.

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Training for treatment and prevention

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Charges for clean-up of contaminated land

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  For neglecting to comply with the obligations of individual disposal sites
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1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance against disturbance and accidents caused in on-site disposal sites

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for reforestation and recultivation

♦  Provisions for the clean-up of disposal sites and contaminated land

♦  Provision for the adaptation of end-of-pipe plants in line with state-of-the-art
technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultancy
♦  Cost of training, literature and information materials, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training including travel costs

2.3. Research and development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for prevention measures

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technologies specially dealing
with the prevention of contaminated land

2.5. Other environmental management costs

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

♦  Subsidies for disposal site sanitation

5.2. Other earnings

♦  Earnings from the utilization of in-house disposal sites

∑ Environmental Revenues
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1.5. Checklist for noise and vibration

Environmental cost/expenditure category Noise and vibration

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Noise absorption devices, sound-proof walls, isolation

♦  Internal operating noise pollution measures (if not already attributed to health
and safety)

♦  Environmentally relevant portion of the depreciation for production plants, i.e.,
sound absorption

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plants in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation and for the conduction of inspections, maintenance servicing and
repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel

♦  Emissions and noise administrator

♦  Operation and maintenance of the plant in accordance with 1.1

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Operational training for treatment and prevention

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Charges for administrative processes

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  Fines for non compliance with noise-related laws

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance against disturbance and claims by neighbors

1.7. Provisions
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♦  Provisions for damage compensation following cases of disturbances

♦  Provisions for adaptation of end-of-pipe plants in line with state-of-the-art
technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultation performance in the area of air emission
management

♦  Cost of training, literature and information materials, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training including travel costs

♦  Communication with neighbors and other interested parties

2.3. Research and development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for noise prevention measures

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technology, especially emission
and noise prevention processes

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

3.2. Packaging

3.3. Auxiliary materials

3.4. Operating materials

4. Processing costs of non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental Revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards
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5.2. Other earnings

∑ Environmental Revenues
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1.6. Checklist for biodiversity and landscape

Environmental cost/expenditure category biodiversity and landscape

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Environmentally relevant portion of the depreciation for production plants, i.e.,
special measures taken for landscape design

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plants in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation and for the conduction of inspections, maintenance servicing and
repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel

♦  Operation and maintenance of the sites in accordance with 1.1

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Operational training for treatment and prevention

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Charges for administrative processes

1.5. Fines and penalties

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for landscaping after construction activities

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultation

♦  Cost of literature and information materials, etc.
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2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training including travel costs

♦  Communication with neighbors and other interested parties

2.3. Research and development

♦  Research and development for biodiversity and landscaping

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technology

2.5. Other environmental management costs

♦  Eco-sponsoring activities, projects for protecting wild land, rain forests, etc.

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

3.2. Packaging

3.3. Auxiliary materials

3.4. Operating materials

4. Processing costs of non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

5.2. Other earnings

∑ Environmental Revenues
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1.7. Checklist for radiation

Environmental cost/expenditure category Radiation

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

♦  Radiation-proof walls, isolation

♦  Internal operating radiation measures (if not already attributed to health and
safety)

♦  Environmentally relevant portion of the depreciation for production plants, i.e.,
radiation absorption

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

♦  Operating materials and energy for the plants in accordance with 1.1, continual
operation and for the conduction of inspections, maintenance servicing and
repairs

♦  Maintenance services provided externally

♦  External analysis and metrics costs

♦  External testing costs, control and monitoring costs

1.3. Personnel

♦  Radiation administrator

♦  Operation and maintenance of the plant in accordance with 1.1

♦  Internal analysis and metrics costs

♦  Internal testing costs, control and monitoring costs

♦  Operational training for treatment and prevention

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Charges for administrative processes

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  Fines for non-compliance with related laws

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

♦  Insurance against disturbance and accidents caused by radiation
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1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

♦  Provisions for damage compensation to injured and their dependants following
cases of disturbances and accidents

♦  Provisions for treatment of radioactive contamination

♦  Provisions for the adaptation of end-of-pipe plants in line with state-of-the-art
technologies

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management

♦  Legal aid and external consultation performance in the area of radiation
management

♦  Cost of training, literature and information materials, etc.

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting related environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training including travel costs

♦  Communication with neighbors and other interested parties

2.3. Research and development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for radiation prevention measures

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

♦  Additional costs in comparison to state-of-the-art technology

2.5. Other environmental management costs

3. Material purchase value of non-product output

3.1. Raw materials

3.2. Packaging

3.3. Auxiliary materials

3.4. Operating materials

4. Processing costs of non-product output

∑ Environmental Expenditure
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5. Environmental Revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

5.2. Other earnings

∑ Environmental Revenues

1.8. Checklist for other environmental costs

This checklist applies to remaining costs only, which have not been distributed to
environmental media. Whenever possible, the relevant costs should be attributed to the
different environmental media, based on sound estimates.

Environmental cost/expenditure category Other

1. Waste and emission treatment

1.1. Depreciation for related equipment

1.2. Maintenance and operating materials and services

1.3. Personnel

♦  Compliance with laws and specified corporate requirements

♦  Compliance with documentation and notification obligations

1.4. Fees, taxes, charges

♦  Registration charge for entry into EMAS site register

♦  Charges for administrative processes

♦  Registration charge, i.e., for eco labels

1.5. Fines and penalties

♦  Environmental penalties, compensations and settlements, if not distributed to the
respective environmental media

1.6. Insurance for environmental liabilities

1.7. Provisions for clean-up costs, remediation, etc.

2. Prevention and environmental management

2.1. External services for environmental management
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♦  Legal aid and external consultancy

♦  Cost of training, literature and information materials, etc

♦  Environmental verifiers, certification and audit costs
♦  External communication costs, i.e., advertisements, environmental reporting

2.2. Personnel for general environmental management activities

♦  Meetings of the management committee, departmental managers, other
employees and the environmental team reporting environmental issues

♦  Continual or occasional control measures, internal audits

♦  Administrative processes, announcements and inquiries

♦  Internal and external education and training including travel costs

♦  General cost of environmental manager, general environmental administration

♦  Implementation of an environmental management systems

♦  Environmental communication, revision of inquiries, writing an environmental
report

♦  Communication with neighbors

♦  Notification, reporting, monitoring/testing, studies/modeling, record keeping,
inspections

2.3. Research and development

♦  Research, development and trailing costs for general waste and emission prevention
measures

2.4. Extra expenditure for cleaner technologies

2.5. Other environmental management costs

♦  Additional costs for purchasing environmentally sound products, if significant

♦  Costs for support of local community environmental activities, such as providing
funds, seminars and information

♦  Costs for environmental advertisement and communication

♦  Costs related with environmental trails

∑ Environmental Expenditure

5. Environmental revenues

5.1. Subsidies, awards

♦  Subsidies for general environmental management activity (i.e., installation of
environmental management systems)

♦  Awards for environmental management activities

5.2. Other earnings
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∑ Environmental Revenues

2. CONVERSION FACTORS

Conversion for energy input in kg, liter or m3 into kWh

Natural gas 10.00 kWh/m3 12.66 kWh/kg

Fuel oil light   9.93 kWh/l 11.68 kWh/kg

Fuel oil heavy 10.27 kWh/l 11.17 kWh/kg

Hard coal     -   8.14 kWh/kg

Brown coal     -   5.35 kWh/kg

District heating Inquire at local public utility company

Source:  Guide to Corporate Environmental Indicators, Federal Environmental Ministry,
Bonn, Germany, 1997.

Conversion for CO2 emissions per kWh energy input

CO2 in g/kWh

Natural gas 200

Fuel oil light 260

Fuel oil heavy 280

External supply of electricity 492 for Germany

Source:  Study Commission of the German Bundestag (1994), European Electricity Supply
Network (UCPTE 93).

Conversion factors for global warming emissions (Kyoto protocol)

Substance
Global warming potential GWP (1) time horizon 100
years, (kg CO2 equivalent per kg substance)

Carbon dioxide CO2 1

Methane CH4 21
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Nitrous Oxide N2O 270

Sulphur hexafluoride SF6 23.900

Perfluorcarbons PFCs 7.000 – 9.200

Hydrofluorocarbons HFCs 140 – 9.800

Source: UNCTAD.  (For a complete list of GWPs see IPPC 1996.)

Conversion factors for ozone depleting emissions (Montreal protocol)

Substance
Ozone depleting potential ODP

(kg CFC-11 equivalent per kg substance)

CFCl3 (CFC-11) 1.0

CF2Cl2 (CFC 12) 1.0

C2F3Cl3 (CFC-113) 0.8

C2F4Cl2 (CFC-114) 1.0

C2F5Cl (CFC-115) 0.6

CF2BrCl (Halon-1211) 3.0

CF3Br (Halon-1301) 10.0

C2F4Br2 (Halon-2402) 6.0

CF3Cl (CFC-13) 1.0

C2FCl5 (CFC-111) 1.0

C2F2Cl4 (CFC-112) 1.0

C3FCl7 (CFC-211) 1.0

C3F2Cl6 (CFC-212) 1.0

C3F3Cl5 (CFC-213) 1.0

C3F4Cl4 (CFC-214) 1.0

C3F5Cl3 (CFC-215) 1.0

C3F6Cl2 (CFC-216) 1.0

C3F7Cl (CFC-217) 1.0

CCl4 Carbon Tetrachloride 1.1

C2H3Cl3 1,1,1-Trichloroethane 0.1

CHFCl2 (HCFC-21)1 0.04

CHF2Cl2 (HCFC-22)1 0.055

CH2FCl (HCFC-31)1 0.02

C2HFCl4 (HCFC-121)2 0.01 – 0.04

C2HF2Cl3 (HCFC-122)3 0.02 – 0.08
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Substance
Ozone depleting potential ODP

(kg CFC-11 equivalent per kg substance)

C2HF3Cl2 (HCFC-123)3 0.02 – 0.06

CHCl2CF3 (HCFC-123) 0 – 0.02

C2HF4Cl (HCFC-124)2 0.02 – 0.04

CHFClCF3 (HCFC-124) 0 – 0.022

C2H2FCl3 (HCFC-131)3 0.007 – 0.05

C2H2F2Cl2 0.02

C2HFCl4 (HCFC-121)2 0.01 – 0.04

C2HF2Cl3 (HCFC-122)3 0.02 – 0.08

C2HF3Cl2 (HCGroup IIICHFBr2)1 1.0

CHF2Br (HBFC-22B1)1 0.74

CH2FBr1 0.73

C2HFBr4 2 0.3 – 0.8

C2HF2Br3 3 0.5 – 1.8

C2HF3Br2 3 0.4 – 1.6

C2HF4Br2 0.7 – 1.2

C2H2FBr3 3 0.1 – 1.1

C2H2F2Br2 4 0.2 – 1.5

C2H2F3Br3 0.7 – 1.6

C2H3FBr2 3 0.1 – 1.7

C2H3F2Br3 0.2 – 1.1

C2H4FBr2 0.07 – 0.1

C3HFBr6 5 0.3 – 1.5

C3HF2Br5 9 0.2 – 1.9

C3HF3Br4 12 0.3 – 1.8

C3HF4Br3 12 0.5 – 2.2

C3HF5Br2 9 0.9 – 2.0

C3HF6Br5 0.7 – 3.3

C3H2Br5 9 0.1 – 1.9

C3H2F2Br4 16 0.2 – 2.1

C3H2F3Br3 18 0.2 – 5.6

C3H2F4Br2 16 0.3 – 7.5

C3H2F5Br 8 0.9 – 1.4

C3H3FBr4 12 0.08 – 1.9
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Substance
Ozone depleting potential ODP

(kg CFC-11 equivalent per kg substance)

C3H3F2Br3 18 0.1 – 3.1

C3H3F4Br 12 0.3 – 4.4

C3H5FBr2 9 0.04 – 0.4

C3H5F2Br 9 0,07 – 0,8

C3H6FBr 5 0.02 – 0.7

Where a range of OPDs is indicated, the highest value in that range shall be used, as these values
are based on estimates, while single values are based on laboratory measurements.
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